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WAVE SOARING
By JACK HARRISON

This article is in two parts. The first covers the theory, but
the second Is more practk:al, explaining actual flying techniques.
A large number of facts, or what I -believe to be facts, are given
so no doubt it will be found to be hard work absorbing all the
information. A detailed study will probably be necessary

ANY of us have beard the New
M
Zealand story "ATC couldn't clear
me at 25.000, so I climbed to 27,000 ft.
to cross the airway:· I foresee similar
flights being possible in this country one
day. The trouble is that "know-how"
based on ftying in British wave is limited.
The Charlie Ross's of this world are
undoubtedly far greater authorities on
wave flying than I am, but as 1 have some
100 hours in British wave 1 may have a
few hints to pass on. I also have the good
fortune to fly for a Jiving. so I can at
least look at wave regularly, even if I
do not always have the opportunity to
soar in it.
Where in Britain o n wave oa:•r?
The short answer is- anywhere..
Naturally. tbe best wave is found just
downwind of the main mountainous
areas. but it is not unknown even in East
Anglia. Wave is not the rare phenomenon
it is often thought to be; indeed, in some
parts of Britain (i.e. the Highlands of
Scotland), it is probably the normal rather
than the abnormal state of the upper
atmosphere. For reasons which will be
explained later, the best wave occurs with
west or n orth-west winds. Thus. to the
east or south-east of high ground are the
most favoured parts of the country. For
example, the English/Welsh border, the
Vale of York, or the Portmoak area.
Wave expeditions should be planned to
these and similar areas. but even in such
unlikely places as Uncolnsbire (where
10,000 ft. has been achieved) or Oxfordshire (14,000 fL) it is worthwhile aJways
to be on the lookout for wave.
Geographical Considerations
ln a favoured wave area the best lift
is frequently found in the same spot time
and time again. A study of the geography
will often help. The primary wave is the
most easiJy located. Tllis is the first wave
set off by the hill. Examples of frequently
2

used primary waves are found a t Dollar
(ncar Portmoak) in the lee of the Ochils,
or at Ripon in the lee of the Pennines.
~en .soaring .in the primary, it is easy
to VISUaliSe lhe a1r cascading down the hill
and bouncing up again (Fig. I). The lift is
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found surprisingly close to the hill-only

1 .t o 3 miles. The exact position of the

pnmary can often be worked out from
the IT!ap. Recently, while ftying in Wales.
I ant~eapated wave directly in the lee of
the ~adnor Forest (a 2,000 ft. mountain).
On ~IX separate days, I found lift over
precasely the same viUaae of Evenjobb.
A~em of the -.wave
. Wa'!e lies paraJiel .to the hill producing
II. It !S not ~ecessarlly at right angles to
the Wind. Tbas is important as it is often
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misunderstood. It is true tbat tbe wind
must be approximately at rig_bt anglc;s
to the hill, •bot even 400 either s1de of th1s
wave can still occur.
In the example shown ( fi!!· 2). i( wave
is initially located at C. 1t 1s clear that
tracking at right angl~s to the wil)d _is
wrong. The beat reqwred to remam. m
lift~B orCA-has substantial headwmd
(tailwind) component Thus the beat one
way along the wave would take much
longer than the beat in the opposite ~y
-rather lil:e hill soaring when the Wind
is slightly olf the hilL
Alignment in different wind directions
Particular hills can ol'l.ly set up wave
along particular directions. An example
makes this clear (Fig. 3). The shape of
the Black Mountain in South Wales is
such that the wave can only be aligned
NE {SW or NW/SE. Thus winds from
NW or SW are best. If the wind is
between these two directions, chaotic
conditions can cxeur as the two wave
systems are superimposed. J have soared
the BJack Mountain wave as the wind
steadily backed (rom NW to SW. Initially.
the wave was aligned NE/SW-line M3
on diagram. Conditions the.n became
confused, although soarable with diffic.u lty, as the two systems overlapped.
Eventually the wave setlled down along
the line CD.
On another occasion. I was soaring to
the north of Long Mynd, with the wave
aligned 030° /2100. Then, for a while, the
alignment became 3300/1500 tefore
reverting to the NW wind wave. The
change over was not progre.ssive, i.e., at

no time did the wave lie N/S, although
for a short time the two systems were
superimposed. I am inclined to think that
many of the reported cases or the "wave
suddenly collapsing'' are no more than
examples of change in wind direction
resulting in overlapping of wave systems.
Secondary and flll1her wans
These lie parallel to the primary (and
the hill). But the system may be staggered,
so that each wave lies directly downwind
of the previous wave (Fig. 4). Wavelengths are usually between 3 and 9 nm.
Secondary and further waves are of
course less powerful (although on occasion they may look deceptively better-}
have never known the secondary wave
of a simple system to be better than the
primary). If say, the primary gives 6 knots
to 14,000 ft., the secondary might give 4
knots to 12,000 ft. Five or six waves
downwind, only 7,000 ft. might be obtainable, climbing at a mere 0.5 knot.
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In-phase hffis
So far only simple wave systems have
been considered. Real wave systems are
usually more complicated, with further
hills downwind rcinforcing or killing the
wave. The Pennines or Dollar waves,
arc relatively simple systems as there
are no hills downwind to complicate
matters.
In-phase hills can improve the wave. A
good example occurs in No~ Wales,
where •SnC'wdon, and the moun tams to the

s

SE are "in-phase". To the lee of the last
mountain, in the Oswestry area, the wave
can be quite superb. I have seen this
system in ideal conditions, with a series
of wave clouds improving with each
downwind cloud. After the last hill the
wave fell off rapidly. Sometimes hills can
be out of phase. and cancel out ln other
cases the hills may progressively decrea-se
in size. Thus, although in phase, the
strength of the wave does not improve
further downwind. An example of this
occurs to the NW of Portmoak, where
the wave over Perth is no better than the
wave over Loch Rannach.
Wave many miles from biBs
Wave is sometimes found in unlikely
places, such as over Oxford. In these
cases, it is not always easy to determine
the alignment O'f the wave, and it may
not even be possible to guess which hills
are producing the wave. In the MidJands,
this random wave is often aligned
approximately 030°/210°. The probable
reason for this is that the basic origin of
the wave system is the Welsh Mountains.
which as a broad generalisation, lie
030/210. So in a W or NW wind, when
the air passes over small bills in the Mid·
lands, such as the Cotswolds, it is already
oscillating with this alignment 030/210.
The "Kick" given by these new hills,
although they are of random &hape,
simply increases the strength of the
"latent wave", but retains the original
alignment.
METEOROLOGJCAL CONDITIONS
Wiod
For usable waves, th.is must be 20 knots
or more at 3·4,000 ft. The surface wind
ean be very light. Ideally the wind should
increase steadily above 4,000 ft., and be
40 knots plus at 10.000 ft. ln general, the
stronger the winds, the stronger the
waves. The direction should be substantially constant up to at least 12,000 fL
Wave usually dies off gradually with
increasing height above a certain level,
but a sudden decrease in speed, or change
in direction, would determine the top of
the wave.
The most favoured wind direction is
NW. This is partly because NW wind
weather is often favourable for wave
formation (i.e. lapse rate, etc.), but mainly
4

because many of the major mountain
ranges in Bntain run NE/SW. This is
not to &ay that wave does not occur in
other wind directions. lt is the wind
direction above about 2,000 ft. that is
important. The surfaoe wind would
normally be backed some 30 degrees of
this.
Lapse rate and Stability
For wave to occur there must be a
stable layer sandwiched between two
unstable layers. The lowest tew thousand feet of the atmosphere must have
a steep lapse rate. This can be the result
of convection, turbulence, or forced up·
lift over hills. Common usage often
refers to a particular air mass as being
unstable, when what is really meant is
that there is "potential" instability. An
"unstable" air mass on a nne summer
morning is not truly unstable until the
convection has started, and the steep
lapse mte has been produced. For wave
to occuJ" this true low level instability is
necessary.
The unstable layer must not e:~ttend too
high. If convective cloud tops exceed
about 8,000 ft. wave is unlikely. A rough
guide is that if showers occur, or are fore·
cast, the unstable layer is probably deeper
than 8,000 ft. Above the low level
instability a stable layer is necessary. The
stronger the stability, the stronger the
wave (because stronger stability means
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sho"ter wavelength). Thus, a powerful
inversion capping the unstable layer is
ideaL Wave can only extend just above
the top of the stable sandwich (invariably,
the atmosphere is unstable at sufficient
altitude), so the higher the stable layer
goes, the higher the wave extends. An
ideal temperature/height structure is
shown in Fig. S.
Thenn.als and Wave
A common phenomenon is for wave
.not to occur early in the morning, only
becoming established when convection
has started. Thus. instead of thermals
killing the wave as is commonly thought,
they do in fact get the wave going. I am
excluding those occasions where the steep
lapse rate near the ground is the result
of turbulence, when wave conditions may
exist throughout the day. But in convective situations 1 have several times had to
wail for the morning thermals to start
before being able to wave soar. In fact,
nearly all my wave soaring has been
achieved when thermals are or bave been
present. (After the thermals have died. a
steep lapse rat.e near hill top level remains
for some hours). The t hermals need not
be strong; indeed wave is often found
above the weakest of thermals.
The distribution of thermals in wave
situations is not random. Thermals are
often found in the same place time after
time, being trigge~d off by the wave.
But it is often impossible to determine
the correlation between the thermals and
the wave. If thermals are found regularly
in the same place. however, it is worth
considering that there might be wave
(assuming sufficient wind). This is particularly true witb blue thermals. (There
is always a strong inversion above blue
thermals). I am tempted to go so far as
to say that, with sufficient wind, there is
always wave above blue thermals, but it
is only contacted with the greatest difficulty.
Cloud
The ideal is strato-cumulus. There is a
steep lapse rate below it, either from
convection or turbulence, capped by a
marked inversion at cloud tops. The
humidity of the air determines the total
cloud amount. Thus wave troughs may
be marked by small gaps, or mere thinning of the cloud; or in drier conditions,

the only cloud is in lines along the wave
crests. The top of the cloud bas an
undulating appearance, with the rising
air in front of the steepest slope of the
cloud; making soaring relatively straightforwanl. However, from below, strato-cu
may look most improbable as marking
wave.
As I write this (in W iltshire) the sky is
covered with 7/8 strat<KU and would
hardly rate a S«X>od glance !rom the
average glider pilot. But careful study
shows that the Q)ue gaps remain in substantially fixed places, with cloud dissipating on the upwiod edge of the gaps,
and reforming at the downwind edge. The
gaps, although not clearly defined, tend
to be aligned crosswind. I have little
doubt that it is soarable to 7-8,000 ft. or
more. Perhaps some reader can confirm
that 17th September was soarable.
Good wave can also occur over
ordinary cumulus-provid.e d the cloud
tops are not too high. With cumulus, tbe
line of lift is not well marked, but the
good observer will notice that the cumulus
usually forms in the same place, with
certain regions containing plenty of
cloud at all. The lift will be found just
in front of the cloudy air.
I have experienced a most confusing
situation, when wave occurred over cloud
streets. The meL requirements for wave
and streeting are rather similar. I eventually found myself soaring at 14,000 ft.
in wave lift roughly perpendicular to the
cloud streets several thousand feet below
me. To say the least, it was confusing!
Blue wave can also occur. Understandably, this is one of the most difficult types
of wave to usc.
The classic lenticulars are of course
experience,
indications of wave. In
the medium and higb-lcve clouds. e .g.
mother-of-pearl cirrus, are rarely helpful.
The clouds that look the best are usually
associated with tbe poorest lift It is only
the low (3-S,OOO ft.) lenticulars-almost
like roll clouds-that are reliable
indicators of good wave. Not all wave
clouds are lenticular: tne best wave clouds
do not look like lenticulars at all.
Frequently, in tbe evening. ordinary
cumulus or convective strato·cu, suddenly
becomes organised. and takes on a bea~
tiful smooth, lenticular, appearance. lbJs
makes the wave pattern more ap.JilBrent.
But the wave has probably been JUSt as
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good earlier in the day. It has simply
been Jess easily recogn ised, and more
difficult to get into.
Lines of ragged stratus-usually
beneath other wave cloud, but sometimes
in isolation, are often good indicators.
Jn appearance they are similar to the
curtam clouds of a sea-breeze front They
are deceptive, and to the casual observer,
appear to have little significance.
I n all types of wave cloud the upwind
edge o( the cloud, or the upwind bou ndary of the cloudy air, is to all intents
and purposes stationary as the cJoud is
always forming in the same place.
Similarly the downwind edge; Ln fact
often the downwind edge is more noticeably stationary. In the smooth classic
wave cloud this re-forming at the upwind
edge is so reguJai that the whole cloud
appears fixed in the sky. With cumulus
and stratus-type wave clouds, ind ividual
clouds are very noticeably moving. lift
may be found in fro nt of o ne cloud. This
cloud drifts back. Suddenly more cloud
forms upwind. This drifts back. and the
process is repeated. The overall effect is
that the new wisps of cloud form in the
same place each time, with the pOsition
of the cloud as a whole remaining
stationary.

Synoptic Situation (Weather char{)
An analysis of char ts when wave has
occurred reveals one surprising (act. The
isobars have anti-cyclonic curvature. This
factor alone. however, is no guarantee
that wave will occur.
Suitable weather situations occur just
in advance of a warm front, immediately
after a cold front, and also in the warm
sector (but usually too cloudy for usefu l
soaring). Quite the ideal situation occurs
when an anti-cyclone is just to the SW
or S of Britain giving NW or N winds.
Provided winds a re st rong enough thjs
synoptiC" situation invar iably p roduces
wave. It m' ght not of course be usable
if the cloud cover is too great.
Time o( Year
Spring and autumn, notably March.
April and October, are especially
favoured. These seasonal peaks are
p~obably for the folJowing reasons: Jn
wmter, the sun's heatmg is generally too
~veak ~~ p roduce the necessary low level
1nstabll1ty. In summer, winds tend to be

too light. But good wave can occur
throughout the year. One of my most
enjoyable wave flights was on 12th July,
and remember that the first crossing from
N. Ireland to Scotland -was on 31st
December. Indeed. there is evidence of
secondary peaks of activity in J uly and
January.

Summary of ideal Met. Situations
In a suitable geographical area I would
confidently a.n ticipate wave in the followmg circumstances:!. Anti-cyclonic influence--with anticyclonic curvatu re of isobars.
2. Wind, 20 knots plus at 4,000 ft. Very
strong winds, i.e. 50 knots plus. in
upper atmosphere. Constant direction with height.
3. Cloud-strato-cu, base 3-5,000 ft.
Tops not above 8,000 It.
4. Time of day- late morning onwards.

*

*

•

Comments by ToM BRADBURY: I found
thl$ a very mteresting su mmary of practical wave flying, and r look forward to
readmg Part Two. There are. however. a
few points that are arguable:
1. From the paragraph on Met. Conditions sub-title Wi nd. " Jo general the
stronger the winds the stronger the
waves''. This i.s not always true. Some
years ago a mathematical study showed
that the best lift may occur when conditions are only just right for waves to
occur, and then an increase in upper
winds results in a decrease in the wave
amplitude. Actual wave flights have confirmed this, showing strong lift when
upper wmds were far from strong.
2. "Wave can only extend just above
the top of the stable sandwich". Although
it is true tha t the best lift is often found
in this laye r, the usable wave can go
far above the stable layer. Moreover, a
separate wave system of much longer
wave length can exist at a very high
level. A Canberra pilot experienced lift
of some 3,000 ft./min. just to the lee of
the Cairngorms at about 35,000 ft. in a
south-westerly airflow, and a more
remarkable report came from a jet pilot
over Norwich. On th is occasion the flow
was north-westerly, and the pilot reported
some 3,000 ft./min. lift between the
heights of 35,000 and nearly 40,000 ft.
7
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3. Although the diagram (Fig. 5) showing the temperature/height curve. with
its marked inversion is correct, it is not
necessary for there to be anything like
such a sharp change for good waves to
occur. Excellent wave. soarable to above
17,000 fL has been found when the stable
layer was hardly noticeable.
4. "Isobars invariably have anticyclonic curvature when waves occur."
This is a new one to me. 1 thiak it is
probably quite a useful rule, but there
is nothing in the theory to exclude waves
formjng when the isoba.rs are curved
cyclonically, and in fact wave flights have
been made with slight cyclonic curvature
showing on the charts.
S. "Wave over cloud streets". Yes. this
is a good observation. and in fact a
number of wave flights from Nympsficld
have started after flying up a street of
cumulus and climbing into wave from

OBITUARY
BILL JGGULDEN
nEATH either deals with you with a
U sledge-hammer or else adopts salami
tactics, slicing off bits of you until you
arc no longer there, although you may for
some time still go on as a so-called Jiving
being.
With Bill Iggulden it took the ilrst
course, and one which I would wish for
all my friends: but when this comes at
the age of 53, with so much still to contribute, and so many people within the
warm glow of affection, it is an irremediable loss to those left behind.
1 don't know how long I have known
Bill, but I do know that from the first
time we met we knew we could rely on
each other as virtuaJJy members of the
same family. When my second son
Stephen went to Australia to find a job
and work there for a few years. 1 gave
him one letter-to Bill, and the lggulden's
adopted him as one of themselves and saw
him through all the problems of integrating into a new world.
I carne back from a meeting in Paris
of the CIVV on the night of November
6th at which we had been discussing Bill's
letters on the subject of the Australian

near the top of the upwind cumulus of
the street.
6. "Blue wave can also occur". Yes.
probably much more often than is
realised.
7. "Summary o[ Ideal Met. Situation.''
(4) "Time or day-late morning onwards.''
Although the sun's heating changes the
stability of the lowest layer of air. and
as a resu It usually alters the wavelength,
the waves themselves certainly do exist
through the night and early morning.
However, from the practical point of
view, it is probably mvcb harder to get
into w-ave from low levels when there is
no convective mt to bridge the gap.
Finally, I !;).ope nothing above sounds
discouraging. The more people who can
give us practical ideas on how to use
wave the better, and the article ought to
draw some interesting ideas from the
experts (as in fact tbe author hopes).

offer to bold the 1972/ 3 World Championships, a.nd at 5.30 a .m. on the following
morning Brett. his son, who was in London, phoned me to tell me he had just
had the literally shocking news of his
death. 1 was too stunned to do more than
mumble-Brett will forgive me because
he too is an Iggulden.
There are people better qualified than
I to record what Bill did for Australian
gliding. He had been President of the
GFA for so long that I can hardly imagine
it without him. So I will simply say what
Bill was as a man-and it is indeed simply
said-he was a Gentleman. He wa.s as
stra.i ght as a die; he lived for what lte
could give, not for what he could get;
you felt you could never let him down,
for if you did so you would be letting
down yourself. He bad an astonishingly
wide mind. and in conversation could
beat me on any subjects from music to
a discussion on the Gold Standard. He
understood people, and that they stron&Jy
tend to live up to what one expects of
them. I am certain be never did a mean
thing, as 1 know he never commiued a
selfish act There is no more I can say.
The Scythian has taken a slice off all
who knew him.
19th Nov~mbu, 1970.

P. A. Wtus
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SOME ASPECTS OF T URNING POINT PHOTOGRAPHY
By LAURENCE HILL

been asked to wrtte about the
III HAVE
problems of turning point photography.
the 1970 Open Nauonals were •typical
I feel that the whole concept of basing

the results of such competitions on photographic evidence is extremely shaky.
However, it is possible that conditions for
air to ground photographs have rarely
been as bad as in this competition. Except
for the final day, 'haze and poor visibility
prevailed.
Early in the competition it was quite
.a surprise to me that with the same type
of equipment I was faced with such varied
results. It became obvious that some pilots
were getting consistently better photo,graphs. After looking at the ways in which
the cameras were used the reasons for the
variations became clearer.
Many pilots just had the cameras kicking about in the cockpit and held it in
the general direction of the turning point
with one hand and triggered it hopefully.
In a later discussion it was said that a
.school of thought actually recommended
this-this is about the only point on which
I will be categoric- the camera needs a
mount-no one can consistently hold a
camera, point it at the turning point, fly

the glider, t rigger it and get good results.
To interpret direct from negatives easily
they should have a sharp image and reasonable contrast. As the camera is a fixed
focus affair the turning point should be
in focus, but unfortunately this type of
camera has a relatively slow shutter speed
(probably 1/60 sec.). This means that
camera shake is often present because
the release was "snatched" rather tha..n
"squeezed", or the air was turbulent and
!hook the camera. This fault was quite
common so do take more than one exposure at each turning point, however good
you arc, one might have "shake".
Contrast of the negative is controlled
by many factors; camera design, film
used and meteorological conditions, but
several important factors which will
lower the contrast are in the control of
the pilot.
I. Dirty lens.
2. Dirty and scratched perspex.
3. Extraneous light falling on the lens
-here some form of hooding means only
the light from the subjec.t falls on the lens.
This is probably the greatest single factor
which can increase contrast.
Kodak sells a 320 Kodisk lens hood at
EASY ACCESS TO

SHUTT("

CAM5~A MOUHfllifQ
e~t.c: •cr

Flo.
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1-SUIIIffl~d lurout for a <anreru nrouru
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FIG. 2-How ilft•trnul rt/lections from tl1<t canopy
of!«~

tilr comrra.

£1 Os. 6d. This js made of tough plastic
and can have the clip-on arrangement cut
off and the front shaped to the perspex.
The much modified hood can then be:
aralditcd to the face plate as shown (fig. 1).
4. Reflections from the inside of the
canopy. Several mounts which held the
camera well were so arranged that the
lens was 24 em. from the perspex. This
allows reflections to enter the lens and
lower the contrast (fig. 2). Besides the
risk of camera shake, not hitting the turning point. reflections are another reason
why hand holding cameras is unsatisfactory (fig. 3).
5. The use of a medium yellow filter
helps haze pe.n etration and increases
contra5t. For the Model 25 lnstamatic a
Kodtslt 320 cloud fil ter which just clips
on is avrulablc at £1 13s. 9d. Four other
models of lnstamatic clip-on filters can
be obtained from any photo dealer but
arc not Kodak accessories.
1 must mention that an my comments
are based on pboto&raphy through pers·
pex. This is far (rom ideal but few modern
gliders have clear vision panc.ls situated
where you want the camera.
Taking the actual photographs:
Some points on the actual sequence of
taking photographs for turning points
which would help the assessors and compe.t itors are as follows:(a) Check the camera. Before loading the
film check the lens inside the camera as
well as outside for cleanliness. A soft,
clean, well-washed handkerchief is quite
satisfactory for cleaning. Blow out last
season's dust from the interior.

F10. l-Reflections from pilot's std/>ed iuuy
completd)• swamp tlte oir 10 (lround pielkp.r.

(b) Load the camera itt the shade (when
blessed with direct sun). When winding
the film to frame 1 watch through the red
window that the backing paper is progressing smoothly, any apparent skidding
may mean trouble.
(c) Photograph the task board. Make sure
you fill tbc finder with the board. This
assumes the board to be about 5 ft. x
4 ft. or bigger. Jf the organisers have a
much smaller board it could be out of
focus. Make two exposures and watch
that the n umbers move when you wind
on.
(d) Instal in the aircraft. For average
conditions set the camera to .. Bright,. if
no filter is used and "Dull" if usin~ the
yellow filter. U the day is unrcstrtcted
suoshjne the camera can be on ..Bright"
even with the filter.
Squee~e the shutfer release. When at
the turning points ta.ke two or three exposures if you can; remember squc(!et;e it!
When low (1,000 ft. agl.) you arc getting
in very little of the ground in the photograph. Take several exposures as this
helps to confirm the tumin& point (fig. 4).
(f) After landing, do remember to photograph the competition number and again
make it nice and big in the finder.
(g) Wind on to ·the end before opening
the camera.

(c)

ll
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The Kodak lnstamatic is remarkably
reliable, but when so much is at stake in
a major competition I feel a sec.ond camera
is essential. I realise this is just adding to
the pilot's already long list of essentials,
but one lost turning point could lose a
competition.
Task Setting and Photography
So far J have criticised the poor com·
petitors, but now for the task seuers. They
must bear in mind the shortcomings of
the system and in certain conditions of
bad haze it may be more certain to go
back to observers.
An example of this was when Lincoln
Cathedral was a turning point in the 1970
Open Nationals. For the glider to be in
the correct sector the camera was pointing

FtG, 5-Lllteo/n-identl/ied 't4'ith the help of «
C')'Siu/ bt1/l. Tire Cuth~d,ol is In tlr~ bo11om

'Ight hond com"'·

into sun (fig 5). The sun and the haze
added to an almost impossible task for
the camera. Luckily no pilots rounded the
turning point high and so most were just
identifiable. lf a pilot had rounded the
turning point at 6.000 ft. instead of the
average 2-3.000 fL he would have teen
able to see the turning point visually, but
the resulting negative from a well installed
camera might have been unreadable. We
surely cannot expect the pilot to realise
this, but he would be penalised for an
unsatisfactory turning point photograph.
For the 1970 Open Nationals we had
photographed many turning points in
advance, but the weather dictated different
tasks from those originally planned. This
meant that the assessor was having to
identify turning points which he had not
seen before. The most difficult were disused airfields. On one occasion there were
three within twelve miles of each other,
and it must have been difficult for the
pilots to be sure which one was the turn-

FIC. 4-The one on tire 1~/t ~tl>il•• fitted tl•~ k•o""" luyo/lt ol th~ air~ld. the s~co.,J /us/ shows
tlr<' /eu/l~res. tlti' th/"1 could h<' ocywh•"'· The pilot sensibly hod wk~n S<VUo/ photoJ¥Nphs.
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ing point in the haze. The feature of the
turmng point airfield was the perimeter
track which was square and the actual
point was the triangle between the run·
ways. The photograph in fig. S shows the
problem from the assessors point of view.
The fact that several pilots rounded the

turning point low shows another shon·
co'Tling of the system.
The type of turning point which in my
opinion is easy to assess has a disti11ctive
feature with a good pauern surrounding
it. Whether high or low there is no prob·
Jem identifying it (figs. 6/7).

FrG. 6-0/ney Clrurch-the position of the ~hurclr jWJt south of the vi/lap In rdotfan to the road
and rl•w Is dlsilnctlve whethc' high ~ low.
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of banlc needed when the pilot goes closely
round the turning point I feel that including the wing tip is quite unnecessary.
Although the wing tip is a {'Ositive aiming
device I am sure that poinlJng the camera
slightly downwa rds on a line. as shown
in (fig. 8), would make the taking of these

7-Tro..·rl/ s~n·ic~ Stallo-thls clistl,ctlv~
fraturt on tht M I wa• ttU)' ro ithnr/fy by il•
IU)·Out and orhu roods crossing tht MI. T~
photograp/1 slrown s110trs fro m ca~ro shake
br•• Is s1i/l icltntifir:d wi1hou1 troubltt.

FIG.

Taming point photographs at Marfa1970
E mphasis was placed on a system which
would ensure that photographs were
taken only after installation of the camera
in the aitcraft. The pilot had to ,Photograph a declaration board on wluch his
competition number was displayed.
Before doing this an official drew a
random line on the perspcx with greasepencil in front of the lens. The resulting
interference snows on each photograph
taken-this ensures no substitution of
cassettes or cameras could be done without detection. Two cameras were mounted
in each aircraft and both bad to be
exposed at each turning point. When the
ft ight was complete the film was wound
off. Each pilot was given a line drawing
of the turning point and a Xeroxed photo·
graph to guide him. This must have been
a great help to him.
Another regulation was that the wing
tip had to be in the top corner of the
photo&raph. I assume this was to augment the grease-pencil lines as evidence
that the photographs were -taken out of
the glider aod not in a mobile copying
device in the aircraft of a previous photo·
graph of the turning point!
To me the grease-pencil lines are foolproof, and when one considers the angle
14

Fto. 8-Tire line oj tlrt carnrra bisecJS 1lre
pilot's anrlc of Yitw
dOK'n Ia
the eder Q tire canopy.
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photographs much easier. Assuming the
glider is going closely ar,ound the turning
point it would only need to bank about
30" instead of 45 "·50· using the wing
tip method.
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WINCH AND AUTO-TOW LAUNCHING
By P. B. SALISBURY
HAT emerges with crystal clarity
W
from Norman Fox's Survey of winch
and auto·tow launching (S. & G., Octobe(,
1970. page 355), and will doubtless con·
tinue to do so as his survey proceeds, is
not only, as he remarks, the '"bewildering
variety of shapes, types and sizes" of
machinery in use, but also the generally
poor performance in terms ofbotb launch
frequency and fuel and other costs, all
of which would account for the demise
of the cable and its associated machinery
as a respectable means of initiating a
flight.
Before examining briefly some of the
issues may I just make the upper limit
of performance, reported as "16 or more
launches per hour", a little more respect·
able by quoting the salient statistics of
winching on the Long Mynd which, using
a VW-powered retrieve winch. are
normally achieved by a practis~d winch·
driver:
Maximum No. launches per hour: 20
(limited by breathless groundbandlers).
Launches per gallon (petrol): 14·17
(according to headwind velocity).
Cable length: 3,000 ft. :!::: 300 ft.
Back-release height (calm air): two·
seaters 1,100 ft. (unless instructional
factors interfere). Common range of
single-seaters: 1.200-1,500 fL
ln attending now to some of the points
included in the Survey, it might be logical
to make the initial assumption that each
club possesses the launching equipment
most suit.able for its own operating conditions and finances. To what extent is
this really true? Driving complete vehicles
up and down (and unnecessarily around!)
the airfield, whether for retrieving or
launching, or both, is least economical,
but totally vindicated on a smooth
metalled surface that doesn't precipitate
their collapse. On rougher sites, provided
t.he cable run has sufficient wjdth and a
generally vegetable surface, it is rather
surprising that the winch retrieve appears
to remain such a sparsely used method;
for the transfer of mass mvolved here is
merely a h1.mdredweight or so ·of cable
and fittings and a {ew hundred pounds
of glider and pilot. Great credit is due

to those who, in the face of current
opinion, instituted the system at the
Midland Gli4ing Club! which this season
should have provided m excess of 10,000
launches.
On the financial side, it is probably true
in a number of cases that many of the
··economies" customarily indicted upon
cable launching are thoroughly spurious
in their overall effect: small engines with
marginally sufficient power forced to run
at full throttle nearly all the time: reten·
tion of conventional dry-clutch transmission: use of Diesels with unsuitable
torque characteristics for the sake of
burning cheap "red" fuel: malcin~ do with
poor quality, worn, kinky or knotty
cable: making do without a decent set
of repair tools: bodgy repairs on basica11y
dodgy machinery. Application of this type
of economy, tempting (and sometimes
inevitable) as it may be, can so disastrously
oppose the desire to inject the awaiting
tleet into the atmosphere that the conse·
quent loss of launch and soaring fees
resoundingly
negates
the
original
economy.
I would contest the view that communication between a winch and launch
point need be complicated by sophisticated
and expensive radio systems, e)tccpt in
special circumstances such as a lack of
line-of-sight between launch and winch
ends, or irregular or infrequent use of
the winch. It is inconceivable that any
amount of electronic clap·trap or bacll:cbat will serve to remedy the underlying
source of trouble and delay, namely the
unfortunate volunteer who, through im·
proper teaching, lack of practice, or
fundamental ineptitude, is incapable of
using the main winch safely and effec·
lively.
Y1sual signals can supply the essential
information for carrying out a launch in
the most straightforward manner; for any
additional information all the winch·
driver requires is a cheap pair of binocu·
Iars. It is surprising the frustrations that
can be allayed when the "Brownian·•
antics of the particles down the far end
are magnified a few times!
What leads cable launching, particularly
IS
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winching, more firmly into the doghouse
than anything else is the apparently wide·
spread acceptance of its de facto association with the devastating ''Fumble Factor''
mentioned by Norman 'Fox. Winch
fumbles. one is constrained to suspect,
are tenaciously regarded by a select cadre
in many clubs as teing an inextricable part
of the fun of gliding. Fun it may be for
some, but chronically expensive [un for
any club. The overt result of this hideous
form of fun is Lbe loss of revenue accrued
from the negative launching of a queue
of eager pilots.
But more complex. and insidious events
accompany every Jumble, which can lead
to inestimable waste of club funds, a
waste so often taken for granted. Damage
to winch and cable is more or less
axiomatic, so is a pervasive frustration
and ill-will amongst members and poten·
Lial members. for which the opportunity
to exercise one's darkest vocabulary does
little to compensate.
Pilots' eagerness turns readily to alarm
and despondency when they find they can
rarely hope for a suitable airspeed from
the cable; nor. from a miserable release
height, can they hope for more than
exceptional luck to conduct them int.o
the nearest patch of ascending air. So Lbat
great money spinner. soaring revenue, is
lost as well. To an early solo pilot the
results of incompetent winching can be.
and have been too frequently observed
to be, a much more deplorable matter:
one liable to trigger a train of events
leading to profound anxiety on the part
of both the pilot and anyone observing
the flight.
This sort of fiasco. just as much as its
inherent advantages in some conditions.
is surely the reason why it is generally
preferable to hitch on to a whacking great
motoriscd aeroplane and go for a steady
beat round the celestial bounds. climbing
imperceptibly the while. For the earth·
bound remainder there's at least plenty
of time to soatch a picnic between
launches! And whether or not a partico·
lar tug pilot is predisposed to tow the
glider to an eventually useful heavenly
domain, the glider pilot is duly comforted
by the fact that he at least has a guaranteed level of competence to operate the
launching mechanism. Very different from
the performance that same glider pilot
might have to anticipate from an anony-

mous. recalcitrant club member installed
reluctantly in the winch with a minimal
briefing. trying to sort it all out after a
six week lapse! Yet this latter "tog" driver
not only has at his disposal a means of
flicking an ai rcraft to the height of a 25
bob aerotow in 6'()-odd seconds, but also
shares perhaps more directly than the tug
pilot a major rcsponsitility for the safety.
consistency and profitability of the whole
Hying operation.
Thus ( come remorselessly to my main
point. one concerning which three prcfessional seasons in the King of Sports has
turned from mute suspicion to firm con·
viction. It is that quite regardless of the
extent of Heath Robinson's or Emmett's
influence on the design of a club winch
or tow car, the rr:ain influence upon its
successful operation is the fellow at the
controls. I feel certain that if only more
clubs would take pains rigorously to
s~/ect and if necessary reward one or more
(but not many more) persons from within
or without their club the intrinsic merits
of cable launching would emerge.
Its disparagers would then deign to rig
their glossy ships, and after a day of
uninterrupted. reliable and effective
launches, of giant aviators, a swollen kitty
and enhanced goodwill glinting in every
corner of the club, even that figure of
ignominy epitomised, that sweat·soaked,
oil-stained, dishevelled personage from
the nether regions of the site could afford
to feel profoundly satisfied with the trans·
formative effect of his new found and
ever developing skill. Might even get
offered a pin! or two or . . .
I cannot possibly conclude without
acknowledging the valuable effort Norman Fox has made to instigate an airing
of this topic.
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NEW SAILPLANES
Slin&sby Xeslrel 19 m.

A carbon-fibre main spar research 19m.
Kestrel is under construction at Slingsbys
and should fly in March. Jn order to save
on research and production costs the
wing moulds can then be used for a production vers.ion of a conventional glassfibre 19 m. Kestrel which can go into
production immediately after the research
prototype has flown.
Slingsbys' decision to stick to J9 metres
is laigely due to the CIVV proposal to
introduce a 19 m. prize within the Open
Oass in World Championships; a proposal they hope will be accepted at the
March meeting of CIVV.
Nimbus l
Klaus Holighaus of Schempp-Hirth
announced at Marfa that he hoped to
have a production version of the Nimbus
Hying during 1971. The prototype
20.3 m. span Nimbus 2 is under con·
struction and due to fly in April with
deliveries scheduled for late 1971.
The Nimbus 2, like most of the 20 m.
ships presently being built, will have a
four•piece wing. Its profile is the same
as that used for the original Nimbus,
but to minimise bending the structure
will be stiffened. The flap settings range
from -8" for maximum cruising performance and +6" for circHng ffight,
and can be dropped to 20" for landing.
The ailerons wiJI droop with the flaps
for improved low speed control. Airbrakes will be fitted to the upper surface
only of the wing while a tailchute will
permit steep landing approaches.
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Nimbus 1 calculated pa/or curve.

The cockpit. front fuselage as well
as the T-tail of the Nimbus 2 are based
on the Standard Cirrus which have already been well tried. Empty weight is
estimated at 340 kg. with a payload of
130 kg. An additional 140 kg. waterballast can be carried. Maximum rough
airspeed lies around 218 km/ h. and best
glide ratio is calculated at 49:1 at
90 km/b.
Sdtleidler ASW-17
The decision to produce a 20 m.
development of the ASW-12 came after
the extra experience gathered on the
enlarged (19.08 m.) ASW-12. flown so
successfully by Hans-Werner Grosse at
Marfa, and Schleichers are starting the
production of the ASW-17 with the prototype due to fly during this spring and first
deliveries for the latter half of 1971.
The ASW-17 will have an enlarged
cockpit (3 in. longer and 2 in. wider than
the ASW-15) for greater comfort and
room for more in!'truments. The Wortmann wing (FK-62-K-13J mod.) will
carry tanks to hold 80 litre of water
ballast and be fitted with airbrakes. Based
on the good results of the Akaflieg
Braunschweig SB-9, the wing will be a
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four-piece affair; this should make it
easier to lift for rigging and trailering.
The calculated performance is comparab le to the ASW-12 and should be equal
to any other 20-metre sailplane. The price
should also not be much higher than that
of the ASW-12.
Technical data
Span, metres
Wing Section (sec text)
Wing Area, sq./m.
Aspect Ratio
Max. L/D, Kg/sq.m.
(with ballast)
Empty Weight, kgs.
AUW, kp.
Glide Ratio at 100 km./h.
Max. Speed, km./h.

20
14.70
27.2
28
36
350
470
I :48
250

Sll-10 30 m. TwCHeater
The calculated performance for this
project, in hand by Akaf\icg Dannstadt.
points to a very bigb glide angle of 1:53.5
and a min. sink of 40 em/sec. To achieve
these figures the designers have had to
go to a wing span of 30 m. and aspect
ratio 38.7.
The wing of the. SB-10 will consist of
the 4-pieee wing from the 22 m. SB-9
sin&)e-seater which has been flying for
some time. Another 8 m. long centresection is to be constructed and added to
this. Because of the bigb loads involved
new materials will be used and the most
~pensive and important part-the sparWill be made of carbon-fibre. this is to
ensure sufficient stiffness.
The wings have been designed to take
flaps and waterballast tank.~. The front
fuselage of tubular steel will have a glass·
fibre covering. while the aft fuselage will
be an aluminium alloy tube. As well as a
retractable undercarriage, the machine
will be fitted with brakes and a tailchute.

F:>~
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The aerodynamic details are well
advanced, but even so it would not be
surprising if the detailed construction
should provide the designers \\ith plenty
of headaches. The maiden 1\ight is
expected to take place in about twoyears' time.
Teclmical data
Span. metres
Wing Area, sqjm.
As~ Rat io
w.ng Loading, k!Jsq.m.
Flying Weight, depending
on ballast between, kgs.
Glide Ratio
Min. Sink, m/sef:.

Excerpt from Aero

R~itw,

30
23.3
38.7
28-39
650
910
I:S3.S
0.40
Nov. 70.

Italian Calif series
Since our last report inS & G, August,
1969. page 3S4. the Caproni c~>mpany is
now engaged in large-scale production or
the Calif series.
The original Aviamilano A-2 and A-3
have been redesigned. and with greatly
improved aerodynamics and stronger
structure to boost performance and
simplify production, the single-seaters
will be k.nown as the A-10 (IS m. twopiece wing), A-12 (17.88 m .) and the
A-14 (20.38 m.) both with a three-piece
wing.
Supplementing this array of singlesuters, Caproni arc also engaged in the
constn1 ction of two new two-seat.ers. A
distinctive feature of all the sailplanes is
the tadpole-shaped fuselage. The monococque (o.~W~~rd section is of glass-fibre
with load carrying light a lloy structure
with a narrow-diameter all-metal stressed
skin tail boom. All models have an all19
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moving T-tail and retractable undercarriage.
The Calif series embodies a new wing.
with an original and patented trailing
edge flap/airbrake system, which substantially improves low-speed and circling
as
well
as
cross-country
flight
performance. The ftap/airbrake system
used complies with the proposed
specitkation Pan Ill of Section 3 of the
FAI Sporting Code.
The Wortmann wing section FX
67-K- 170/ISO at root. and FX 60-126 at

tip, is used on all versions and constructed
in all-metal single spar stressed-skin,
including the ailerons and flaps.
Tbe A-10 and A-21
These are two-seater versions o( the
A-12 and A-14 and represent the ultimate
in this class of sailplane. According to
Caproni the world market is ready for a
new high performance two-seater as no
manufacturer of importance has been
engaged in the production of such a
machine for a number of years.
A particular point of interest is that
the seating is side-by-side. This offers
better_ overall control, superior all-round
visibility, room for a large intrument
panel, and more contact between the
pilots, etc.. aU important items especially
for instruction and competition flying.
Wind-tunnel tests also showed that.
contrary to popular belief, a tadpoleshaped fuselage with side-by-side cockpit
produces rather less drag than a tandem
cockpit with less frontal area. Unlike the
monowbeel on the single-seaters the twoseaters arc fitted with a poir of retractable
wheels.
The A-21 has completed its test flying
programme successfully and production
has already started.
A-21J

A powered version of the A-21 is also
well advanced. It is fitted with a mtcroturbo Eclair jet engine of 176-206 pounds
sea level static thrust. This jet sailplane.
well suited for sports flying, civil and
military training and meteorological
flying, ts also fitted with paired retractable
wheels. The wing tanks hold 220 pounds
of fuel and the retractable side air intake

AhOI't' -

Calif A-20

tott<hTC'arrU.g~)

(not~

Co/if A-10

8~/o"·~o/if

A-21

and (oppOJit~ pog~)
alr{it'/d

In

flight
the

011

feeds a plenum chamber to which the
engine is fitted.
The A-21J can be considered as a
"poor man's U2' ' with a service ceiling of
almost 45,000 ft.., a prov..:n restarting
capability up to 8,000 ft., a 1.250 fL
take-off length over a 50 ft. bedge and a
maximum range (powered) of 540 nm.
The ltalian Air Fore:: have shown great
interest in both the A-2J and A-21J as a
Technical data
~an, metres
· ing Section, Wortmann
Wing Area, sq/ m.
Aspect Ratio
Max. L/D, Kg/sq.m.
Empty equjpped weight, Kgs.
AUW, Kgs.
Min. sink, mfsec. at km/h.
Stall (tlaps up) km.'h.
Max. speed, km fh .
Glide Ratio at k..m/h.

*

trainer for initial flying instruction, conversion to jet power and subsequent
training.
Production plans for 197 l foresee five
to seven sailplanes per month and
Caproni are holding firm orders and
options for 41 machines. mainly for the
Italian Air Force, the National Soaring
Centre as well as private owners.
Unfortunately no prices have been stated.

A·10
IS

A·ll
17.88

11.43
19.68
28
220
320
0.55/13
62.7
270
41:1 /85

A-14
20.38

13.85
23.08

16.10
25.8
27
280
260
433
400
0.47/80 0.40/79
64.4
62.4
270
270
45:1 /93 49:1 / 90

*

A· ZO
17.88

A·21
20.38

13.85
23.08
34.7
320
550
0.55/17
70.5
270
42:1 /90

16.10
25.8
34.3
350

580

0.50/80
68.4
270
45:1 / 95

*

BACKGROUND TO TORVA SAILPLANES
HE emergence of a new company
T
to ma11ufacture sailplanes in this
co untry is something of a novelty and
its first product in hand is creating considerable interest,
For some years now the supply of
new sailplane designs has come from
abroad and it should be heartening to
find that steps have been taken to design and make sailplanes in this country.
It is ironic that materials, designknowledge and practical skills have
been readi ly available but somehow the
enterprise was noL
The S!lilplane market, like many recreation markets, is one much influenced by fashion. In recent years the advent of GRP structures as well as the

better wing sections of Drs. Eppler and
Wortmann have improved the perform·
ance of the product considerably. But
the sailplanes produced, however, were
of too high a price and optimised towards better conditions than those normally found in the more temperate industrial zones of tbe world where sailplanes are booghL Talcing all this into
account. Torva decided to make a good
climbing sail plane with weU-harmonisej:)
controls, that could land slowly in the
small fields of old England.
Because designers have been looking
for better and better shapes, cockpit
room has suffered greatly and now only
just fits the light and slight pilot. Several eJtcellenl designs have unnecessar21

TJr~ f~neluge

mould f<V rJre SrUJJJJard

were also done on the completed wing
structure and these tests were equally
successful.
ln any design the fuselage shape is
important and the fuselage cross-section
is built to conform to a mathematical
curve of a higher-order equation. The
time spent to dTaw the sections and fit
~hem into the overall complex shape is
considerable. Torva was fortunate to
have the co-operation of the Computer
Aid Design Centre at Cambridge who
used their .. multi-patch" programme to
draw the fusela~e and canopy sections.
This saved constderable time and gave
an insight into modem technology.
The performance calculations suggest
that Torva will be a good climbing gHder with a glide angle o( about 1.38 at
a wing loading of 5.75 lbs/sq.fL

ily restricted their sales potential
through this. A good wave flight can
take several hours before the elusive
height is achieved, and in such conditions, maps, sandwiches, camera. heavy
clothing must all be accommodated.
Torva has catered for this.
A careful anaylsis of the economi~
of the exercise showed that glass-rejnforce~·plastic was superior to any other
forms of construction. It was more
resilient than metal, more easily fabricated. gave a better appearance and
required less supportiog struc'ture and
has therefore been adopted for this
new sa•ilolane.
It was necessary to test the laminates
of the material in varying thicknesses
and grades. These tests were done at
Leeds University and they confirmed
the strength values used in the initial
structural design. Further proof tests
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GIPSY 12/15 DEVELOPMENTS
By L P. MOORE
HE August-September. 1969. issue of
T
SAlLPLANE &
announced
t.h e introduction of a novel prototype
GLIDING

sailplane in which the metal wing sk.i n
was bonded around a core of rigid foam.
providing such efficient stabilisation to
ensure an exceptionally light and rigid
structure for any chosen span. When
tested to destruction under supervision of
the BGA our typical specimen had passed
through Osnv's Proof and Ultimate requirements while yet remaining within its
elastic li mi~veo without skin wrinkles
having begun to appear.
For those who did not read this article;
an orthodox, framed, metal-skinned fusel22

age, having a V-tail, was designed to take
a series o f such wings ranging in span
from a Mini at 11 m. to a Standard at
15 m. and a Open varian t at about 16 m.
As all wing variants are of approx imately
the same area, their aspect ratios increased with span. The 12 and 15 m.
versions were untapered for simplicity,
good handling and low cosL while the
Open wing was to have a tapered exten·
sion of the 15 m.'s inner span. A computerised calculation had shown that an
optimised and tapered 12 m. sailplane
could have an empty weight as low as
230 lbs. and should have had an aspect
ratio of 17. We decided to prototype a

12 m. :~nd designed accordingly (or The
Birmingham Guild to constrUCt.
Flight trials commenced on 7th April,
1970. in the capable hands of Dere)t
Piggott and by the end of the day he was
putting Gipsy 12/ 15. as she w:~s then
named. through mild semi-aerobatics.
having ftown her from stall speed to
lOS kts. in gusty cross-wind take-off and
landina conditions.
With the members of the Design Group
distributed between Laneac$hire and Hereford and working on a spare-time basis,
the factory at Birmingham and the test
pilot and airfield down south, it may be
understood why it took till autumn to
complek the BOA's Test Schedule for
C of A and a mere thirteen hours' !lying.
To com9Heatc: matters further, Derek,
unfonunately, had to leave for Eire in
late~summcr. W~ were fortunate enough,
however, to enhst the week-end services
of Roy Procter. who, with similar
thoroughness and skill, took the proto-type th rough what might be called her
evaluation trials.
There had been the usuaJ crop of modifications associated with first-of-the line
prototypes but only one had caused us
any real trouble, and that had been
flutter of our novel trailing-edge airbrake
at hiah speeds. It took us a long time to
trace the cause, wrule eventually the cure
turned out to be kindergarten. This component had nevertheless produced a
glide-control angle of I : 7 and had
successfully limited the dive speed to
S kts. below the limit demanded. Roy
reponing upon this 125 kl. manoeuvre
writes: "there was no noticeable bending
or distortion (of the wings)".
As for weights-in the interests of
speed and economy we had either been
compelled. or had chosen. to accept
many compromises; such as, in-stock
gauge3 and components; no weight·
saving holes in the foam; no spanwise
taper in dimensions other than the main
spar booms; double gauge glass-fibre
m~uldil_lgs for the cockpit, canopy, and
wmg ttps; oversize wheel; a two-fold
weiaht of 3dbesive-due to inexperience
at the time-plus extras for handling and
~rash·protccuon. ln the end we were fty.
tnQ at a maximum wing loading of just
6.5 lbs./sq.fL Nevertheless, she produced
her well-behaved stall at 37 kts. (cor-

rected) and lifted off at 39 to 40 'kts. at
full load.
Both test pilots and the BOA's No. 1
Test Group reponed that she was deli&htful to Oy. Derek's conclusion is reflected
by Roy, where he writes ~Chandelles ..•
were extremely pleasant. with positive
control in aU three axes beina maintained
throughout the manoeuvre. The characteristics of the glider would indicate that
it would be an excellent acrobatic
machine... :· So much for LC$t ftights.
Best glide ratio for the: 12 m. version
has been estimated at 31 : I. Good as this
would be, the minimum performance
standard required now for officiaJ Sports/
Club Class contests threatens exclusion
of the 12 m.. version. We decided, there·
fore, to prototype a 13.5 production
model.
This will be a straightforward extension of the 12 m. wing, but having its
components tapered in gauge spanwise,
and having its airbrakes oower increased
by about 40%. The fuselage and empennage will be extensively lightened and
improved in detail. The tailpl anes wiU be
sliahtly extended to suit the increased

LONDON SAILPLANES lTD.
hcrYe lcrrge stocks of:
lost gliding equipment, wM.Is, re~Nse
hooks, launching rings, etc., lyres and
tubes: most sizes in stock.
Shelf exchange service Oft lost and
Ottlur Ret..ue Hoolu.
Eltlensive range of Schleicher S~res,
British S~res, A.G.S. Parts.
Re~ir materials: Gl1 Standtrd Birch Ply,
Spruce, ~hie Pine, B.alse wood, Sl..l sh..t
and Tubing. Glass fibre weaves, Resin,
Finish, etc.
Glider lnstrvments, Tubing end Accessories.
For /&UtA..- Jdllils t•l•plooM: DuMolm 63419
Writ• or col/ i" <Ill)' Joy uc.pt SunJoy:

London ScalJplanes Ltd.,
Tring load,
Dunstable Downs,
Dunstclble,
Bedfotdshire.
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wing area and to retain the present low
drag features of unusually high aspect
ratio and small angular movements. A
CG range as high as 15 to 48% chord
will be attcmpted. The riggina, tail
handling, trimming, field of view aft,
canopy stiffness, fittings and contour,
rudder pedal adjustment, and the wing
tip skids will all be improved, while the
heavy airbrake load at high speed will be
halved and an advanced cable release
hook will improve aerotowing further.
These are only some of the several fea·
tures being improved at the he.l pful sug·
gestion of our test pilots and the BGA's
Technical Committee.
The weight-saving programme will at
least retain the present remarkably low
inertia, while control power may be in·
creased; so we look forward to having a
very obedient machine with a consider·
ably higher level of per formance than
expected for the 12 m. version. I myself

believe that not enough regard is paid to
the advantages conferred by low inertia
upon therma Lability and upon transition
from thermal to penetration fLight in weak
and small-diameter thermals. The drag
produced by stcepish turn reversals is
frightful and hence it is important to be
able to make them snappily and with the
minimum of control movement Hill
scraping in smooth but dicey conditions
emphasises this point more convincingly
than anything else.
We plan to employ the first two 13.5 m.
machines for demonstration and com·
petition flying up and down the country
during the forthcoming soaring season.
The type name Gipsy has been relinquished. We are using the type letters
and numbers BG·IOO in the meantime.
Our aim remains the same: namely, to
produce a smaller, lighter sailplane, and
a lower cost sailplane than any other of
comparable performance.

TALKING AROUND CHAMPIONSHIPS
By ANN WELCH
~E

meteoric and successful rise of

.1 glass-fibre, which has so rapidly

devarued excellent gliders like the Dart
and K-6, and the appearance of the 22·
metre ships have between them raised
considerable problems in championships
classification and expense. The need to
keep championship rules viable for newer
gliders without further devaluation of the
older ones requires a careful compromise
that is not always appreciated by pilots
who want the best regardless of expense.
Such pilots are currently becoming
fewer in number as the cost o f aircraft
to meet their soph isticated needs goes on
up, but this is no help to either manufacturers or more modest, or realistic,
pilots.
In November, 1970, CIVV agreed certain proposa1s to be sent to all National
Aero Oubs for their consideration and
decision at the March, 1971, meeting in
Paris. Behind the proposals is the intcn·
tion to help manufacturers, by stabilising
requirements in the Standard Class, so
24

that they could have th: opportunity for
longer production runs with fewer price
rises. Open Class production aircraft
would also be encouraged.
CIVV PROPOSAlS
Proposab- Standard Class
Introduction of fixed-hinge flaps. It is
recommended that the introduction of
fixed-hinge flaps which was planned not
to come into force before 1974. should
now be postponed indefinitely.
REAsoNs: (a) No prcof of their effec·
live, and simple operation has been made
available. The opportunity for a flapped
standard class aircraft to fly hors concours
at Marfa was not taken up. (b) Letters and
requests from Aero Clubs and manufacturers have been rec:ived asking that the
introduction of tixed·hinge flaps be
abandoned.
lf the recommeod:ltion is acceptedthat fixed-hinge flaps should continue to
be forbidden- the Bureau recommends
that the opportunity should remain open

COME

AND
SEE . . .
a new BGA tie . • .. books ..•.
badges .... accessories.
We are open from 09.00 - 1 7.00
(including lunch time!) MondayFriday.
Or write for a "What to Buy''
leaflet to:BGA,
Artillery Mansions,
75 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.l.

for hors :-.oncour:r entry in World Cham·
pionships of a glider fitted with fixed·hinge
Raps.
Airbrakes. It is recommended that the
rule defining airbrakes (Now Code l0.2.3
or old Code page 30, 1.6) sh ould be
changed to:Airbrakes. The glider must be fitted
wilh effective airbrakes which extend
above or above and below the wing
and which a.r e capable of being moved
continuously by 1hc pilot. They must
not be capable of being used as lift
increasing devices. Drag parachutes
and other methods of approach control
are prohibited.
REASON:
The present rule which
includes the speed-limiting requirement
is unenforceable: it is a matter of national
airworthiness certification. and should not
be a competition regulation.
It is proposed that. if agreed at the
March Cl VV meeting, the change in this
rule should be brought in for I 972.
Dischargeable ballast. It is recommended
that dischargeable ballast shall be permitted in the Standar d Class.
REASONS: (a) Modifications to enable
dischar geable ballast to be used are cheap

and simple to arrange in glass-fibre aircraft. At the same time they provide
a_Jmost "tw? gliders for the price of one".
~mce ~e a1rcraft can b.e effectively used
10 !1 w1der range of soanng conditions. (b)
It JS safer. At present aircraft are loaded
up with lead which cannot be got rid of
when lift weakens, or the pilot is faced
with a difficult landing.
If this recommendation is agreed a date
for its introduction will have to be decided
which will give reasonable time for implementation by manufact\frers.
World Oaampionsbips Classes
19-metre Prize.. It is recommended that
a special prize be awarded to the best
placed glider in the Open Class Championship with a wing span not exceeding
19.00 mm. The prize could be called the
FAI 19-metre World Cup.
REASON: To encourage the continued
entry of .production aircraft in the Open
Class, wh1ch is now lessened by the introduction of 22-metre and jumbo super
gliders.

• • •

CHAMPION SHIP CLA.SSF.S
Quite separate from the CIVV proposals, which apply only to World
Championships., there is a problem which
exists at National, and local, level. This
is that there is too wide a range of good
!=Ii~ers in use to be easily accommodated
tn JUSt one or two classes. Circumstances
in each country are different, so a whole
list of slig.htly different groups, claSSC$,
and rcq.uiremcnts is appearing.
lt 1s ume that some rationalisation took
place, so that everyone ~s able to continue
to run !.he sort of championships tha1 they
need, but with it making sense to everyone else. This is not difficult to do, and
credit is due to Steve du Pont's proliferous
"think tank" for the concept.
The first step would be to decide a
range of typical span groups. A lot of
advice should be taken o.n what spans
would be best, but the number should
not be less than 3, nor probably more
than 5. As an example only Jet us usc
these 4 : 1. Unlimited span
2. Max. 19.000 mm.
3. Max. 15.000 mm.
4. Max. 13.000 mm.
Havin& decided spans, the second step
would be to classify the different sorts
::!5
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lightweight parachute
ass~mbiV

The Irvin Type EB 69 lightweight parachute is especially designed for use
in low-profile cockpit gliders, including the Phoebus, ASW 15, Kestrel and
Libeiie. The parachute is manufactured from synthetic materials and
features an exceptionally thin twe><one, horizontally opening pack which
is worn high on the shoulders. The canopy is the Irvin Type 1.24 and the
complete assembly is normally supplied in distinctive black and maroon.
VITAL STATISTICS Nominal weight complete: 1 51b 4 oz (6.92 kg)
IRVING AIR CHUTE
Pack depth : 4.7 5 in. (120 mm)
OF GREAT BRITAIN UMITED
Pac k length: 14.75 m (375 mm}
LETCHWORTH,HERTS.
Pack width : 15.5 in (394 mm)
TELEPHONE 6262
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of championship categories which are
practicable. There would appear to be
four:A. Open-No class rules.
B. Formula-class rules, e.g., World
Standard Class.
C. Handicap-Limited or unlimited
handicap range, e.g. British Sport
Class.
D. One Design-Single type, e.g.. US
1 : 26 championships.
When you get down to it, there is, in
fact. nothing new in any of this, but it
does give rationalisation without either
restriction or confusion. The official
category of the World Championships
would, therefore, be:Unlimited span--Open championships
(lA).
15 metre-Standard Class championships
(JB).
If the ClVV proposal for 1972 is
accepted, there would also be:19 metre-Open World Cup (2A).
In Britain our 1971 Nationals will be:Unlimited spao-()pen championships,
lA.
15 metre-Standard Class championships,
3B.
Unlimited span-Handicap range unlimited (I C).
Unlimited span-Handicap range limited
(I C).
If USA should want to have IS metre
championships without using Standard
Class rules they would hold a 15 metreOpen championships, 3A Thejr l : 26
Meeting official category would be 13
metre-One design, 4D.
If manufacturers and others would
suggest and accept a useful range of spans.
the categorisation of championshipsworld, national and local--could be
logical and simple; both manufacturers
and customers would have fewer
problems.

•
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NORSE AJ.I..ANTIC WAVES
As well as organised championships it
is hoped that there will always be room
for competitions that run over a year, in
which pilots do the flights from their own
sites and in their own time. Sucb competitions are valuable in places in which the
weather is ~r or unp~ctable, such as
the chilly ' temperate'' countries, to whom
8,000 ft cloud base and 10 knot thermals

are a dream. But as well as having so~
wha·t modest thermals, the Norse Atlantic
countries are finding more and more
waves, and these could be the basis of an
all-year contest.
Each Aero Club would enter the best
performance by a single pilot from its
own country, and I would visualise the
entry consisting of two flights-a I 00 km.
triangle speed, and a gain-of-height in
wave. lt would not be rufficult to work
out a simple points system formula for
the speed and height. An important
requirement would be that the gliders used
should not have a handicap rating better
than, say, a K-6E, or equivalent to the

British handicap rating of 96%, although

they could be two-seaters or even motor
gliders.
The countries eligible for this contest,
in alphabetical order, might be Denmark
(except that it is short of waves?). England and Wales, Finland, Iceland,
Ireland, Norway, Scotland, and Sweden
-the disregard for political boundarjes
is in keeping with our innocent sport.
Each entering Aero Club would do its
own flight documentation, though for the
sake of appearances th~ winning entry
should probably be given independent
scrutiny. Part of the idea would be that
the new winner should, if practicable, go
and collect bis trophy from the previous
holders, who would give him a 2-3 da_Y.
jolly in their gliding clubs and homes: tf
the trophy could carry a small money
award this could help with fares. Perhaps
not more than 2 or 3 consecutive wins by
any country should be permitted.
If anyone thinks that such a contest
might provide some fun, or they would
like to provide a trophy, possibly with a
small annual grant, would they please
contact the writer, c/o S & G.

JOHN HULME
Swaffham Road, Bottis ham,

Cambridge.

CB5 9DU

Telephone Bottisham 323
WOOd, Metal and Flbreglass Repairs
Glider Hire
C's of A
Spares and Materials
U.K. Repair Agent fM
Diamant and Phoebus Sailplanes
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AIR TOURS INCORPORATED
By ERICA SCURR
VERYONE knows about Teltas. They
E
know the size and strength of the
thennals, the type of terrain over which
the casks are flown, and the expected
heights of cloud base. Even the fiora.
fauna and ~ghosts" of the south-west
Texas region nave re.cently been the
topics of writings and discussions. Texas.
however, although large and spectacular.
is not the United States, and I would like
to tell you something about tbc under·
rated East.
I came to Columbus. Ohio, from
London in April, 1968, and found the
local gliding club, the Central Ohi o
Soaring Association. in operation at
Marion Municipal Airport. 50 miles
north of Columbus, seven days after my
arrival. The same afternoon l had my
first ride in the USA in a Schweizer 2·22.
The surp.rise of that first flight is still with
me and had nothing whatever to do with
the conditions or the glider.
The country is flat! I know it sounds
stupid but it is Oaller than anyone accustomed to south·cast England, and Booker
environs can possibly imagine. On a
clear day you really can see forever, and
there is not a break or ri_f)ple on the
horizon. The countrySide ts just o.ne
enormous flat regular chessboard.
When the Ohio area was first settled
in the early 1300's the land was allotted
in "sections'' or large rectangular blocks.
The farmers subsequently divided their
sections into smaller fields but retained
the regular system. Consequently, the
country is criss-crossed with "section
lines" running east-west and north-south,
and it is possible to fly hundreds of miles
navigating simply by the sun and the
section lines. This pattern persists from
Ohio westward t.o the Rockies and is a
big feature of flying in the Midwest.
Fields are large enough to be airstrips
and are usually ftat and cultivated. For
outlandings pasture is best avoided, as it
has probably been left as pasture for some
good reason by the farmer. The main
crops are com (maize and soya-beans).
and from April until August it is almost
impossible not to find a field with a very
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young crop, which will not be damaged
by a landing, or a recently mown or
harrowed .field. Before the com is cut,
in late summer, selection may be
restricted, but tllis is only a.ssuming one
has to land in a field. Nearly all com·
munities have an airport or strip and it
is quite feasible to plan a Gold distance,
Diamond goal triangle, or out-and-return
from Marion without ever being much
more than 20 miles from an airport.
I feel you may be getting suspicious. I
am leading you straight into cross-country
flying in this glider pilots' paradise, and
1 know my coml?atriots wei] enough to
hear, even at th.is distance, "Aha, but,
what about the weather?'' "You can' t fly
in cloud over there can you?" "Don't
they have all kinds of airspace restric·
tions?''
TilE WEATHER
Well, what about the weather? Summer
comes in April. That is when the tern·
p~rature fir:st climbs i.nto the ei~hties and,
wtth overmaht lows 1n the fifues that is
also the time of some of the best gliding
weather. Ground elevation in the area I
am describing is about 1.000 ft (all
heights amsl), and cloud bases· can

Turnln11 over the Bucyrus. Ohio, olrstrlp

reasonably be expected to be 5,000 ft.
early in •the soaring day and rise to 7,000·
S 000 ft. by late afternoon. So who needs
t~ fly in cloud?
Thermal strength is weak at 2 knots,
and rises to 4-6 knots on normal good
days. The day tends to start later than at
home, with the first cumulus often not
appearing until II : 30 or 12:00 EDT
(Eastern daylight time) but development
to good cross-country type cover is then
fairly rapid and it is possible to be air·
borne in June and July at 6,000 ft. at
19:00 EDT.
One of the predominant features of the
Midwest summer is the Canadian cold
front, whkh sweeps across the Central
Plains states accompanied by lots of rain,
thunderstorms, and often tornadoes. The
approach of one of these monsters is
heralded br strong westerly winds, and
the overal effect on leaving an air·
conditioned building is of walking out
in front of a giant electric fan blowing
hot aiL The winds persist for about 24
hours after the front has crashed its way
through, and in this period the sky will be
filled with racing streets of cumulus with
some still building and precipitating.
The next day is the one to take as a
holiday and plan your Diamond! The air
is still unstable, the winds light and
westerly, and the visibility is usually what
"Flight Service" describes as unlimited.
The days fo)]owing may also be good
but are more likely to be blue. Late in
the summer, notably in August, the high
pressure behind the front wiJI fill with
decaying hurricanes from the Gulf of
Mexico and the visibility will probably
be sufficiently reduced to rule out crosscountry attempts.
SEVEN-MONTH SEASON
So there you have it, the amazing Mid·
west, one hour's 707 flight time from
New York. Flat inhabited country, lots
of villages and farms. good fields but
plenty of airstrips if you prefer. Also.
idiot-proof navigation aids, and the kind
of weather an English pilot must consider great, even if it is not as great as
Texas. Are you still sceptical? Then
consider that a 16-year-old with about
30 hours solo in his second season made
his first cross-country Oight, a mere 125
miles in a 1·26, which has about Swallow

Tile Municipal Airport at Morion, Ohio.

performance. The same young pilot made
a number of tries for Gold distance after
his initial flight, the best being 155 miles.
English strength conditions persist into
October giving a fairly reliable sevenmonth season. One topical note of
interest: all straight line distance flights
from central Ohio to the east will carry
a pilot across the Ohio river valley and
through one of the worst pollution areas
in the US. At 6,000 ft. groping in the
haze and fumes from the steel mills
below, the problem becomes personal as
well as topical.
SOME OF THE CLUBS
The Blue Grass Soaring Club operates
out of Cynthiana, Harrison County Airport, in the tobacco growing and horse
breeding region of Kentucky between
Cincinatti and Lexington. The group,
which has 14 members (7 active), a 1-26
and a 2-22, this summer hosted a weekend contest which attracted the pilots
and crews of 14 sailplanes. One of the
warnings given out at the pilots' meeting
involved landings. Pasture was recommended over crops or planted fields, as
these were very likely to be tobacco and
would result in an expensive landing fee
even if the glider was undamaged.
Once airborne over the site the country
looked almost familiar. The flatness of
Ohio was gone and small roads wound
between irregular fields and woods. Home
sweet home! The closest thing yet any·
way. After landing in the approved pas·
ture, near Paris, 1 even had to shut the
29

_gates leading into my field to keep the
cows out. The least familiar part of the
weekend was figgiDg i.n temperatures of
neal"lY 100 degrees and greater than 80
percent humidity. Even a K-6 is hard
work at times.
New Castle International Gliderport
lies in one of the valleys of the Blue
Ridge Mountains of Virgirua, about 20
miles north-west of Roanoke, and has all
the charm and character of some of its
more famous English counterparts. It is
also almost as difficult to get to. My
selected route took me up Sinking Creek
Valley (not a gliding club name!) where
the valley floor is about 2,000 ft., and the
"step" down is a road comparable to
anything Switzerland or Austria has to
offer. Having negotiated this obstacle
with an old BuicJc and trailer, fording the
local stream which crosses the driveway
into the field, made Camphill in winter
seem easy.
The Blue Ridge Soaring Society has
21 members and uses a short, grass [ann
strip. To a ".flatlander" the first launch is
a traumatic experience. The surrounding
ridges rise to greater than 3,000 ft. and
are completely covered with trees. The
neighbouring valleys offer no landing
fields for near! y the first 10 miles of any
flight east, which was the general direc·
tion of most of the tasks. The local area,
however, gives excellent ridge and
thermal soaring over some very beautiful
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country and the club brims with
Southern hospitality.
A clubhouse with accommodation and
cooking facilities is a rare find in the US
but there is one right here. One word of
warning to any intended English visitor:
the country is dry. No beverage contain·
ing greater than 3.2 percent alcohol can
be purchased closer than the county line,
nine miles from tne village. After my
first visit I discovered from a road map
that the area is part of the Jefferson
National Forest which may account for
all those dreadful trees. For more infor·
mation on this site, and the cross·
country potential which I never really
investigated, I would suggest reading
"Pilots' Choice".1

THE SITE WITH EVERYTHING
A Diamond distance out-and-return to
the north-east from New Castle Lies
along the Appalachian mountain chain to
Cumberland, Maryland. The Municipal
airport, home of the Cumberland Soaring
Group since 1958, is actually situated in
west Vi.rginia at the point where that
state meets Maryland, and almost
Pennsylvania.
This site has everything. The ridges are
lower than in Virginia and cloud bases
at 5,000·6,000 it. make cross-country
fiigbts to the east, out over the Shenan·
doah valley not too bad even for a
beginner. The valleys are wider, and field
areas are easy to locate and usually offer
at least one suitable for a landing. It is,
however, advisable to check with the
locals for bad terrain, unlandable valleys,
and areas of National Forest on course,
before setting out on contest tasks.
A glance at the map immediately shows
the ridge soarin& potential from Cumber·
land. Appalachian weather is much the
same as in Ohio and the cold fronts pound
the north-east south·west oriented ridges
with strong north-westerly winds. For
those with the skill, courage aod endur·
ance, such as Karl Streideck,~ it is
possible to fly hundreds of miles along
these ridges in the right weather conditions. During the September Regionals
at Cumberland this year the two leading
pilots on the distance day, An Hurst and
Gled Derujinsky, both flying Standard
Cirruses, went 314 and 313 miles
respectively, mainly soaring ridges .

LiKE PORTMOAK
You will also not be surprised to learn
that Cumberland is the local version of
Portmoak. The Cumberland wave sits
above the valley across the Local ridge,
a very convenient 2 miles upwind of the
airport. I.n summer conditions it is possible to climb into the wave from a low
point of less than 2,000 ft. on the ridge.
using thermals. In wi nter it is possible to
go straight off the ridge at 2,500-3,000 ft.
into the bottom of the wave. Diamonds
are tough, the absolute altitude record
being, I believe, 22,000 ft. but Gold is
comparatively easy. Local tow pilots will
be ready for you at dawn if you can
convince them you will be ready to
launch, and I doubt if even Rhoda
Paruidge's delightful Mynd can compare
with a view of Appalachia from 11,000
ft. in the crystal clear Canadian air
behind a front.
There is one big difference to Scotland.
By November the dawn temperature in
this part of the USA especially following
the passage of a cold front may be of the
order of 10 degrees F, and they will go
as low as minus 10 degrees in January
and February. I shall leave it to you
to work out the temperature at 20,000
ft. Electric socks are not a joke I Cumberland is about 300 miles from Columbus
or New York and a fairly easy weekend
trip.
In case you are about to rush off and
book that twenty-one day charter flight
to the Eastern US, 1 must mention that
none of these clubs has any kind of commercial operation and. while the members
will probably be delighted to fly you
around in a 2-32, you will not be able to
ge_t solo or cross-country flying in club
gilders. You would need a lucky invitation from a local private owner, and,
since most private gliders are uninsured.
this means very lucky!
THUNDERSTORMS
One weather feature worth additional
comment is the Midwestern thunderstorm. All the sites described lie roughly
on Mediterranean latitudes, a fact which
seems to be disregarded on both sides
of the Atlantic. Thunderstorms are fast
to develop, fast moving. big and bad.!
Blow-over accidents are not just an
indication of carelessness, and the only

safe place to have a glider when a squalt
line goes through is in a han$'11". In tornado conditions that may be msofficient
The severity of these storms discourages any idea of cloud flying, since being
around one is bad enough, never mind
being in it. In the mountain areas the
big.\lest danger in squall lines is their
rap1d movement along the valleys, cutting
visibility to nothing in the heavy rain
and forcing field l andings in highly undesirable conditions.
·
AIRSPACE
And so, finally, to the point I ducked
earlier, airspace restrictions. Visual flight
rules in controlled airspace in the USA
permit flight 500 ft. below cloudbase when
there are three miles or more surface
visibility, and flight above base altitude
with 2,000 ft. horizontal separation from
cl.oud. This. m.akes. most types of gliding
~1gh t permiSSible m. controlled airspace
m the weather conditiOns I have outlined.
M?s~ contest pilots carry VHF radio
and 1t IS unusual not to get co-operation
from local airports with control towers
during cross-country flights. The size and
location of the clubs l have mentioned
will give you some idea of the density
of the gliding population and make the
definition "minor minority sport" easy
to understand. Gliders. on or around most
airports, are a novelty and do not seem
to be treated as a nuisance. Most pilots
also have General Aviation or Commercial flying experience and know how to
use the radio, navigation and weather
forecasting aids available to them
"Air Tours•· next scheduled trip is to
Chester, Sooth Carolina, in early April.
I am assured that there are no mountains,
fewe: .trees, .and they guarantee Diamond
cond1taons m early spring! Why not
Texas? WeiJ. Chester is only 500 miles
while Marfa and Odessa are 1500. and
I really don't go much for rattlesnakes,
tarantulas, and yucca bushes anyway.
References
I. Pilots' Choice, by GRE.N SIEBELS.
published by SoARING SYMPOSIA.
2. Confessions of a Pennsylvania Ridge
Runner. KARL STRe.rDECK, Soaring,
May 1968.
3. An Encounter with the ·Black Bear.
EDWARD P. WILLIAMS, Soaring, July
1910.
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BGA NEWS
BGA Oulirman

Congrarulations to our Olairman, Ken
Wilkinson. on bis appointment as
Managing Director of BEA from the lst
January. We feel sure that everyone in
British gliding would like to join us in
wishing him weU in his new post.
Anmcll General Meeting
As previously notified, the AGM will
be held at Imperial College on Saturday,
27th March. This year the Meeting has
been scheduled to start at 14:30 hrs. and
it is hoped that members traveUing to
London will find this timing more convenient.
Endeavours had been made, but unsuccessfully, to arrange for a venue in
the Midlands.
We also hope to see as many members
and their friends as possible at the Ball
in the evening, so send for youL tickets
now. Price 50s. (£2.50) each.
Maps
New editions of the UK 1:500.000 air
maps (GSGS4649) have been published
recently. Sheet NW 53/6t (Edition 15)
Northern England, and Sheet NW 50/st
(Edition 17) Southern England and Wales
-correct at 15th October and 17th
September, 1970, respectively are available from the British Light Aviation
Centre or accredited chart agents. Price
10s. each plus postage.

Ollidal Observers
The prefix to registration numbers of
all Officii~l Observers indicates the final
year of their validity. Thus, the appointment of all those with a prefix of 70 lapsed
on the 31st December. 1970.
Applications for renewal for all concerned should be submitted without
further delay.
CIVV Sporting Code
All Official Observers and interested
pilots must have a copy of lbe revised
Chapters 1-7 of the Sporting Code detailing the new regulations in force since
lst January, 1971, for tbe control of
records and badges for gliding. Copies
are available from the BGA Office at 5s.
(25 p.) each.
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IUcords Homologated
The following records were homologated by the Executive Committee at their
December meeting: British NatiooaJ and
UK multi-seat distance and goal. Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Fielden. 14.8.1970, Bergfalke,
421.5 km. UK (Feminine) single-seater
100 km. triangle, Anne Burns, 14.6.70,
Cirrus. 80 lun/h.
World Records homologated: Singleseater distance, W. A. Scott and B.
Greene, U.7.70, ASW-12, 1,153.82 km.
(jointly held). Single-seater goal, H. W.
Grosse, Germany, 4.6.70, ASW-12.
1,032.2 km. Single-seater (Feminine)
goal-and-return, Susan Martin, Australia,
6.2. 70, Libelle 301 , 656.04 km. Multiseaters; goal-and-return. J . C. Lincoln
and C. Crowl, USA, 23.5.70, 2-32, 651.13
km. 300 km. triangle, B. C. Stevens and
H. KeartJand, South Africa, 10.1.70, 2·32,
104.47 kmfb.
British Nat'1011al record claimed: Singleseater 10D-km. triangle, E. P. Hodge (in
Rhodesia), 1.11.70, Diamant 16.5, 126.4
km / b. Subject to homologation.
Wlritbread Bursuy A ward

The following pilots have received £10
each for gaining their Bronze C before
their 19th binbday: M. J. Fielding (Avro),
and G. M. Polkinghorne (SGU).
National Ladder 1969-1970
A oew name has appeared on the top

of the Ladder _Previously held by Alan
Purnell. YorkShtre club members made a
determined effort and are to be congratulated on reaching second, third and
fourth places. They a lso bad the largest
overall entry-a much better effort than
the larger clubs. The Trophy winners
are: Enigma Trophy (Best in privately
owned gliders), Chris Lovell (Surrey &
Hants.). L. du Garde Peach Trophy
(Best in club gliders), L. Frank
(Coventry).
Leading results aU with four Jiights and
in privately owned gliders:
Pos. Name Club
Points
1. C. ~veil (Surrey & Hants) ... 4012
... 3045
2. D . Ltlbum (Yorks.) ...
3. F. Knipe (Yorks.) ...
2990
4. B. Goldsbrough (Yorks.) ... 2712
5. S. Waller (Bristol & Glos.) .. . 2625
6. M. Horan (Midland) .. .
.. . 2502
2412
7. M. Garrod (London) ...

8. W. Fay (Coventry)
9. P. Pozerslds (London)
tO. R. Sandford (Bristol & Glos.)
I 9. L. Frank (Coventry) ...

2293
2256
2147
1539

National Ladder 1970..1971
The new Ladder has already begun, and
no doubt there are already some pilots
who have done eligible flights. However,
in view of the (act that the BGA Flying
Committee are examining proposals for
minor alterations to the rules, I am pro·
posing to defer the first return for the
Ladder until 1st February. We are look·
ing forward to an even better Ladder
f!ntry this year.
M. P. GARROD,
Chief Lmlder Steward.
Dates 1971 R egionals
Subject to their achieving a minimum
entry of 10 places. the following competitions will be accepted by the BOA
for promotion purposes:
May 15-23
Western Regionals, Nympsfield.
May 29- Junc 6
Open-Standard Nationals, R AF
Newton.
June 12-20
Sport-Club Nationals, Husbands
Bosworth.
June 26-July 4
Lasham Regionals, l.asham.
July 10-18
Dorset Regionals, Compton Abbas.
July 24-August I
Wycombe Regionals, Booker.
August 7- 15
London Regionals, Dunstable.
August 21 - 29
Northern Regionals, Sutton Bank.
Preliminary closing date for Nationals
1st February, for Regionals 31st March.
Motor G lider Legislation
Progress at last! By the time this
appears in print we should have the new
motor glider pilot's licence. This should
enable us to operate motor gliders. as
defined by the R edhill 1969 definition
(S. & G., December, I 969, page 490), in
~ way which will integrate them usefully
Into club gliding.
The licence will be issued by DTI
(Department of Trade and Industry) on
the recommendation of the approved

1971 LASHAM
GLIDING COMPETITION

B.G.A. Regional for 36 gliders
26 June- 4 July

*

Best weather week_ •.
Many prizes, including "New Entrant"
& "Over 1 04 % handicap"
New turning point photos with

maps ...
ENTRY FEE £25 (incl. BGA tax)
SPECIAL REDUCTION OF £3 FOR
ENTRIES BEFORE 15th MARCH
Write now to. Competition Sec.,

t

56 Station Rd., New Barnet, Herta.

BOA Examiner in the club operating the
motor glider- usually the CFI. It wiJI
follow the aeroplane PPL pattern, with a
student pilot's licence and a medical The
SPL holder will be able to fly solo on a
motor glider under supervision. The
licence itself is obtained by either completing an aeroplane traimng course of
35-40 hours, or gaining a BGA Bronze C,
a nd
(a) Having 8 hours' ftying experience ona motor glider, including a minimum
of 4 hours' dual (with one of these
hours after first solo) and at least 3
hou l3 solo.
(b) Passing the PPL exams on air Jaw,
met., navigation, and an oral test ort
the use of the motor.
(c) Carrying out a solo cross-<:ountry
ftight: a 100 km. triangle on a glider,
or 150-km. triangle on a motor
glider.
(d) Passing a flying competence tesl
given by the approved examiner.
The current p rioe of the licence is £3for five years, but with no additional
charge when converting to an aeroplane
PPL There wiiJ be reductions in the
amount of flying required for conversion.
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DUHSTABLE REGtONALS 1971
1

7 th to 1 Sth August Inclus ive
If you have never participated in a
competition at Dunstable then we
really believe it is time you did. We
can assure you it is an experience
you will not easily forget-ask
those who have competed here
ye.a r after year before.
We can promise you first class organization (we have held several
Regional and three National comps.
here), good domestic faCilities including four meals a day catering
and plenty of local and after comp.
entertainment.
What we cannot promise is that
you will win, but whether you finish
up first or last we are confident you
will thoroughly enjoy the Dunstable
Regionals.

Write for entrance form to the Com·
petition Secretary, London Gliding
Club, Dunstable Downs, Beds.

SAJLPLANE AND ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED
Holmf ield Road , Bu x ton
Derbys hire
Adjoining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C's of A
REPAIRS
TRAILERS, STEEL TUBE
AND WOODEN FRAME,
COVERED PLY OR ALUMINIUM
NEW, OPEN TUBULAR STEEL
MULTI-PURPOSE TRAILER TO
FIT ASK 13, K.S AND SWALLOW
COIL SPRING IND. SUSPENSION,
LIGHTS AND FITTINGS

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD -

45 MINS. fROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pllot's Licence
Silver C conversion from £62.0.0
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards accepted

C.F.I. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 3747 (Ma n ag e ment) 21S2 (Operations)
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The motor glider instructor will obtain
his rating through the BGA, after he has
completed the required conversion fiyiog.
This will include learning how to teach
the student take-o.ffs. power-on stalls, and
other exercises in which power is used.

11>4
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PROVISIONAL HANDICAP IJST
FOR 1971
The Skylark 3 and K-6CR are taken as
''datum gliders" at 100% (Figures are
actually calculated with respect to the
Skylark: the K-6CR happeas to be the
same). The basis of other glider figures is
the r~lative theoreticaT cross-country
speed achieved after climbing in an
"Average British Thermal" of about 2.5
knots (1.2 mf sec.). Thus an ultra highperformance machine calculated to
achieve twice the datum gliders' speed
would be l)andicapped at 50%. and a very
low-performance machine travelling at
half the datum gliders' speed would be
given 200%. Allowance is also made by
a graphical method for thermaJiing performance, by adjusting tbe rate of climb
in the datum thermal with the minimum
sink point of the appropriate polar curve.
In practice this means that a Foka only
extracts about 2 knots climb from the
datum thermal whereas a K-8 achieves
nearly 3 knots. These corrected climb
ligures are fed into the standard formula
for cross-country speed, and these speeds
compared with those for the datum gliders
are rounded off to the nearest even percentage, to form the list of handicaps.
(SeeS. & G., December, 1967, page 459.)
H'cap
%
Sailplane Type
80
BS-1, Diamant 18
82
Kestrel 17
84
Cirrus, Phoebus 17,HP-14(18 m.).
SHK
86
Diamant (16.5 m.), HP-14 (16.5

ll6
120
124

ANN Wl!l.Cll

88
90
96
98

100
102

m.)
Std. Libelle, ASW-15, Std. Cirrus,
LS-I
Dart 17
K-6E, Olympia 419, Foka,
Vasama
Dart 15, Olympia %5. Skylark 4,
Pirat
Skylark

3,

K-6CR

(Datum

gliders), Olympia 403
Olympia 463, M-IOOs, Fauvette,
Super Javelot

108
110
112
114

Std. Austria-s
K-8, Jaskolka, Rcgat, Olympia
460 (Series I)
Skylark 2, SF-26, T-53
K-13, Blanik, Eagle, Bocian
Sky, Weihe
Mucha Standard, Capstan, K-7,
K-2
Skylark I
Kranich
Olympia 2, Meise, Swallow, Gull
4

Notes; 1. Other gliders will be given
handicaps based on their maker's performance curves, unless subsequent information influences the Handicap Committee.
For example, maker's figures for the
following gliders give these handicaps:
Sigma 64, BS-lB 72, ASW-12 74. Libe!le
301 (flaps) 83, Phoebus 15 37, Std.
Torva 90, SF-27M 96, K-14 103, SFS-31
116, Falke 130%.
2. These handicaps apply in BGA contests at all AUW and CG positions allowed
for by the glider's C of A. (This allows
for tbe carriage of water ballast and the
flying of two-seaters, etc.)
3. Any questions should be addressed tct
the Chairman of the Handicapping SubCommittee, c / o the BGA. Pilots wishing
to adjust their glider handicap should
produce tangible performance evidence.
This should take tho form of an a uthenticated polar curve, "Tested Points" from
timed glides on final glides, or from wen
conducted formation runs in company
with known types. Particular figures
required are a low speed point at min.
sink, and a high speed point at about
70-75 knots (130-140 km{h.).
1. W. STRACHAN, Chairman.
BGA Handicapping Commiltu.
• 1001 Ge•uiae Barzablo d leHOt e<reryoHI •
Huge stoeks GOVDNMENT SUJli'LVS
C"(A)THJNG AND EQVJPMENT. ine. ftyina
all.its ftol)l 2$5 .; ftyina hdmeiS, anorak•. outdoor elothiog, carnploa. i:mme11se uriet.Y ot
rnbccllaocous P·O~ equipment, EYU
so useful-you will be su~ to lind somethinl
you IICCCI-a.ad at a bolttaiD price tool SeDd
TODAY for our 30-pale CATALOOU1!-8d.
post (ree or please aU at LAVREl'ICZ
CORNDl. 62.-64 Hampst~d Rd ., London,
N.W.l. 2 mloJ. £U5ton, Warren St. It will be
weU worth while! Postal CUJtomen buy with
~;onfidenc.o-prompt despatch, refu.nd guarantee. Dept so.
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FLYING & INSTRUCTING

ProYidhrg Gliding lnstmcton
RECURRING problem which CFJs
have to face is providing a corps of
instructors to cope with the requirements
of the club. There are two considerations
-quantity and quality. Too many instructors. and there as not enough work to go
round. They get out of practice and pupils
suffer from the plethora off' differe nt
teachers. Too few, and the keen ones get
overworked and fed up; sickness and holidays strain the system, and a sudden job
change makes the roster unworkable.
Nothing is more demoralising for a
pupil tban to arrive at the club on his
much anticipated Sunday onlr. to find
good weather, a two-seater avaalable, but
no instructor. No gliding, if due to natural
or mechan:icaJ phenomena, is excusable.
Human failings are less so; and no ftying
due to them is plainly, in the eyes of the
pupils, anyway, the CFI's fault
What is a reasonable instructor
strength? The answer to this question, of
course. depends upon the size of the club.
both in terms of membership and numbc~s of gliders. the two generally going
hand in band. On a rostered basis it would
be reasonable to expect the use of an
instructor for a minimum of three weekend days a month, plus a certain amount
of "fill-in" time as well. Remember that
instructors need solo time as much as
ordinary members, and they should not
be pounced on to fly the two-seaters when
they have turned up for an afternoon's
soaring.
Now the ideal way to operate a twoseater is to have two instructors involved.
While one instructor is flying, the other
de-briefs the previous pupil and briefs
the neltt, so that he is ready to take over
with little or no delay to the launch ute.
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On a short winter day, two instructors

will then be with one glider and the
manning equation is simple. (Lunch is
taken on a shift basis.) I n summer it is
unreasonable to eltpect two chaps to
operate for around twelve hours, so they
must be relieved haJf way through the
day. ideally again by two instructors.
This, of course, is a counsel of perfection
and in practice ad hoc. as opposed to
rostered, instructors will be available.
(Bear in mind the comments about instructors' solo dying.) As a compromise, three
instructors should be rostered pe.r glider
in the summer, unless there are enough
to work a complete changeover in the
afternoon.
We are now in a position to worJc out
the number of instructors needed, and
we will take the summer period as needing
the most personnel. Each two-seater will
need three instructors and there are
usually nine flyable weekend days in an
average month, therefore 27 instructor
days are required. With each instructor
giving three weekend days. nine are
required. ln practice, some instructors
volunteer more than three days a month,
but in working out instructor strengths
the figure of 27 days per two-seater is
worth remembering.
Using this sort of calculation, a CFI
can see immediately the problem be will
have to solve when his committee agrees
to purchase another two-seater. Let us
assume that a club bas two training
gliders and a cross section of instructors
varying from highly available (!)
bachelors to committed married men.
(Pace lady instructors we are thinkin&
about you, too.) Fifty-four instructor
days are required, therefore 18 instructors.
However, say five instructors give four

days a week each-20 days-leaving 34
instructor days to find, i.e. eleven plus
instructors at th ree days each. The process
of arriving at a strength is easy to follow.
Find out what the existing instructors a re
prepared to offer and then work out the
extra requirement at a mi nimum of three
days per month. This may seem conservative, but remember sickness, holidays
and sudden job changes, to say nothing
of marriage.
A good CFI who plans ahead will be
in a position to anticipate changes to his
club's fleet and membership, and will
make arrangements to train, or have
trained, sufficient instructors to cope. He
will not, of course, forget about the necessity to have fully rated instructors present
to run flying when he himself requires
a rest or is not available for any reason.
This brings us, conveniently, to the
subject of quality. Notwithstanding what
we have said about quantity. it is far better
to have too few first elMs instructors than
the correct number including mediocre
on:s. It is vital to recognise that the life
of an innocent member of the public who
ioins a club is totally in the hand~ of bis
instructor. not only when he i5 flying dual,
but for the rest of his flying career. Poor
instruction at any stage may lead to a
fatal accident later.
The CFI is the only arbiter, and the
standards he should apply for the selection
of a trainee instructor should not be
influenced by the fact that Joe Bloggs did
a lot of good work on the winch. (Incidentally, the same philosophy should
apply to the selectwn of committee
memters!) To help CF1s make their
choices, the followmg is a reasonable
method of instructor selection:(a) Start malting a preliminary survey of
pupils while still dual. Look for
GENUINE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Those in Management will appreciate this
genuine busineu opportunity
£12,000 PER ANNUM EARNINGS
ARE EASR.Y POSSIBLE, PART OR
Rill nME
Full ba<king from Multi-Mi flion Pound
Company
WRITE: HERTS MARKETING GROUP,
Laburnum Tree House, Wrights Green,
Little Hallingbury, nr. Bishop's Stortlord,
Herts. or telephone Sawbridgeworth 2757

general aptitude, willingness to Jearn
and relationship with other pupils.
(b) At the Bronze C flying test stage
assess flying ability and theoretical
knowledge. The list prepared at (a)
will be narrowed down somewhat.
(c) After the Bronze, make a point of
chatting to and flying with prospective instructors. Give them supervising jobs like showing new members
around, teaching winch or tow-car
driving, organising Jog·keeping, etc.
While this is going on, make a real
attempt to obtain feedback from the
trainees as well as their mentor.
(d) Encourage him to fly as often as
possible; if he i5 the right sort of
person he will want to do this anyway, not just when soa.rable.
(e) Recommend the right sort of books
to read. If there arc professional
instructors in the club. encourage
them to talk to potential instructors
about the psychology of communicating with students.
(f) Do not commit yourself to any of
the likely people. They change.
Before an instructors' course is the
time to find out.
(g) When you are certain whom you
want, take the trouble to give them
intensive personal coaching, before
tbe instructors' course.
(h) Try to get them on the best courses,
preferably with the National Coach,
but if not, at a club with a good
record of running this type of course.
(i) When he returns from his course, do
a thorough acceptance check. \Do not
be afraid of turning him down or
giving more training, but if your
selection was reasonable then this
should not happen. If, as we hO(>C.
he does come up to standard, let h1m
start instructing quickly, but see that
he does not become a wilting horse
and lose interest from overwork.
A final piece of advice. Roster instructors sensibly and see that they are not
allowed to overdo it and become stale.
On the other hand, do not be afraid to
weed out the not-so-keen and the sporadic
attenders. They get out of practice quickly
and the pupils suffer. Finally, under no
circumstances put up with those who do
it for personal glory. -..;ne. bragg~rt and
show-off has no place m mstruetlon.
R. A. NEAVES
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Scheibe SF-27M

High performance singleseat self-launching
sailplane
Come and see it at Booker

No more waiting for launches! No more retrievu! With engine relraded this i.s a
genuine ~tandard class sailplane with 1 in 34 glide an9le.
Order now and be ready for the new oilot licensing requirements.
Also SFS-31 single-seater as described in OEC·JAN S<.ilplan• & Gliding.

CRYSTAL ENGINEERING LTD., 13 Pound ~scent, Marlow, ®
Bucks.
Telephone Marlow 5740 (evenings) Lane End 254 (day)
.
PETER JHF£RS

8£RT PAG£

PET£R ROSS

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether your sailplane is
made of wood, metal or glass-fibre.

Big stock of aircraft ply, Instruments, aero-tow rope, etc. etc.
Send s.a.e. for price list.
Call In, write or phone KEN FRIPP
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIEt.D, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
Telephone: Herrlard 359 or 025 683 359

Stockists for all PZL Instruments and Equipment
Agents tor Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.

KRONFELD CLUB NEWS
HE AGM was held on the 25th
November when Bill Goldstraw. both
T
a power .and glider pilot, was elected
Chairman, succeeding John Stanley,
whose two-year period had been completed. Cuff Tippett was re-elected Hon.
Secretary, and Diana Thomas-EUam
continues as Hon. Treasuier. Committee
members: David Scallon, Ron Willbie,
Lucy Connolly and Trevor Simpson.
The club had had a good year but was
stili concerned about the weekly programme. Great efforts arc being made to
ensure that there are many speakers and
other meetings of interest throughout
1971. Talks are also continuing in respect
of the Aviation Society of London being
absorbed into the Club structure, and
details of fhis scheme will be sent to
members as soon as possible.
The Kronfeld Aviation Art activities
wiU, in the future, be under the direct
control of the General Committee, and

*

AVIATION ART SOCIETY

Margaret Kahn, Arthur Speechley and
Pat Anderson will look after thi$ side
of the Club's affai rs. This includes the
Annual Art Exhibition which will now
be open to all members of the Club without qualification.
Members decided that the present title
of the club was {X>Ssibly somewhat restrictive and by majority vote declared that
the name should be the K.roofeld Centre.
Arrangements for this change of name
are now in hand.
C.T.
l)ia.ry of Lectures and F ilm Sbows
Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m.
Jan. 27. Air Racing-Talk and Films
by &verley Snook.
Feb. 10. Wave Soaring-by Chris Lovell
and Alan P urnell
17. George Burton talks about
The world of Slingsby Sailplanes.
24. Blind Landi ng and other aviation films from Smith's Instruments.

*

1970 Allllual CompetitionJUDGES' REPORT
~RE is a certain liveliness about this
~ eKhibition and a far greater variety
than I have seen in previous shows. There
were fewer conventional paintings, and
some encouraging attempts towards a
distinguishing colour departure. and a
most rewarding selection of inspired
work.
The quality of imagination shown by
several artists has introduced a larger
dimension and has lifted these works out
of the field usually described as visual
reporting. The exhibLtion is 'too crowded
of course, no fault of the hanging committee, merely that the premises do not
measure up to the enthusiasm of the
exhibitors.
. There arc a number of paintings deservmg special mention; unfortunately. 1
?annot cover them all. The awards of the
1ud~<:s should give you some idea of the
tndJVJdual merits. I would like ·to comment, however, on Kenneth McD onough's
work. He has a prodigious natural
endowment as a draughtsman and some-

*

times combines this with some admirable
compositions. His paintings show an
exuberance for an inexhaustible amount
of research in'lo details to a point where
he is in danger of losing the artistic control I have seen in his work. His SS Nonrigid Airships is one of the more controlled studies and succeeds admirably
with good restraint colour.
Brian Withams has produced anolher
outstanding work with Second Wave
A flack, this has an artistic and <lecorative
quality coupled with good colour values,
a striking design unfortunately very rarely
seen in an elthibitioo of this kind.
Don G rant's painting Returning to
Base was another conception of a familiar
subject we much admired. A departure
in colour, well composed, with the aircraft
sitting nicely in its characteristic flying
position.
John Taylor, who very kindly assisted
with the judging this year, in particular
liked the PaJhfinder of Rex Flood. The
dark sky surrounding the lone aircraft
was so evocative of the pan this special
group played during the wa r.
Jonathan Esthope's Rooftop DoR FiRhl
was another narrative painting that had
S9

SELECTION OF
PAINTINGS t ROM

Top left : L)11 Wilbams 11u dcpic1cd • cl<.•e finish or Femr.ro biplanes. a Short
:-42. and an Antoincttr. Left bottom: John WilkJ' painlinQ or a Sisu. Cent~
top : Marga~t Kahn's LlOI< Home<omil\8. and bdow G. Coulson'' Singina
WirQ fuilhfully portl'liYI o Gl-er (iarn~k Top riahl : Sun, c:loud and
Cinvs b) Anne Roper. Boetom right: The picture which won the Gudinc
ChaUena<" Trophy by R. Wcn$iey Smith
(Photot by coomu,v of .. Fli1h1 lnterrrotlo.,al")

GUINEAS will soon be a back number "WINTER" BAROGRAPH never!

but your

Order now for that 1970 Gold 'C' task you aim for. Height Range, to choice,

6, 8, 1 0, or 12 Km., - $0gns. Motor Glider model, to record engine on/off 60 gns. Prices based on current 0-Mark rate and include, in both cases, U.K.
Import Duty, Packing and Postage. Ex Factory prices, for Overseas enquiries, on
request.

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire Tel. Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359
an unaccountable charm that even its
black frame failed to dispel. All the beautifuUy nandled watercolours by C. I.
Ashford were excellent. It was very
difficult to choose between them except
that the judges were unanimous about
the R-34; this appealed to us all. For
one who could handle watercolour so
freely, and at the same tim~ so precisely.
I should have thought that the bard outline was not at all necessary.
C. J , Wilson. who so ably .succeeded
with his Harrier painting in the firsttimer's section has a remarkable resource
for zestful enjoyment in applying his
paint. a tremendous asset I would recommend to any illustrator wbo wished to
impan a feeling of excitement into his
work.
A new dimension that attracted a great
deal of interest this year comprised the
sculptural forms. particularly that by
T. S. Halliday. There ha.s been, and no
doubt will be, a demand for something
connected with flying achievements to be
commemorated in a three dimensional
form.
Not many have succeeded in the past
simply because they have not been able
to combine an artistic sense with a knowledge of their subject. Some years ago
the Air League very nearly commissioned
a piece of hardware by Lynn Chadwick
described as a memorial to the R-34. This
was to be erected at London Airport, but
for the intervention of one or two people
who were very knowledgeable on the
subject of aviation. Lord Brabazon
described the object as a "Pregnant
kipper", but it was Charles Gibbs-Smith
who finally slapped it down when he
pointed out that the artist had used
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heavier-than-air forms to commemorate a
lighter-than-air achievement.
Congratulations however to Halliday
for something far more sincere in
approach to a difficult subject.
FRANK WOOITON,

Chairman, Judges Panel.
The 100 exhibits on show were produced by an all-time record of 49 artists.
The winners were as foltows:The .Kronfeld CbaUeng~ Trophy- for tbe
best exhibit by a non-professional artist,
to B. Withams; 2nd, W. Waller; 3rd, J.
Easthope. Commended-Mary Steer, E.
Miller, E. A. Taylor.
'!be "Fiigftt" Tankard-for the best
exhibit by a professional artist, to K.
McDonough; 2nd, D. Grant; 3rd, D.
Stredder-Bist. Commended - K. McD onough, C. Peckham.
THE BAC Trophy- for the best exhibit
of a Service aircraft, to M. Turner.
The Harry Cooper Memorial Trophyfor the best light aircraft exhibit, to L.
Williams.
The Glidin&" CbaUenge Trophy-for the
best exhibit on gliding or soaring by a
non-professional artist, to R. Wensley
Smith. Commended- Margaret Kahn, 1.
Wilks.
The Watu-co.l our Prl7.e-for the best
exhibit by a professional or nonprofessional artist, to C. J. Ashford. Two
other water-colours by the same artist
were commended.
The Best First Entry Prize-for the best
exhibit by a non-professional artist who
has not entered the competition previously, to C. Wilson. CommendedD. F. Bartlett.

SOME MORE ABOUT THERMALS
By H. R. DIMOCK
to Brennig
CONG'RAWLATlONS
James and Harold Drew on their
&: G. December, 1970, pages
writings~S.

494, 462). Here 1 must add something
else about thermals about which nobody
else to my knowledge has ever written.
C louds sometimes have a self-generating upcurrent of air under them. This is
a bald statement I refer to my logbook
that on Sunday, 5th May, 1968, when my
Diamant 18 was all new and lovely, I was
aero-towed to 2,000 ft. above the Air
Station at Lee-on·Solent when a line of
cloud was approaching from over the
middle of the Solent. It was a blue sky
da y with just this one thin line of cloud
coming in over the sea. The visibiljty was
wonderful. I flew at 60 knots in a
straight line along the cloudbase which
varied from 1,900 ft. to 2,000 ft. until
it went down suddenly over the high
ground of the Isle of Wight, near the tip
where tho Camow Needles were in view.
I flew through the cloud at the end of
the cloudstreet and observed the source
rising from fairly close to the ground.
This line of thin and narrow cloud was
over the middle of the water of the Solent
which averages about 16.000 ft. wide. so
the nearest shore would be around 8,000
ft. away. I flew there and back with only
one 180" turn at the end (without any
circling or deviation) of the cloudstreet,
a total distance of about 34 miles.
Since thermals can obviously not come
up from the very cold water in May, I
repeat my assertion that certain clouds
generate an upcurrent of air continuously.
I often fly over the Isle of Wight from
Gosport, Portsmollth, or Lec-on-Solent,
under clouds which enable me to tly in a
straight line across a 6-mile route over
th~ sea from the mainland, the -bases aoyj~mg from 2,000 fL to 4,000 ft. losing a
title or no hei~t on the way.
The wind dtrcction on 5th May was
the normal prevailing southwesterly, at
other times it varied from S to NW, and
this phenomenon occurs quite often. I
Would expect that this self-generation also
oecurs over land giving rise to the cloudstreets that glider pilots are able to make
use of. As far as I remember, tho wind

s~ngth

on 5th May was about 10 knots
on the ground, and at 2,000 ft. would
h.ave been 14 knots, so lhe cloud would
have been over the sea after leaving the
land for 12 miles, getting on for l hour
over the water. The rate of sink of the
Diamant at 60 knots is about 4 ft.sec.., 8
minutes for 2,000 ft. Since the cloud is
over very cold water for nearly an boor.
obviously one must look for something
definitely not thermal. Do smoke-ring
bubble type thermals get triggered off QY
the cliffs and continue to rotate at condensation level?
Anoth.e r somewhat similar flight
occurred over land on 22-5-64, at the last
part of a competition flight from Lasham
in a Skylark 4. Arriving over West Hartlepool aerodrome at about 20: 00 hrs., after
all normal thermal activity had ceased,
I noticed the smoke from a group of
factory chimneys, some distance inland,
was making cumulus clouds under a sky
which was totally overcast 1 bad plenty

Yorkshire Sailplanes
For Glider C's of A, Repairs, Rebuilds, Re-covering, and Respraying with a speedy personal
service
T.21 canopies and Dart spares a
speciality
Instrument panels made to suit
customers' requirements and instruments checked and overhauled
Trailers (lightweight metal or
wood) built, altered and repaired
For sale-Dart-1 7R.
See classified ad.

Office: Ripon Motors, Palace Rd.,
Ripon, Yorks.

Works: Bondgate, Ripon, Yorl<s.

Ring
Gerry Kemp or Barrie Goldsbrough
at 0765-3784 (Ripon)
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of height to go and investigate and ver
return to the aerodrome, so I flew to the
chimneys and rose to S,OOO ft. The
cumulus was travelling northwards at
about 5-10 knots before disintegrating
after about 10 miles. 1 flew along this
cloudstrcet maintaining beigbt at 5,000 ft.
and arrived ncar Newcastle over Uswortb
aerodrome with 2,000 ft. in hand. By this
Lime, 20:45 hrs., it was getting dark. street
lights were on, and some fog was covering the fields in places, so 1 opened the
airbrakes and landed at Usworth.
The thermal smoke from those cblm·
neys had risen almost vertically and had
produced clouds in a non-thermal
environment. These clouds produced
uplift which was, for the want of another
word, self-generating.
I do not believe that thermals from the
ground are anything other ti1an a Eorm
of large dust-devils which travel wilh the
wind, rotating in the Northern Hemisphere in an anti-clockwise direction
generally, and therefore t favour turning
in the opposite direction, "i.e. right-handed
in order to reduce the rate of -t orn. These
thermals suffer from wind gradient and
get broken off as soon as they lean over
too far to remain coherent. Hence the
met. officers when briefing competitors
often say "the wind is strong so you will
find the thermals very broken today".
Do they really know why?

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
THREE DIAMONDS

No.
17
18

l / 27
1/ 28
1{29
3(117
3/ 118
2/ 354
2{3H
2{ 356
2n
27)
274
27S
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Name

Club

R. Foneseue
Cambrid&e
M.P. Garrod
London
DIAMOND DISTANCE
R. Fortescue
Cambridge
M. P. Garrod
London
G. S. ~umann
Cambridge
DIAMOND H EIGHT
L. A. Crawford
Coventry
R. Fortescue
Cambridge
DIAMOND GOAL
A. Harri~
ZeU Am Zee
J. D. Greenhill
USA
H. D. Campbell
USA
GOLD C COMPLETE
A. Harris
ZelJ Am Zee
1. D. Greenhill
USA
USA
H. D. Campbell
P. Garnett
Surrey & Hant.s

1970
5.6
11.6
5.6
11.6
5.6

19.10
19.10
22.6
21.8
4.10
22.6
21.8
4.10
1.10

G OLD C HEIGHT

No.

Nome

S.C. Kovac
C. M. L. Hodgson
N. F. Cunningham
F. Sillick
D. 1rving
P. A. IGng
P. W. GeUett
A. R. Davidson
L. A. Crawford
l. Bleaken
P. Garnett
D. K. Gardiner
C. F. H. W. Cooke
L. Woods
R. A. Rice
M. J. Silver

Club

Surrey & Ha01s
Surrey & Hants
Surrey & Hants
Surrey & Hants
SGU
Cambridge
Surrey & Han1s
Surrey & Ha01s
Coventry
Cotswold
Surrey & Hants
Kent
Surrey & Hants
London
Midland
Norwich

GOLD C DISTANCE
A. Harris
Zell Am Zee
J. D. Greenhill
USA
H. D. Campbell
USA

/970
1.10
1.10
3.10
1.10
1.10
17.9
2.10
S. ll
19.10
1.10
1.10
3.10
1.10
24.10
18.10
1.11

22.6
21.8
4.10

SILVER C

No. Name
2741

274~

?743
:!J~4

2745
2746
2747
2748
2749
27$0
2751
2152
2753
2754
2155
2756
2757
2758
2759
2760
2761
2762
2763
2764
2765
2766
2767
2768
2769
2770
2771
21n
2773
2774
2775
2776
2777
2778
2779
2780
2781
2782
2783
2784
278S
2786
2787
2788
2789

Cl11b
1970
P. A. Cook
London
1.8
w. M. Manclark SGU
24.5
Ulster & Shorts
21.7
~-a~;~Ient
Biccster
3.8
Coventry
F.J Davies
1.9
A. J. Hulme
Cambridsc
19.8
J.H. D.
11.8
Partinston Southdown
H. A. Blomiley
Derby & Lanes
31.8
Susan
Yorkshire
GoldsborouGh
1.9
Glamorgan
31.8
A. W. Newton
D. F. Holmes
Derby & Lanes
14.8
R. A. Smith
Duse
31.8
R. Brooker
Essex & Norfolk 30.8
D. J. Carey
5.9
London
S. Elsey
Doncaster
30.8
E. J. Godsell
Bicester
11.6
R. Hawkins
Southern Cmmnd. )4.8
B. Shaw
Leicester
5.9
G. C. Grainger
Worcester
1.9
D. C. Wa rd
644 GS
20.7
14.8
P. Shanahan
Airways
C. A. Howlett
15.8
Leicester
I. H. 03vics
Humber
13.9
T . Gorelev
Four Counties
23.3
Thunderu
1.1.8
J·. w. Rennie
Yorkshire
11.8
R . C. Adc!i.s
I . Swannack
Trent Valley
1.9
I. Btc~
Clevc1ands
20.9
A. J. Madge
Chiltons
29.9
D. N. Densham
Ea<t Midlands
30.9
SGU
1.10
G . D. A. Green
R. D. Ruek
Cots wold
30.9
J. P. Saundel"ll
Surro!Y & Hant~
5.6
J . Hemosced
3.10
SGU
D. E. Hills
Norfolk
5.6
D. Garber
Four Counties
19.4
4.10
T. 'R. Warner
Kestrel
J. Chandl<r
Cranwcl1
10.8
D. Irving
9.10
SGU
C. C. Byrne
Cranfield
25.10
A. G. Francis
Four Counti"S
18.10
P. Brown
Handley Page
26.10
Leicestershire
1.11
'R. W. Robertson
D . A. Tilley
Leicestershire
2.8
23.10
T. J. Walsh
Four Counties
D. A. White
Clevelands
23.5
E. P. 'Rice
Crusaders
29.10
Two Rivers
8.6
P. K. Cornwell
21.6
A. F. C1utterbuck Surrey & Haots
J.

g:

DOUBLE DIAMOND BY DART
8y MIKE GARROD

UT for a phone call from Chris
B
Riddell in Yorkshire it would never
have happened. "Would you be interested

seeing the sigbts, and re-adjusting to an
eight-hour time shift. One major hurdle
was ovel'(;()rne--getting a private glider
in selling your Dart in America?"
pilot's licence from the Dept. o! TransI was. Fave months of correspondence, portation. Fed. Aviation Administration.
telegrams and accumulation of vitaJ ['d armed myself with numerous
documents saw the Dan depart f,rom documents, but no PPL and was lucky
Harwich in February, 1970 for Cali· not to have to take a written exam and
Cornia. At the end of May the new owner, flying test.
The weekend of June 26th saw us
Eugene Mactz, had his first flight in it.
r wiJJ admit to ulterior motives in this motoring East, Dart seven seven victor
$a le, and fortunately Eugene agreed to in tow, for Truclcee. an airfield on the
my coming over for four weeks to have eastern side of the Sierra Nevada. We
a go at Diamond distance. It wasn't an arrived there in a thunderstorm, low
entirely one sided bargain, however, as I cloud and heavy rain masking the forested
was able to offer a good deal of assistance mountain peaks. It was with my tongue
with glider and t.tailer and be a crew in my cheek 1 said to Eugene "Did I
come 6,000 miles for this?"
mem~ as well.
We stayed in a privately owned cabin
[ duly arrived by BOAC in San Rafael
in the middle of June. I was made most on the edge of lake Tahoe, a beautiful and
welcome by Eugene and his wife Bonnie. almost unspoill district just west of Reno,
Four days were spent visiting friends, Nevada. Six other members of Eugene·s
Club bad also come for a week white a
big party bad been arranged for the
foJJowing week-end to enable me to meet
a number of experienced pilots.
Truckee airfield is about 6,000 ft. up,
has two tarmac runways and is heavily
utilised by powered aircraft from Cessnas
to four engined turboprops. Frank
Sinatra occasionally lands there, being
the nearest airfield to one of his many
gambling joints. The surrounding area
is almost entirely forested, but eastwards
it changes rapidly to semi desert. There
is no air traffic control, but most gliders
and powered aircraft use a common frequency to advise their movements, a
listening watch being kept by the base
operator.
My first flight was to 14,000 ft. in wave
- just like a good day at Portmoak! My
second one, using thermals, was a 60 mile
out-and-return to the north during whicb.
I discovered that CaJiforniao thermals
are twice as, rough, twice as big and climb
twice as fast as English ones! Cloudbase
was 12,000 ft asl, which seemed barely
adequate for cross-country Hying with
terrain between 5,000 and JO 000 ft.
Indeed, local pilots consider 15,000 ft. as
the minimum for an ambitious flight
"A t this point my heart was in my mouth!"
combined with a high lapse rate.
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Eugene was the .first to ~'declare a 500
km out-and-return to tbe south. I saw him
leave between the twin peaks of Mt. Rose
(10,778 ft.), and set off after him along
lake Tahoe and over Spooner ·Pass.
This was the day I christened the down·
draught of the lee side of M l Rose as
"The Waterfall". I called Eugene once
I'd rounded the mountain, and back came
the news he was struggling over Carson
City. It all proved too much for him and
a dejected Mutz drove home under a
cumulus filled sky! His second attempt
two days later, was more successful. A
higher stan and faster run got him
throuRh the waterfall and on to the mountains beyond Carson City, and no doubt
would have achieved a considerable
distance had the radio not faded out!
A faint carrier wave blip enabled me to
maintain contact but with this weakening
as well 1 advised him to land at Douglas
County airport, Minden.
Bad luck continued to harrass us; a 6
inch crack in one wing preventing any
flying for two days while a repair job was
done a1 Bec.kwou.rtlL This appeued to
have been caused by .lliglu loads, but
initiated by ground handling damage we'd
not spotted earlier. Eugene contented
himseJf fishing trout, btlt there was no
luck in th.is sport either.
Then came my tum to put my
experience to the test. 1 declared Lone
Pine, 200 miles south, the intention being
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to return north for 500 km.
I left ML ROSe with 12,500 ft. and
pointed d~n into the waterfall at up to
80 knots. My next thermal was 20 miles
on and only just in time. No wonder
Eugene had been caught out! Just beyond
Mono lake r ran into catastrophic sink,
the only safe landing spot I knew being
15 miles behind at Lee Vining. But I
wasn't sunk. A weak thermal raised me a
few hundred feet and I noticed I was
drifting towards the mountainside.
A glance at the surface of Mono lake
confirmed my observation and l proceeded to hill soar the eastern side of the
Sierra Nevada with a westerly wind aloft!
Some curlover! It was a simple matter to
get above 10,000 ft. again, and strike
south until I met a wall of rain and
flickering lightning at Mammoth Lakes.
Reluctantly I returned for borne, contacted Eugene, and rendezvous'd at
Bryant airfield, Bridgeport, 200 miles.
The next day offered similar weather,
and with my previous day's experience
as a guide. suggested Eugene attempt a
Gold C distance and Diamond goal to
Carson City via Lee Vining. This be djd
in fine StYle in just over 5 hours, mostly
between 10.000 and 15,000 fl Success at
last and the first Diamond!
Two day~ with cirrus-covered skies
followed. Time was running short. Saturday lith July dawned clea.r and in spite
of an unpromising forecast from the Met.
at Reno I declared a 500 km distance via
Alturas, 150 miles north. Midday saw me
20 miles north of Truckee under oneeighth cumulus, base just over 12,000 ft ..
and 75 miles saw me at 8,000 ft. level with
a mountain top to the west. Hot air was
blasting into the cockpit. Lift was dilficult
to find, only giving 2-3 knots up to 9,000
ft. Apart from a hayfield alongside a
ranch, the terrain within 10 miles radius
was only fit for a red-tailed hawk to land
on. Precious minutes ticked by as 1
struggled to get higher, without any
results, so with fingers crossed, I aimed
at the next known landing spot, Ravendale (all 5,300 ft.) 16 miles away the
other side of a 6,700 !L peak.
The next ten minutes were hair-raising.
I crossed over Horse Lake, a dry dustbowl in a featureless valley, sinking
steadily, wondering whether I could clear
the ridges between me and Ravendale.
The whole area was apparently

MollO
Lt""tll

J..a ke

and

Vining from

5.000 ft.

uni nhabited, barren, and covered with
sage brush. Raulesnakes, too, they tell
me! Disastrous landing country for a
fixed-wheel Dart, but a five knot thermal
whisked me away out of danger.
T he subsequent 30 miles were less
traumatic, apart from one ghastly plunge
al 80 knots at well over 1,000 ft. per
minute, which lost me 2,000 fL before I
hi t the thermal causing it. I managed to
keep above 8,000 ft., with climbs to
I LOOO fL and over the last wilderness
stretch to Alturas was topping 12,500 ft.,
some 8,000 ft. above the valley floor.
Toter-thermal speeds of 70 knots put the
final 20 miles to Altura.s behind me in
about 25 minutes, and four minutes past
three saw me aiming mr. Voigtlander
Vito B through the dear-vision panel at
the a irfield far below.
1 went straight for Eagle Peak Mounlain where puffs of cum\1lus tempted me
east off course. A very rough, yo-yo
ascent got me to 14,000 ft., and really
wound up the airspeed needle when
clouds formed on track for home at
a lmost 15,000 ft .. 5 pm, saw me 60 miles
from Truckee, 71 mi les from the coveted
500 km.

It was goi.ng to die at some point, and
this began when T was 40 miles from
Carson City. I wanted one more climb
to 14,000 ft. to get in, but 11.500 ft. was
all I could achieve over the final mountains before Reno. Ahead-no cloud of
any consequence, a huge valley to cross,
and one more mountain range up to 7,000
ft. As 1 sank slowly at near max. glide
angle across Reno with only 4,000 ft.
between me and the valley floor, I can
hardly say I felt optimistic of any chances
of hopping over that last range to Carson
City.
Just to prove I needn't have worried,
the evening thermal kept me aloft until
sunset, and I only opened the airbrakes
when a familiar white sbape came speeding down highway 395. AJmost 9 hours
flying, 329 miles, and a second Diamond
for seven seven victor!
And so for me ended a fantastic two
weeks' flying in the Sierra Nevada. My
thanks must go to the members of the
North Bay Soaring Association. and particularly tbe Martz family;. [or making
my visit so enjoyable. 11ow can an
Englishman with his 3 knot thermals ever
repay such a debt?

Tu,rin~ Pofnl at Al111rru.
Photo: M. GarTod, b11t
nnt wll/o an 1nstaf11atlc.
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A NEW HILL SITE IN LANCASHIRE
By KEITH EMSUE

VOR some years the Blac.kpool & Fylde

.r .club has been dropping hints in Club

News about a new !till site. Nothing
obvious seemed to happen, but much
patient background work has finally
resulted in the offer of a major recreational grant to assut with the purchase
of a 58-acre farm, and turning it into a
g.liding site. The farm is at the foot of
an exciting hill configura~on, somewhat
reminiscent of Portmoa.k, and we have
every intention to take up the grant and
to ose it to build up our club. We are
sadly aware that we have been a l:ac.kwater, and are keen to remedy this,
The half-million map marks a high
point at 1,707 feet, Fair Snape FeU, which
is ten miles north of Preston. The quarterinch sheet shows this to be a--plateau with
steep edges facing south and south-cast,
while from the summit there is a 'lorious
hog's back, a mile long, which JUts out
to the south. This has equally good west
and east faces, and ends in a minor peak.
Parlick Pike, whicb forms the parson's
nose (if hogs have such a portion in their
anatomy).
In L967, after several very discouraging
rebuffs from major landowners to the
west of the fell. we got an estate agent
to write to all the farmers living to the
south of Par lick. This make-or-break step

brought two replies, one of which was
from our good friend Mr. W. I. Jolly,
who was prepared to negotiate, He bas
been waiting very patiently ever since.
His land, which is freehold, is as nearly
flat as you could hope to find, on the
600 ft. contour of the vaUey floor, within
a mile of the peak of Parliek. This is close
enough for winc.b launches to give easy
access to the hill lift, but positioned to
be clear of the lee of the feU in aU winds
except ten degrees cast of north.
Trial Flighu
Mr. Jolly gave us permission to try the
fell, so we turned up on the 1st October.
1967, which day provided a strong southwesterly breeze for the occasion. At first
we didn't reali.se bow much southerly
component it contained, and the first
launch saw Jack A,ked (our CFI) scraping
at the edge and base of the lift region for
a quarter of an hour, but unable to climb
above launch height. Unfortunately his
second aod third launches were lower
than the first. so again he didn't get away.
He then put me in a spot by offering me
a circuit, with barely time to fu it in before
dark.. My cockpit check included a P, fo r
Prayer.
The launch was a beauty, giving 200
feet in hand above the height of the
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Parlick cairn, so ~ let tbe wind. carry me
straight towards 1t, like retummg to the
Mynd after failing to Jiod a thermal. The
slope was working fine, but the beat was
so short that it required a figure of eight
over the rump, like the tip of an imaginary
tail lashing back and forth. <?rx:e thls
exhilarating manoeu~ was w1thtn the
lift region I soon climbed to SOO feet
a bove th~ peak, which _opened up a
majestic VICW along the spme to the face
of Fair Snape, squarely in the path of the
v. md.
The around crew suffered mixed
emotions when the Olympia turned down·
wind and disappeared from view behind
the port hlp bone. From the air this ~as
a simple decision for the hill was workmg,
and Lhe next bit would be beuer, but I
didn' t have a radio to reassure the anxious

watchers.
The view was awe-insplllD&, and the
fell slid past rapidly, 10 that within a
mmute I turned into beautifully smooth
lift of 6 Jc.nots, and ftew west to put the
ga ng out of their misery. 1 heard their
cheer when l came into view again! The
lift region was extensive, and 1 was swept
up to cloud base at 3,000 ft. asl, where the
clim b rate was still better tbao 1 knot.
Heading straight upwind got me back
to the winch at a height SOO feet more
tha n the launch had been, and just left
cnou&h time before darlc. for a second
sortie to Parlick. Several more wags of
the tail charted the borders of the lift
region on this vital stepp~ stone, which
is d early adequate for thiS function in
any southerly wind, and confirmed that
the field can easily be reached from there
also.
The foot and mouth epidemic came,
and then the hay crop started to grow.
so ou r second attempts bad to wait until
A u~: ust 1968, when we got identical conditions on two successive Sundays. The
wind was about 10 knots from the north·
West. which gave easy access to the lift
on the side of Parlick, and even on the
shteldcd face of Fair Snape itself.
Jack Akcd, lvor Stretch and myself
enJoyed hour·long ftights, and found no
difficulties or regions to avoid. Dual site
checks need only be minimal, and it will
be easy to convert our airfield-trained
PUpUs to the joys of hill soaring. The
result of our trials was enough to give

w great confidence that the hill will work
in every wind direction between northwest and south. By inference the east face
should work between north-east and
south. in fact the aeromodellers reclton
that the east face works very well in even
the most gentle of breezes.
Mixing our traffic with theirs produced
no problems. the models are easy to see
and occupy lower tlight levels than ours.
The only real proble.m that has arisen is
whether grouse will mistake us for
buzzards, and so leave their nests.
We have thus been forced to agree to
put the long southerly face out of bounds,
keeping a mile clear of. the nourishing
grouse moor that is behind il. The owner
has offered to fly with us while his gamekeepers watch the grouse. using radio to
bring the glider closer if the birds are
ignoring il Has anyone met this problem
before? We would be very interested to
hear from them.
Soaring Prospec:ls
Thermals are plentiful, and have kept
us going on our present airfield (Samlcs·
bury), bot this is in the Ribble valley, We
find that west winds brinJ sea air i.n land
and so suppress convecllon. Thu effect
moves up the estuary and river valley
much quicker than elsewhere, and we
have frequently seen our thermals move
out of reach by early afternoon. But on
every such occasion this front bas failed
to reach Chipping; in fact our new site
seems to be covered with vigorous
cumulus until nearly dusk. Sea breeze
fronts form in suitable easterly winds,
which don't blow very often, but we have
identified and explored some good
specimens.
Lentic:ulars appear frequently, in every
wind direction, except perhaps due west,
and we are certainly ringed round with
mountains over most of the compass.
Some of the cloud formations that we
have seen su~est that the local hills also
know the trick. and set off their own
systems. We have only been able to con·
tact wave on a few occasions from winch
launches at Samlesbury, while we have
never tried aerotows or motor gliders.
But we look forward to many interesting
ftights while we get to know the new area,
using our universal hill to lift us up to
the higher lift above. We even have
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pulses from various types of

H you can match a
sonobuoy; magnetic anomaly
job this big· start now. bearings; radio and r~ar

Put 1970 behind._., I_
~-

This J.ob isn't easy. The
monel alone will tell you that.
But i you have the potential
and are wiJiing to work hard
at developing it, you could
find yourself, a few short
years from now, flying some
of the most exciting aircraft
in the whole history of
aviation.
Suppose you were: Tactical
Navigator in a Nimrod. This
is the most adnneed, most
effective, anti-submarine aircraft with any air force. You
would sit at a large, instrument-covere<l console, with a
24-inch cathode-ray tube in
front of you. On this all the
battle information, collected
by five sensor-operatorS and
collated by three computers,
is drawn together into a single
picture:sigl:uings;radarfixes;
whiffs of Diesel (ume; radio

·~
tranSIJUssJon anaI Yses; lflita·
red linescan measurements. .
y
th
f
ou are at e centre o a
whole network of data. It is
your iob to interpret it, and
act upon it. On the outcome
of your work depends the
wholeruceessoftheNimrod's
mission.
. .
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Selection of potential RAF
offiCers takes thrc:e days. Expenses are paid, and there is
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another hill which faces north, and is
nl y three miles away downwind, too far
~0 reach in our Grunau or T-21! but not
too far for more modern machmes.
So we look to this site to _liberate us
from a tradition of loca.l soanng! and to
develop a more adventurous attitude of
mind. We will have to &ive thorough
training in field landings. for there a~e
not as many large level fields here as 1n
the ftat counties, but with h ills all around
and the wind blowing, who needs to land
anyway? .
.
.
.
avigatJon also w11l be Important, wtth
the
extensive
Liverpool-Manchester·
Leeds-Bradford control zone a complete
barrier to the south. But to ~e north
there is only Amber One CJ"OSsma at FL
45 and a lot of Pennine Chain, through
which to stalk tbe Helm wind.
l' ield Work Required
One of the reasons that stopped us
trying an east wind day was that the
launch point is on a neighbour's land.
Mr. Jolly's fields would only give runs of
900 yards, but Mrs. Brewer has been
very co-operative and has ~greed to
exchange about ten a~res With . us, to
give us a more useful flymg field w1th ~wo
good winch runs. We hope to negotJate
the grazing rights for rent, and to sell _the
farm buildings which arc not well su1tcd
to our purposes. We plan to erect a hangar
and clubhouse which will cater for our
needs for many years to come, taking the
Ponmoak building.s as a guide to the ftoor
area. although the style and appearance
may well be different.
Before we can stan flying in earnest
there are several fences to be moved to
establish our new boundary, and some
internal fences and eanh banks to be
removed. Very little drainina or lcvcllin&
is needed in the first instance. for we
propose to use either a rctrievina winch
or a soft tyred vehicle to avoid damaging the surface. Since launch height is
im portant we would like comments on
how much height you lose by carrying up
the retrieve cable.
Can We Atrord It!
While the grant was under consideration we were building up a core of
experienced members, and a black
balance sheet. We constituted our selves

as a Company, and set up sub-committees
to run operations, leaving the main committee to concentrate on policy during
the tricky process of expansion and
transition. We are now just big enough
and solvent enough to purchase the land,
the vital step to give us a freehold site.
This is the biggest step that a club ever
faces, and we arc prepared for it. The
next question is now much more can we
do at the same time?
The full scheme includes a modern
two-seater, hangar and clubhouse, all of
which are almost equally desirable, but
probably not attainable simultaneously.
We have got some promises from mem·
bers wno will lend money, and are
approaching the rest personally to see
if more will be forthcoming now that
Utopia is upon us. But we must admit to
being well short of our full target of
capital investment, though not yet
exhausted of ideas.
Our long term prospects look very
promising, for even the most pessimistic
extrapolations of our present operations
promise to bring in ample cash to service
and repay the loans. We have also
started long term money raising effons,
and our waste-paper collection is thriving.
We have plenty of new pupils coming
forward; but we would be very pleased
to hear from any experienced pilots
living in Lancashire who are currently
inactive because of the travel involved to
reach the Long Mynd, Camphill, Sutton
Bank or Walney. We do not expect to
embarrass any of those clubs by attracting
members from them. for we have no
neighbours nearer than 80 miles. We have
had block membership arrangements with
Lancaster. Manchester and Salford
Universities. bot have had to close these
in favour of building up our core of permanent members; we hope to re-open and
expand these associations later.
When the site is fully operational we
will be glad to welcome visitors with
aircraft, but this will not be durini 1971.
If any readers look forward eagerly to
using this as a jumping off place for badge
or record fiights, we would ask them most
earnestly to consider if they could help
us to speed the day. Loans would be
especially welcome, and could significantly
reduce the time scale of our development.
Any offers?
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DORSET REGIONAL SOARING CONTEST 1971
at Compton Abbas Airfield
A B.G.A. Rated Competition
1st Prize £1 00, plus the John Thorne Cup
2nd Prize £50
3rd Prize £25
Separate two•seater prize and d ally prizes

Entry Fee £35 includes 1 0 aerotows and B.G.A. Competition Tax
No selection . .. . Acceptance by return of post

FLY WITH THE PROFESSIONALS
July 10th to 18th 1971

Telephone:
Fontmell Magna 328

Entry forms from:
R. Knight,
Contest Secretary,
Dorset Flying Club & Aviation Centre,
Compton Abbas Airfield,
Shaftesbury, Dorset.

{ CORRESPONDENCE
SAILPLANES, WORLD CONTESTS AND US
Dear Sir,
Wa lly Kahn' s anicle on Cl~es (S. & G., October. 1970 issue, page 347) puts
the finger on the weak point in the present Class-system and I agree completely wiJh
him that new classes are indeed needed in the future. Before we start dreaming up a
new system, however, two things must be kept in mind : (!) the future develop.ment. and (2) 1he sailplanes .p resently availa ble.
While Wally clearly has had the first point in mind th~ second needs a survey
of the number of different modem competition sailplanes available today. The foiJowing
figu res are a rough estimation, but it would be easy to get the correct numbers produced
by writing to the manufacturers.

No.
Flap Span made Total
Li belle H-301
Yes
15
100
Diamant HBV Yes
15
10
Diamant
Yes
16.5 50
Phoebus C
No
17
150
Kestrel
Yes
17
50
360

Diamant 18
AN-66

Yes
Yes

Cirrus B
ASW-12
BS- 1
Kestrel 19

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

18
50
18
3 523
- - --18.3
5
18.3 13
18.3 17
19
I
559

F K-3
Cirrus

Nimbus
Kestrel 22

Yes
Yes

22
22

T ype

Yes
No

17.6 10
17.7 100

561
55

1f these figures are put together we get the following table:-

Span
- 17
17.01- 18
18.01 • 19
19.01 •

Number of sailplanes
Flaps No Flaps Total
210
150
360
63
100
163

Although these figures are rather rou
it can be seen that about 93% of th
present fle:t of ml)dem Open Class sail

p~nesarel8~wk~M %arel7o

less, the majority (36%) being exact!
17m., while there is only 7% left over fo
those over 18 m. In the proposed 17 m
2
0
2
ftapless class only 27% of the presen
Total
306
561
fleet fits, and all of these are of a mak
255
which is now out of production.
From the experience at Marfa we know that the present 17-18 m. sailplanes
flapped or not, have very similar performance. In fact, all the production types, entere•
in this "span-class" were represented in the placings 10 to 15, while the ASW-12 and
the bigger ships occupied the top nine places (with the very honourable exception of
Edward Makula who was placed fifth with only 17 metres). Tbe obvious conclusion
is that a new restricted open class only needs a span limit of 18 m. with no variable
geometry permitted.
lt is sad to see all the present excellent open class sailplanes being phased out Q
production in favour of the very expensive 20 metre plus ships. The best way to save
them is to create an 18 m. class in which aU of them fit.
The Swedish Aero Club will soon make a proposal to the FAJ alon& the followilll
lines:- Standard Class-As at present. IS-metre Class-Variable geometry not per·
mitted. Open class-No restrictions.
If a fourth class is Uitroduced it should be a performance-limited economy (or
Club) class.
Borliinge, Sweden
AKE PETTERSON
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SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIRE.
Postcode: SK6 7JW

36

A complete service to Glider
and Light Aircraft Owners.

REPAIRS
OVERHAULS
MODIFICATIONS
Trailers for all types
Fully qualified staff with years
of experience.
A.R.B. B.G.A. P.F.A. Approved

Telephone: 061-427 2488
56

Reasonable prices, efficient '
service, and first class work.

SOARING PARADISE
Dear Sir.
Henry Pulitzer's note on Mautemdorf in the DecemberS. & 0 ., page jJ 7, is good
news to everybody interested in Alpine Soaring. The airfield is not in the 1970 Air
Touri ng Flight Guide and my 1968 map of Austria Civil airfields lists it as '"Powu
Fli ht only" !
g 1t is rather difficult to get information on Alpine centres (one reason for retumina
to a place one already knows; local knowledge can be of great importance). I would
like to ask if anyone else would be interested in founding (or re-activating) an Alpine
Soaring Group in the UK? The first job would be to collect and sort i.nforrr.ation
available on centres; in particular, digging out any met. statistics. Later on some
co·operatioo in the provision of facilities in the Alps (e.g. a big syndicate) might also
be considered, though there arc obvious difficulties in operations of this kind.
Henry is not quite fair in saying "for some unoccounrable reason British pilots
seem to go to ZeJI am See" (especially since the beautiful photO!;!raph shows a Standard
Austria flying from that site). The main reason is that Zell (like Ajgen) has geography
particularly favourable to lon8 cross-country flights. lt is this which leads to those
long lines of gliders which can be a disadvantago:, in spite of three Super Cubs
permanently on the site. I doubt whether any one site will be chosen as " best" by all
pilots, but unless you have a great deal of time, the most important factor is likely
to be weather conditions. I do n.o t know of any comparative statistics tor sites on the
north and south sides of the Alpine High Wall. nor fo r those at the east and west ends
of the ranae.
Pons Gord«n. Beaulieu S04 7Y H
RrcHI\RD FoRTESCUE
LANDING IN CORN
Dear Sir,
I would like to cross swords with Ray Stafford Allen on the above subject. (See
S & G, Oct-Nov., page 414.)
No pilot wanrs to land in a cornfield whether it is standing or sining com. In
standing com the probability of severely damaging th.e aircraft is extremely high.
In low com the pilot has the unpleasant t:ask of explaining himself to the fanner,
and keeping the spectators out of the field.
I landed in high com in 1969, after an air emergency, and finished up with a badly
broken glider. It J had not landed in the corn there would have been a badly broken
pilot In 1970 I landed in low corn simply because from 1,500 ft. there were no
fields other tban cornfields in which I could have landed without certain damage
to tbe aircraft. I therefore chose the one to which I would do least damage. J
was in this area because it was the only place that could have produced lift within
gliding range. There was lift there but not enough.
ln East Anglia there are quite large areas where from 2,000 ft it is impossible
to reach any reasonable field which is not growing com. In 1970, due to the late
spring, only a few hayfields had been cut by the tint week of June.
. . It is easy, given good navigation, to stay out of controlled a,irspace. However,
II rs not so easy to pick your landing area, especially when in competitions the
decision to land is taJcen at 500 ft. or sometimes less. A sailplane can always be
stopped from going up, and it can be stopped from drifting into controlled airspace
by a timely landing, but without an engine not even the best pilots can always stop
themselves from an unwanted landing.
.
I feel strongly about landing in crops of any lrin.d, and the only real solution
ls to. delay competitions until after the corn harvest. Th~e are then plenty of good
~nd10g fields. The farmers are more pleasant to deal wtth, and the burning stubble
~h ten produces first class thermals, even in complete overcast. Another point is
at pilots are in real practice late on in the season.
th ~lease let us stop talking about penalties and do something positive like moviog
Me trme of the competitions, or possibly, better still, fitting engines.
PETER WJLUAWS
anorbier, Pembs.

-STORCOMM
The POWEAFUl gli<lor r..rto
• •·• -n tr-114<
. .... Mti¥-.,. •..ted fKHHf
. ...... """' £69
S.ocl lor Uoil• of ~6701~ •
G. (. STORlY t. CO.
P.O. lox A,
SUNBURY-oN·TliAM£S, Middx,
Tolophono 8~~22

England's only Aviation BDDkshop
The a...b, - · ....... ,._..,... -nt oo A¥inooo

........ --,,.a IIOihl......,
We lU'I' •
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BEAUMONT AVIATION LITERATURE
11 Bath Street, London, LC.1
Toleollooo 01·253 9.512
Open 9.30 Lm. to 5.30 p.m. doily

Atlurtis~mmt4, will, '~"'llltltt~'• should M uttt tt> ChelrtHI l'rus Ltd., 5 CTrlwford Strut, 1Attdo11
WI (01· 935 2814). RJJtc 21· 11 word. Minlmwm 26/· tlox numbtr.r 8/· am1. R~p/JD lo Bo~
""'"~" $h011ld be ..,., to tlrtt . . , oddru-s

FOR SALE

SURPLUS ALTIMETERS, tested, guar·
aoteed, 35,000 fL, 50.000 ft., 60,000 ft.
SMITHS AIRSPEED INDICATORS.
IS to 140 knots. £12.5. I)LINGSBYS.

Superior OLYMPIA 2B. Full instru
ments, parachute, barograph. Tailorec!
trailer. Available immediately on com
pletion of Major C of A. £800 or nea
offer. P. J. L.add, 76 Bradley Road
Trowbridge, Wilts.

MARVELLOUS oppottunity to own
1,032 km World Goal Record holding
ASW· 12. For Marfa this b~utiful ship
was enlarged to 19.08 m. bul would con·
vert back to 18 or 19 m. easily. It has a
fascinating performance record including
600 and 700 km triangles and has been
maintained to the highest standards. In
fine competition fettle. Two jettiso~ble
tail parachutes, basic instruments, trailer.
Contact: H. W. Grosse. 27 Triftstrasse,
2400 LUbeck, West Germany.

SPERRY MK 3-a Transistorlsed Art /
Horizon for sale. No reasonable offe1
refused above £40. Tel. G. Lubin sso;
1576.

SHK - Complete with competition in·
strume:nts, air data comput.e r and open
trailer. £2.400 o.n.o. Box S.G. 353.

Auster Mk 6A Tugmaster for sale. 2
seats, over 300 hrs. to run on Gypsy
Major 10/1. Fitted special alloy cylin·
der heads. Wmgs, tailplane and rudder
re-covered last March, fuselage and
fin re-covered 4 years ago. Basic in·
struments. Annual C of A expires end
of March 197 J. Offers around £600.

OLYMPIA 463. Excellent finish. Red /
White. With instruments. without trailer.
£1.150 o.n.o. Cadisch, 24 The Avenue,
Potters Bar. Herts. Tel.: P. Bar 54973.

.

DART 17R Competition No.
beautiful condhion with Slingsby
and basic instruments. £1.650
Yorkshire Sailplanes. Tel. Ripon

.
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trailer
o.n.o.
3784.

"PLASTIC PLANE PATCH PRIMER"
--a manual for the repair of glassfibre
sailplanes; written and il1ustrated by
Ursula Hanle of GLASFLUGEL post
paid £1.7. GLASSPIBRE REPAIR KITS
by
GLASPLUGEL
£7.5
from
SLlNGSBYS.
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T-21B FOR SALE. First to-year C of
A just completed, basic instruments,
in first-class condition. Accident free.
£550 o.n.o.

Apply to:
Doncaster & District Gliding Club,
Ellers Road,
Doncaster.
Tel.: Doncaster 56066.

Ex R.A.F. lack Type Parachutes.
1 4 pa,..; Nylon Coooi)OK wih "Drogue'"
<huto. Con••• po<k (opproa. 23i a 1J1x
311 with w.t>blog which an bo q...:iUy
tdiusl•d whlltl per•<h.u .. il on Of oH. In·
ll>Kied ond 1~ by lic:onsed peeker.
tl5 -h, Corrioge U.K. only ISh Al>o 14
panel S..l Type patochules ll5 •ch,
Corr"'ge IS/· U.K. only.
Ex R.A.F. "Zff HatnesS4S
li'"-n1'1on tdiutleble webbing with instant
relen•. uted ia f•if condlliott# colour blue,
£6.6 . p & p 3/6&. /lu oew i• blue or black
[10. 10. ~. p&p 3/6& •

. tx. Meteorological Office,
Ail "'"'"'· id..l '"' - ·
lUting oil "'"........ in
feet pet Mif'lule.. (OMpl_.•

wUh c«tying: UM. l"'tru•
ntHit lix• eppnuhutely
3~" a 3". Prko l:J •ch,
p & .. 4/6d.

c... vine Recondition.d

.a..

h R.A.F. Flying Ov.,..
All sues up lo
6 ' 3 '' 511 6 . PIM\e
stere dMst m-.s.ure·
••Ill• in addition to
height. , & , 4/6d.

1970 Catalogue. A8
peg.. of borgoint,
UIIIPi~g. E• W.O. Mlr•
quMS, C.nte.tt fUfni-

ture, Cooki•o "'"its 4fc.

2/· lftduding p & p

Ta rpaulin & Tent Manuf acturing Co. 101/3 Brixt<>n Hill, London, S.W.2 01-674 0121/3

SKYLARK 4. Dunstable Based. Excellent condition. Full paneL Rigging aids.
Trolleys. Parachute. Trailer. £1.400. New
Winter barograph £50 if required. Ventress. !54 Station Road. Harpenden,
Herts. Tel. Harpenden 60S98.
HP 14c 18 metre all-metal high performance sailplane. Provi.ns, 20 Malvern
Crescent. Scarborough. Tel. 3092.

ALL MATERIALS for glider repairs or
home builders from SLINGSBYS.
SHK-1 and trailer. No instruments, excellent condition. £2.200, would consider joining new syndicate with 2 others
based at Lasham. G. R. Paddick, 355
Staines Road West, Ashford Common,
Middlesex. TeL Ashford 55668.
17 metre Phoebus £2350 for bare aircraft. No offers. Box No. SG 351.
SHK No. 174. One half summer share
Lasbam with limited winter flying Pon moak. £875. Howard, Yew T rees House.
Boxley. Nr. Ma idstone. Tel.: Maidstone
52929.

T53 As New. Full A.R.B. C of A. £2,400
o.n.o. SLJNGSBYS.
BLANIK. Excellent machine in good
condition. 5 years old, fully instromented
for cloud flying. Hood for rear cockpit
instrument training. No prangs, current
C of A. £1.500. Cornish Gliding Club.
15 Mount Egar, Ca rnon Downs, T ruro,
Cornwall. Tel.: Perranarworthal 2094.
SWALLOW £650. Seen Long Mynd.
Mansell, 3 Brookfield, Mawdesley, Nr.
Ormskirk, Lanes. Tel. Mawdesley 681.
IMMACULATE SKYLARK 3F, Dan
Type Canopy, 6 Gold C legs obtained,
10 yr. C. of A. Very good competition
record, with trailer £1,150. F. Townsend,
5 High View, Meir Heath, Stoke-onTrent. (Blythe Bridge 3597, after 7 p.m.)
PYE CAMBRIDGE, two channels, aerial,
as new £80. KIDDE T ype D.H. 240
Oxygen set £10. Darbishire, Charterhouse. Godalming. SUrrey. Tel: 22750.
" ALTHAUS" low drag total energy
Venturi £5.5 post paid. SLINGSBYS.
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FOR SALE (Conti nued)

TIGER MOTH. Very good condition.
New paint. Write S. A. Centrair B. P .,
44/36 Le Blanc, France.
PHOEBUS ..C ... Current holder British
National 300 km. triangle record. Latest
model, fully fettled with water ballast,
fulJ competition instrumentation, under·
carriage warning, oxygen, dust covers
and enclosed custom built trailer. New
condition, one careful owner. £3,150.
Cottesmore (R utland) 360.
SHACKLETON AVJATION LTD. are
Europe's largest aircraft dealers. We
always have a large supply of singleand twin-engined aircraft from £6SO upwards. Gliders, Cars. Aircraft taken in
pan-exchanae. Hire purchase available.
All cnqu:ries welcome. Head office: 170
P iccadilly, London. WIV OJT. 01-493
2448. Telex: 263975.
JACOB'S
LADDER OLYMPIA
MARK 1 BGA Number 513. This
fine ship is complete witb Aluminium
Trailer. parachute. barograph, and soaring insJ.ruments. Based at Rearsby.
Please contact P. Dawson, 47 Recreation Street. Long Eaton, Nottingham.
Price £550. Tel. Long Eaton 2976.
NEW WINTER BAROGRAPHS, glider
and motorglider types. New WINTER
var ies. New BALL VARIOMETER with
AUDIO. AU in stock at SLINGSBYS.
NEW Glider radio test set TS4/G.
Transistorised, portable, crystal oscillator, 2 channels, 129.9/ I 30.4- A
.. must" for testing and tuning of
transmitters and receivers. self-containej with 9-vol. battery, £20 each.
Radio Communications Co.,
I 6 Abbey Street,
Crewkerne, Somerset.
NEARLY new Diamant 18 with water
ballast tanks and all mods, only £2.500
or £835 and 24 monthly payments of
£82 lls. 2d. A syndicate of four could
buy this superb glider for about five
pounds a week each. Colin Donald, IS
Broadway, Peterborough. Phone Peterborough 68818, or home, Castor 253.
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EB.62 PARACHUTE, £58. Ferranti
Mk. S Artificial Horizon, 3tin. diameter
face, as new complete with 12V. inverter, £75. Ferranti Mk. 4 Artificial
Horizon, as new complete with 12V.
inverter, £45. J8 Artificial H orizon,
complete with inverter, £78. Winter
barograph, linle used, with new calibration chart, £SO. Kelvin Hughes Mk.
iA Tum & Slip in~icator, £12. All serviceable. Southern Sailplanes, Thruxton
Airfield, Andover, Hants. Tel. Weyhill
373.
STANDARD OLYMPIA with major
C of A. Rcsprayed. lmmacu1atc. £420.
Trailer closed £150. Open €50. Barograph £30. Electric vario £10. Artificial
horizon with invener £35. Parachute
£30. Tum & Slip £6. Player. 10 Biendon Drive, Andover. SS 13 business
hours.
SKYLARK 3B and trailer, both excellent. 3F canopy and seat. full panel,
10 year C of A . J. D. Kape. 2 Squirrel
Rise. Marlow Botlom, Marlow, Bucks.
Marlow 5697.
DART 17lt. Complete soaring instru·
ments. Excellent wooden trailer, £1.700.
Sandford. 22 Meadway. Shrewton. Wiltshire. Tel. Shrewton 454.
FERRANTI Mk 4 Horizons. Fully tested £20. Box. No. SG 352.
SITUATIONS VACANT

NORTHU MBRIA Gliding Club require
Course Instructor, full BGA rating, for
J uly, August, September, 1971. Applications with full particulars to H.
Wharfe, Secretary, 122 Northumberland
Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NEI 7DG.
TUG Pilot wanted, Wycombe Gliding
School, from March 1971. Food and accommodation provided. No remuneration.
Apply General Manager, Wycombe Air
Park, Marlow, Bucks. Tel. High
Wycombe 29261.
TUG PILOTS required for courses 1971
season, Coventry Gliding Club-Husbands Bosworth. Monday to Friday,
meals free. accommodation free (caravan) if required, no remuneration. Tiaer
and /or Condor towing experience desirable. Deputy Tugmaster, 4 Clint HiU
Drive, Stoney Stanton, V:ieestcr, LE9
6DB.

Lasham StaH
Requirements for 1971
Gliding Instructor: B.G.A.
category preferably with P.P.L. for
Glider and Motor Glider instruction.
Tug Pilot: Preferred qualific:ationSilver C.

Tow Car Drivers: Two car
drive~s with gliding experience.

P[e.a se apply:

The Manager,
Lasham Gliding Society Ltd.,
Nr. Alton, Hants.
RESIDENT Full time Course lnstructoT
1971 May to September inclusive. Must
be full BGA Rated, free living and sal·
ary up to £30 per week according to
qualifications and ability, ie tug pilot,
Falke instructor. etc. Position of resident duty tug pilot available for free
living only. Write to Gil Phiiiips, Clarance Esplanade, Tenby, Pcmbs.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR. Derbyshire
and Lancashire Gliding Club require
resident Instructor for 1971 MaySeptember inclusive. Also Winch Driver
for same period. Applications giving de·
tails of experience to: Mr. R. A. Hare,
Newman Road, Rotherham. Yorkshire.
The Worcestershlre Gliding Club have the
following vacancies for 1M comlno eeasonM•y to October:-

Assistant Course Instructor
W inch Drtver
~ csidont Tug Pilot
Stcwa.d a.rd StewardHs (House IYiilable)

A pply with details to the Menover,
Wo rceste,..hlre Glidi ng Club,
Bldford-on·Avon, Worca.

10

'

Experienced 8.2 Instructor for Gliding
Holiday Courses at Nympsfield. Must
be used to hill sites and the
associated clap traps !
DEdication to gliding less impo rtant
then the ability to create a fr ier.d:y
holiday atmosphere.
Al:o want(d at Nympsfield, an
experienced winch driver for holiday
courses. Both these situations are for
the pet icd from the 19th April to the
17th October, 1971 with at least 2
weeks holiday in this period.
Apply lo:

The Cheirr~~C~n,
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gl iding Club,
Nymp.sfield, Stonehouse, Gloucestersh ire.

WANTED

TUG AIRCRAFT required - full details
to Richards, 4 Bentley Court. SUssex
Road. Colchester, Essex.
OLYMPIA 2B. Skylark 2 or 2B.
Details and sensible price please to:
1 Moorside Mount, Drighlington, Yorks.
K·6CR with instruments and trailer, :B.
Lumb 27 Sunnyview Gardens, Leeds 11,
Yorkshire. Tel.: Leeds 700935.
FINANCI

FINANCE for your glider purchases.
Advances made on your present glider.
Peterborough & Fenlands Finance
Limited. I 5 Broadway. Peterborough.
Telephone li6191.
INSURANCE

WE are experts in glider and aircraft in·
surance. Let us quote you the lowest
rates with tbe most reliable companies.
Write to Brian Gudgin, Madow,
Gardner & Cooke, 254 Lincoln Road,
Peterborough. Telephone 68543.

It ~o·m. of ro11,.r, br owdrrMood thot til• BrltiJh GlldllrK Anodatlon """"' acc•pt nsponsibiliry
lltr dalms mode by atl\'~rll~rs in "Sailplan~ and Gliding".
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CLUB NEWS

seldom come sing.ly, and 1971 has begun badly. No fewer than
T ROUBLES
four of tbe clubs have suffered severe losses in men and material. We extend

our sympathy to Lasham and Portmoak: over the sudden deaths of Tony Barker
and Tom Davidson respectively. both having given great service to Gliding over
many years. We are sorry, also, to hear of the fire which destroyed four gliders
of the Chiltems Club at RAF Benson, and the crushing by snow of the Kent Club
hangar involving severe damage to eight machjnes.
Copy and photographs for the April-May issue should reach me by lOth
February, and news for the June·July issue by 14th April; typed double-spaced on
foolscap. Please remember to add your name, address and Tel. No. on aU copy to
be sent to me at II Great Spilmans, DuJwich, London, SE 22. Tel. 01 ·693·3033.
YVONNE BoNH!.M

2nd December

BATH & WILTSHIRE
'~'mE

contractors' men have arrived
.1. and although at the time of writing
we are still operating at Keevil. major
resurfacing of runways must stop us any
weekend now.
Our old friends at Bannerdown will
entertain us through the winter. They
have offered us every kind of hospitality
and help and we are more than grateful.
Flying has been fairly limited of late,
but the Bocian and the T-21c continue
the trairung and the Swallow rarely stays
on the ground for long. A couple of new
machines have arrived. Bill Davis has his
long-awaited Cirrus. and the J ohn
G raves{Briao Selmes partnership has
bought a red, white and blue Dart IS. lts
trailer- once part of a gliding holiday
scheme-has windows, fold-down bunks
and the name "Keevil Hilton".
The K-6 is going to Essex whlle its
former owners search for a slic.ker ship.
A bungey is on order. a farmer with
gliding enthusiasm having offered us the
use of a field on the Huish ridge, We
should be hurling the first volunteer into
space any day.
RJ.C.
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(Mrs.)

Club News Editor

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE

liTE were very gratified to be offered

ff a maximum grant toward~ buying
the farm below Fair Snape Fell (see page
48). Our solicitor is working on the
contract, which should be signed before
these words appear, and the farmer hopes
that he will be able to give us full possession next spring.
We a re looking at the two-seaters
available. and the cash that will be left
after we have bought the farm. L"' is highly
desirable for us to get the glider now,
and get used to flying it before we take
it to the hill. The hangar and club house
may have to wait. unfortunately. We
would welcome new members with
previous experience who might now like
to join us. Please write to our Secretary,
Eric Ripley, 116 Clifton Drive. Blackpool.
At our AGM in October. Jack Aked
was elected to Honorary Life Member·
ship. the most fitting reward we could
find for his 20 years' leadership of the
club. Eric Ripley was elected his succcs·
sor as Club Secretary. lvor Stretch retired
as Chairman. He guided us through the
preparatory stages of site. grant ncgotia·

tions, and the formatio.n of the Company,
leaving sound foundatiOns for the future
development of the club. John Gibson
bas now taken on this posL Stanley Race
becomes _Yice-chairman, and Bill Barcroft carnes on as Treasur,er.
We are very fortunate indeed to be able
10 call on members sueh as these, who
are willing to use their professional skills
to help develop our sport. We also welcome Derek Sandford, Derek Howard
and Dick Seed to the Committee.

K.E.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
IXTEEN triangles were flown from
S
Cambridge in August, we had a good
Mynd Camp in September, but October
saw aJI abrupt end to a superb year when
our Tiger 'Moth developed a crack in her
crank case and brought flying at Marshalls to a halt.
However. 1970 has been a memorable
year for the CUGC. We have welcomed
many new members and flown our greatest
ever total of cross-i:ountry miles.. Our tally
of new solo pilots, badges, etc.. has
increased since our last entry and is
headed by Richard Fortescue, wbo
became our second Diamond Badge
bolder when he Climbed to 19.000 feet in
his Phoebus wnilst at Portmoak in
October. We must extend our thanks to
the clubs both at home and abroad who
acted as hosts to several foot-loose members last year.
Flying continues at Duxford where the
aquisition of a Humber tow car makes
launchint~ in light winds somewhat easier,
Our senes of winter lectures at the
County Arms in Cambridge are proving
popular and well attended. The Skylark
4 was on holiday at the Long Mynd in
November, and Friday nights found
enthusiastic members trekking up the AS
Praying for west winds.
V.N.

COVENTRY
w ·E arc now preparing for the 1971
..
season and we are organising several
extra-mural activities" to supplement the
Year's gliding. We have been offered a
Stand in the Birmingham Boat Sbow at
~lngley Hall in February, and we plan
0 suspend the Chairman's Dart 17R from

the roof. There is to be another Traction
Engine Rally in May, and also a Vintage
Car Club are terminating a Rally at
Husbands Bosworth. We will we hope be
doing a spot of gliding too!
To end the 1970 season. our much
respected Secretary /Tug Pilot, Adam
Hepburn. has decided to see what the
other end of the tow-rope looks like and
has gone solo in the CaJ)stan. On one
of the many expeditions made by our
pundits to the winter wave sites. Les
Crawford attained 18,000 fL in the club
Skylark 4 at Portmoak, thus gaining his
Diamond height. This is probably the.
first Diamond height at HB gained by a
club pilot in this country. Lou Frank has
been awarded the L. du Garde Peach
Trophy for the best performances during
the year in a club glider.
During the winter months. a few adventurous pundits ltave been atterr.pting to
try out small local ridges, mere bumps
but nevertheless worth trying. Visits from
the Scheibe Falke have also brightened
our lives and everyone is queueing up for
a ride.
V.M.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCS
~

weather was not on our side for

~ some weeks during the latter part of
1970. We had a lot of rain. low cloud

and very strong winds, and a large number of early solo pilots were not able or
not allowed to fly except in the twoseaters. On the whole though, 1970 was
a good flying year with much more wave
than usual.
During the non-flying days we were
able to catch up on the maintenance side
of the club particularly in the direction
of winches. All manner of jobs have been
done by our workshop wizards under the
magic wand of Alf Blacklin. The permanent winch house on the weS1 edge has
bad a huge wire cage built around it to
protect the poor old winch driver in the
event of a cable break.
The party season was greatly enjoyed
with rather more parties this time. Our
Christmas party was well attended as
were several private parties and our
dinner-dance which was held at the
Hallam Towers Hotel again in Sheffield
on the 24th January.

P.H.
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COBB-SLATER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Write for details of Introductory Offer

Sole Manufacturers of:

Cook Compasses
and

Cosim Variometers
Irving Venturies

Electric Variometers
with Audio Unit

Water Traps

Barographs Calibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Audio Unit works with PZL, Cosim or Electric Varies

Luflets from:

'COSIM' WORKs"
Derbyshire DE4 2GG

DARLEY DALE

MATLOCK

Telephone: Darley Dale

23441~

Torva Sailplanes are prepared to release
the news that they are working on a new
Sailplane of British Design
May we suggest that you send a stamped
addressed envelope to us so that you
may receive advanced information when
available.

Torva Sailplanes Ltd., Pavillion Square, Scarborough
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DEVON & SOMERSET
T the time of writing we are lined up
for our AGM and therefore thinking
about statistics and costs. Our total flying
time last year of 1,018 hours (including
pO.'s 424 hours) came remarka~ly close
to th e 1,013 hours flown the prev1ous year
although the number of launches had
reduced from 6,124 to 5,815 (see Statistics,
page 52).
The Bergfalkc 3 acquired in May more
than compensated for the sale of one of
the Swallows. Nine weekly courses were
completed with the volunta·ry help of the
club instructors who now muster 15. More
of these courses arc now being booked
m bloc by youth and educational associations and although this means a lot of
hard work by club personnel. it is thought
to be well worth while.
Looking back over the year we have
achieved our objectives regarding aircraft,
clubhouse and hangar, and also managed
to produce a small surplus on the year·s
finances. Dec:imalisation on February 15th
will coi ncide with a winch launch fee of
£0.40 an d aerotow charges of £1.25 and
£1.50 for sit\gle and two-seaters respectively to 2,000 ft. Other aerotows will be
based on a time scale charge of J5p. per
minute. Incidentally, similar information
from other clubs would be appreciated
and perhaps a table or charges published
in S. & G. would serve as a useful
reference when these figures have to be
assessed.
These notes would be incomplete with·
out at least a brief reference to our flying
activities which, like many other clubs at
this time of year, have been concerned
with wave. Even the Tiger is now being
fitted with a vario in order to participate
in the increasingly popular pastime of
hunting this elusive form of lift, and days
Which formerly were written off because
they promised neither thermal nor ridge
S?aring. are now pregnant with possibili·

A

liCll!

A.E.R.H.

DONCASTER & DISTRICT
WITH. most of the debris left by
running the Nationals cleared away.
have been able to look at our opera·
lions a little more closely. The first change
~s to replace our faithful Auster with a
Tight new Condor tug. It is interesting
~c

to note tbat the rate of climb of the new
tug towing is as good as the standard
Condors operated by our power friends
at Doncaster. This gives us safer tows
(we rarely cross our airfield boundary at
less than 500 ft.) and happier tug pilots.
The second change, due very soon, will
be when we take delivery of the Motor
Falke we have on order. Our problem
here is to make sure we have enough
instructors cleared to operate this
machine. Bill Scull bas helped here by
spending a ~kend with us. advising
on operating methods, and handling in
the aU".
Our wave flying although not as spec·
tacular as some is quite regular. with
7-10,000 R. climbs in the local area. but
if you are prepared to venture forth, as
Bob Plane did, climbs up to 17,000 over
Harroga.te are now proved possible.
A strong social programme is planned
as we prepare for the first winter in our
new clubhouse.
J.A.S.

KENT
STop PRESS:- The end of 1970
came to a sad eod for the club.
During the night 3D-31st December, the
blister hangar with 9 gliders and a
Tiger Moth inside collapsed with the
weight of a 2·3 ft. snow drift which had
built up on one side of the hangar.
Several machines, club as well as
privately-owned, have been written off
or have been badly damaged. One glider
and the Tiger Moth escaped damage. A
rough estimate shows a loss of between
£10,000 and £12,000, but the club will
have to find a certain amount of the
money as the hangar was not insured
against colJapse.

LAKES
'I'HERE appears to be no limit to just
.1. how bad weather can get at week·
ends. We visited D ishforth during
September to be met with poor visibility
and stable conditions. Anyway, many
thanks to them for a very interesting
weekend.
Many thanks too to Slingsby for a
modified T-53. on loan, wbilst ours is
having its annual face-lift. We are very
fond of our "a" as an excellent solo
machine and a good trainer which can
6S

walk away from a good many solo
machines. Three more solos were recently
flown when the weather co-operated and
tbe wind dropped below gale-force, whiJe
others converted to the high-performance
aircraft. Launch rate is improvin~: due
to more intensive use of the runway space
available, circuit discipline, and two
cables.
It is surprising how popular our sky
is when the weather does co-operate. On
tbe 15th November, 197{}--my first log
entry for four weeks-the sun sparkled
on the snowy backdrop of Lakeland Hills
and, whilst quietly browsing at 3,500 ft.
in weak wave, I was sniffed at by a
Cherokee and a vivid blue Frog model
which turned out to be a Turbulent.
During the day we had visitors, by air,
from Manchester and Birmingham, and
numerous passers-by beading north,
north-east.
An
interesting phenomenon for
meteorologists: On 22nd November, 1970,
wind sou1herly, 15 knots, conditions unstable, a long thin funnet cloud about
five miles out to sea, and about two miles
behind it. the sea beina lashed into foam.
When the cloud from which this came
arrived over Barrow. our T-53 soared it
for 38 minutes at 2,500 ft. but did not
encounter strong turbulence. When first
sighted the funnel appeared to be moving
across wind from west to east. but as the
cloud neared, the wind veered to 24()•, and
remained in that direction for the rest of
the day.
R.R.H.

LEICESTERSHIRE
winter weather has set in,
THEandusual
since the middle of October with

the exception of the odd good weekend,
we have had very few flyable days. However. on the days that it has been possible
to fly we have made good use of our two
T-49s to combat long ftying lists. We
have just acquired another retrieve
vehicle to help reduce the turn round time
of the gliders and we hope to get in even
more ftying next season.
The end of the season saw some hard
work being put into renovating the club's
Skylark trailer. This is mainly due to 1be
generosity of Fred Fitchett who supplied
the materials for the repairs and aJso put
in some bard work himself. We now have
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a first class trailer which should stand a
few more years of retrieving.
The end of the season al.s o saw some
of our syndicates &oing on sorties to
Sutton Bank, where some good 1lights
were made. Bob Robertson, our bard
working Secretary. took some time off for
a visit to the Mynd to get his five hours
and bas now obtained his PPL as well
Our Annual Party was held at the end
of November. this year's venue being a
local pub. The evening was a great SUCC1:U
thanks to Ron Willetts' excellent organisation.
P.G.T.

LINCOLNSHIRE
TREMENDOUS air of excitement
A
exists at present, due to the trials we
are carrying out on a new method of
launching. Requirements- I ,500 ft. of
single filament polypropolene rope {cost
£15), a towing vehicle (in our ease an old
Vauxhall Cresta) and a launch run of
approximately 1,800 ya:rds. Method-The
rope is laid out between the glider and
tow car, leaving enough slack. for the
car to build up speed to 40-45 m.p.h. at
which time the glider is rapidly pulled
into the air and pins height rapidly.
The T ·3I and Bergfalke, both two up.
have reguJarly had Launches of 1,()()()1,100 It respectively in light wind conditions. One strand of the rope broke
afte.r 55 launches bu1 was cut and spliced
giving 11 more launches at the time of
writing, and an expectation of many more.
Club members feel that these launches
should be logged as motor car 1bungey
launches!
M.J.T.W.

LONDON
HERE were no noteworthy 11ights made
T
from Dunstable in mid and late
autumn, though regular hill soaring at
weekends resulted in a good deal of
11.ying. As a result of weekend visits to
Dishforth. Len Woods and Peter King
achieved their Gold heights with climbs
up to 15,000 ft. Tony Letts, flying his
SHK, wasn't so lucky, and had one trau·
matic aerotow through very rough air
with. a completely misted up canopy!
With courses finished we are back to
our winter routine of five day week ftyina.
and with all the rain we've been gettinJ
the site will soon be Unde.r mud again.

The club aircraft will be getting their
a.nnual inspections done after a very busy
•ear, and for the finttime in many, many
none of them have been OUt of
commission for more than a week. As a
resu lt. hours flown are exceptionally high.
The only under utilised aircraft has been
the T -ZI, but this will get a new lease of
life in the coming season with a heavy
programme of instructional flying.
Tug aircraft remain a headache, and
we have only two Tiger Moths with low
engine hours lelt. However. it seems we
may be able to hire a Rollason Condor.
though details of this arrangement are
yet to be finalised.
We have held National contests at
Ouostable for the last three years, but
for a change we are reverting to a
Regional one. This will be early in August.
Judging by the fact that there are almost
double the number of places available
in Regional contests, we may finish up
with a more manageable number of
gliders, as compared with the usual 40.
We may also be holding an Air Display
again.
M.P.G.

feaTS

MIDLAND

October an!! November We(e
Born
notable for the number of weekends
on which we had a westerly wind. and
a great many lteights have been gained
in wave during the period.
Mike Costin and his Cirrus arrived to
try our wave, and we also bad a visit from
Sir Alec Rose, who bad a flight in the
K- 13.
Ray Stafford Allen and his hot-air
balloon syndicate visited us roo. Several
llights were made, bu1 probably the most
spectacuJar was one which started in the
west valley, The balloon was seen to rise
slowly out of the field, and to drift
to wards the hiUside in the westerly breeze.
It came drifting up one of the guJiies and
Passed over the t.o p of the Mynd at about
2_0 ft., to pass out of view down the east
Side. Apparently it carried on for some
live miles before coming to rest in a field.
Later on that day it was tethered to 100ft.
of rope, and went up and down showing
t~e local farmers what their farms looked
l ike from that heiEbt.
. Our Clubhouse has been fitted ¥lith
Otl·fircd central heating and is very warm.

This will probably mean a shortage of
bungey lai.UlChers on cold days. but it is
a welcome change to walk into a warm
Clubhouse. The annual Trog Party on
14th November was a great success,
thanks to Janet Hilton and her helpers.
P.M.S.

NORTHUMBRIA
11TE have erected our temporary clubl l bouse, office and kitchen, and
hope to have central heating installed
shortly.
Progres.s on the ground has been
matched by an increase in our fiying
activities. Our total winch launches for
the year was almost double the previous
best and use of the tug for the first time
this year has increased the amount of
wave flying to such an extent th.a t 8%
of the total membership have been to
higher than 10,000 ft. this year. The tug
has also been used to drop gliders on to
an upwind north-facing ridge which is
out of range from a winch launch. This
use of the tug has extended our soaring
season and we have bad unprecedented
claims for C and Bronze C flights in
November. A new Skylark 2 syndicate
has been formed bringing our fleet up
to ll gliders and a tug; this move once
again makes the club Jaskolka "syndicate" one of the smallest on the field.
The Annua1 Dinner-Dance was held
in the Towoeley Arms. Rowlands Gill.
The Cawthorn Cup, for services to the
club, was presented to Alan Brown and
tho Northumbria Cup, for top pilot on
the Club Ladder, to John Greenwell.
J.R.G.

OUSE (York)
dinner, held in the beauOURtifulannual
and historic Merchant Taylon'
Hall in York, was, as usual, an outstanding success. Guest of honour was George
Burton, who was accompanied by his
charming wife Kathie, They have a
remarkable flair for making friends.
George responded to the toast of "The
Gliding Movement", proposed by the
chairman, Major Alan Simpson, who was
responsible for the Press, Radio and
Television publicity for this year's
Nationals at Doncaster. George, pfobably
inevitably, expressed great faith in
motorised gliders!
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At tlu: Oust: Glidin1 Club's anniiQ/ dinner. L ro R-<lp. Cup/. J. W. Fosler. DFC. AFC,
Mrs. Kathie Burton. Mt•iar Alan Simp•on, Mrt. Fost" and G eor~:e Burton

Group Captain 1. W. Foster. Station
Commander, RAF Church Fenton,
responded to the 10ast of 'The Guests'',
proposed by Club Secretary, Eric Rogers.
Wa rm thanks were expressed to the CFI.
)ames Wilfred Coulsey. who has done
so much for the Ousc Club. Audrey
Boddy received Wilfs plaque for •·service
beyond the call of duty'', Kevin Atkinson and David Smith shared the "most
enthusiastic youngsters' trophy" (The
Anthony Foster Memorial Trophy), and
Peter Ramsden received the "ladder
winner's tropby".
lt was stimulating to see members
present from towns as far apart as Huddersfield and Hull. Arthur Sams was
congratulated on his efficient planning of
the dinner-dance, and thanked for his
hard work for tJle Open Day and Flying
D isplay in June.
It was a good finale to a busy year.
With two-thirds of our membership now
solo pilots we are planning for mo re and
more cross-country flying in 1971.
A.H.S.

absence has made us decide it is essential
to have more than one Club opera
two-seater, and a syndicate has
formed to purchase one at the
opportunity.
On the powered front, the
Terrier tug aircraft is due for its C
its place being taken by a refurb
immaculate, and very attractive
and ·Black" Tiger Moth.
Although not quite finished, our
hangar is coming on al?ace, and we hope
shortly to be securely mstalled.
As a new Club, one of our aims js
organise a full social calendar
out the winter months. ln
held a combined Film Show and
-the latter laid emphasis on fi
country flights, and was ,.y,.•,.,..,,.,
interesting. We are more than
to Keith Chard for coming all the
from Dunstable tG give it. Novem
Social Evening proved to be a highly sue·
cessful venture.
J.V.L.

PETERBOROUGH &SPALDING

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION

FTER its extensive repairs. our
Bocian is expected to be back in
the fold shortly. and we hope to restart
our " prior bookable" winter flying programme. Our abortive attempts to obtain
a temporary replacement during its

STOP PRESS:- It is with great regret
that we learn that Tom Davidson.
one of the best known members of
the club. died at the age of 79 at the
beginning of the year. An Obituary will
be published in our next issue.

A
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soDTHDOWN
N Instructors·. Conference was held

A in the Clubhouse on 15th November,
24 instructors from Swindon, Kent,
Lasham and Southdown were present.
The object was to provide a general
instructors· conference to bridge the gap
between the training courses and the
CFI's Conference. This is the second of
these to be held at Firle this year. Now
that this type of conference has proved
successful, it is hoped that the idea will
spread throughout the country and be
organised on a regional basjs.
Talks were given by Derek Piggott,
John Ellis and Ray Brigden and discussion followed. Everyone appeared to
enjoy it, but a few envious eyes were cast
up toward the ridge where we were soaring in nortb_-westerlies. Catering was
expertly organised by Joyce Head.
Chairman of the Clubhouse Sub-committee, ably assisted by our Treasurer,
Joan Cloke, and various male dog's
bodies.
On the flying side, September was
mainly circuits with the exception of a
one-and-a-quarter hour flight by Traves
and a pupil, soaring the sea-breeze front
in the T-21. However. October gave us
some good soaring and the monthly
CCPR course had more interesting flying
than some of their predecessors.
November has been soggy and
uninspiring, with the exception of ridge
soaring on the 15th, on which day the
elusive wave was again contacted briefly
by Keith Mitchell in the Pirat.
K.J.P.M.

SURREY & HAMPSHIRE
are being hatched for the 1971
PLANS
season. we intend to buy another

sailplane but of ~urse the usual arguments come out~n or Standard,
wood or glass, etc. Thinking about money
required for new gliders it is significant
that profit can definitely be made from
soaring fees.
We raised our soaring charges (for the
fi rst hour of any flight) at the start of
1970 and for only a small rise in total
fl ying hours over )969 the increase in
reven ue was staggering-about 40 ~~-at
no greater extra expense to individuals,
a five-hour flight costing £4.70 in soaring

fees. Tbe answer is good reliable launch·
ing equipment. easily operated and easy
solo gliders that stay up in the hands of
beginners. Our K-S's do 330 hours a year
each, mostly with early solo pilots.
Wave has again been a source of lift
for the winter bogs. Several flight s of over
an hour occurred in November with the
24th and 25th being th.e best days. ]nd~
on the 25th rolls of crosswind strato-cu
clearly marked a system generated by the
western end of the South Downs around
Petersfield in stable southerly winds. Two
flights ended because of darkness.
SToP PREss:-Tony Barker died unexpectedly in the train on his way to
London on Monday, 28th December. He
had been with us at Lasham for many
years and with his wife Constance he
took part in all the social activities, and
his judgment on matters of club policy
was highly respected. We extend our
deepest sympathy to his widow and
family in their bereavement. We also
mourn the sudden death of Ted Lunn
early in J an uary.

C.L.

ULSTER & SHORTS
1970 was the worst
WEATHERWflSE,
year for gliding in Ulsl:r that anyThe USGC was glad

body can remember.
see the end of it. Nonetheless. we
managed to graduate 14 soloists by the
end of November and many of these have
progressed a long way since. Our newest
soloist, Billy Craig, went solo in the Eon
Baby on 28th November, the first flying
day after his 16th birthday.
The Capstan. one of our two dual
machines. was sold to the 'Royal Naval
Gliding Association in October and was
borne away in an 'RAF C-130 Hercules
which called at Shorts' Sydenham airfield to collect it.
We are also eagerly awaiting delivery
of a new Motor Falke ordered from
Slingsby and expected in February. This
will be used for ab-inirio training and free
the Blanik for advanced instruction and
dual soaring.
Ulster in 1970 was no place f'Or winning gliding gongs and the greatest success
attended those whose jobs or inclinations
take them across the North Channel and
permit visits to British sites.
to
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LINE UP 1971
What beHer New Year's re.solulion could you
have made than to extract more enjoyment
lrom your gliding in 1971? And what better
way to do so than equip yourself w ith a glider
tailored to your particular requirements. With
this in mind Alexander Schleicher's 1971
range of gliders cover the whole spectrum of
the sport at realistic and competitive priceJ.
ASK 13

Well tried, robust and docile
performance two-!eater.

K 88

Follow-on training single seater
with crisp handling and excellent
soaring capabil:ty.

K 6E

An ever popular, moderately
priced, high performance Stand·
ar·d Class single-seater.

ASW 15 'Glen' stendard .class competi·
live single-seater of proven top
performance.
ASW 17 20 metre 'glass' super high performance competition glider for
those who only want to win.

ASK ,.-

ASK 16

Single-sealer powered sailplane
with excellent engine-off glide
performance and outstanding
soaring ability.
The new side-by-side perlorm·
ance motorized two-sealer for
training or cross-country flying.

Writ~ /or /u.rth•r d<!ails without obl'gation lo:
LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
c{o J, Jeffries, DunstaiiJe Downs,
Bedfordshire
Sol~ agMls for:

ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER
SEGElFLUGZEUGBAU
D-6416 PoppenhaaMn an der
Waaaerkuppe, West Germany
':"0

George Bigley completed his Silver C
this way with a cross-country, mostly
above cloud, from Compton Abbas to
Lasham on a day when the Laslr.lmites
were only circuit bashing. Great was the
amazement of a bunch of ab-initio
students who ran over to ask George
where he came from, when he replied
'\Belfast"
Late in October Bob Rodwell was aiming for his Silver C duration on Chinnor
ridge in a Booker Skylark 3G when it
became thermic a.od he got his gain of
height too, climbing to 4.600 ft. Following
this he drove up to the Long Mynd for
more glorious ridge, wave and thermal
flying, returning from England with 14
hours logged in six late-season flying
days.
Tales like these have started others
think.ing about cross-channel expeditions
for 1971 to fabled places like Portmoak.
But there are others wanting to get to
grips again with wave in Co. Kerry and
other parts of Ireland's unexplored west.
after Secretary Jeremy Bryson's 13,000 ft.
climb from Inch last May.
We'd like to induce a reverse flow and
any gliding man-or woman-from
Bntain travelling west is warmly wei·
corned at Long Kesh any weekend.
I ndecd, so pleased are we to see visitors
from other clubs that-alone. as far as
we know, apart from the Dublin clubwe don't even charge them a daily mem·
bcrship fee.

R.R:R.

VALE OF NEATH
fiN the 15th of July. 1970, it was finally
V decided to form the VaJe of Neath
Gliding Club, the decision <being taken by
an enthusiastic group of aviation-minded
members of the .RAP Association at
Glynoeath in Glamorgan, South Wales.
The initial drivinjt force behind this
venture is Sqd. Ldr. J. Howard Thomas,
DFC, an accomplished power and glider
pilot, who is backed by a.n active committee headed by Les Dulce, Presidcn~
Clason Thomas, ARJBA, Chairman;
Harry Lewis, Treasurer; the feminine
touch being added by the attractive Mrs.
Pat HaJJ, the very able Secretary.
One week after the formation of the
Club, the Ladies Committee was born, and
has been extremely active in raising

funds for the many necessities require(f
CHILTERNS (RAF Benson)
in such an undertaking. The response of.
970 came to a disastrous end for os
wou ld be members was overwhelming.
here at Benson. A fire badly damaged
and he books are closed temporarily
the club hal'\gar and totaUy destroyed
whilst the Club gets under way.
The: official lauochlng of the Club was our four aircraft. It may be found posat a Buffet Dance, held at the RAFA si ble lO repair the hangar but it was not
Association's
comfortable
premises. possible to salvage anything from the
gliders.
Lancaster House in Glynneath. which
We should however be back in the air
was attended by Miss Sandra Cater the
curre nt "Miss Wales··. the Chairma~ of by the time this reaches publication even
the Neath Rural District Council and his if only with one aircraft. Our ground
good lady, and, needless to say, this event equipment was barely dam38Cd in the fire
and so we still have two good winches,
was an outstaMing success.
tow-out vehicles and our control box.
1 he Club is fortuna te in having two
Shortly before the fire our retrieve
sit~ to fty from. one for ab·initlo trainvehicle came to an undignified stop on
ing and a hill site for soaring; the first
aircraft has been purchased for training lhe way back from Bicestcr and bas not
purJX>$CS, and a second, a more sophisti· moved under its own steam since. This
~eemed at lhe time a major disaster but
catcd type, is being negotiated fo r. A
It has rather paled into insignificance in
hangar bas been purchased and is in
process of being erected, and two cara· the light of the more recent event but lhe
vans made available for use as otlice and efforts of our MT member, John BuUer,
canteen accommodation. A trailer is also arc not soing unnoticed.
We hope that in the next issue we shall
bemg bought for transporting ~iden to
and from the hill site, so in JUSt four be able to report on the acquisition of
new ai rcraft and new achievements--even
mC! nths. the idea has become reality.
if we are without gliden we are dctinitely
With Howard Thomas as CFJ, and
not without spirit !
jomed recen tl y by ex-A. Lt. Ron Vince
as assistant. flying is expected to comG .M.
men ce almost im mediately.
R.l.V.

1

FENLAND (RAF Marham)

~NO has not hit the headlines

§ERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN (RAF Colerne)

ASourwithAGM
most clubs at this time of year
is over and produced some

.

tn lerc~ting changes. Many of these were
necessitated by the RAFGSA's new
scheme for renting gliden. Our chairman
cheered us all when he gave a hint of
Wednesday afternoon flying by the summ~r. This sho uld belp fill the cash box
WHh ou r new dccimalised flying fees.
Bath & Wilts. are coming to fly with
Us in the next few days and we look for~rd to both their presence and tbe
~creased activity they will bring. T om
Lheobbin with his Sky is also expected in
next few weeks.
Ken H anley, with two aids. has built
11
5 a new bar-a ma8n ificent item of
Woode n clin ker panelling.
B.S.

for so long. that people could be
excus.ed for thinJtiog we were defunct.
Nothmg, however, could be further from
the trulb. ln fact. we are flourishing.
Firstly. a ~sume of the current Clu b
Committee. Our Chairman is Wing
~mmander G. M. Matcham. wbosc keen
mterest both on and olf the field has been
a tonic to us all. Officer ifc is Sq. Ld. Bill
Meacham, also a very keen participant.

FOR YOUR NEW DIAMANT
For 1971
Sole U.K. Agents
Thorpe A viation L imited ,
15 Br~ way, Pe t e rborough
Telephone : 88818
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Fg. Off. Bob Lyndon is our CFI , and
Ch/T. Colin Elliott, Dep. CFI and Bar/
Social member. Our MT is maintained
by CpL Ray Drake, whose wife Mar·
garet cooks substantial meals for us on
the field each weekend. Our fleet is main·
tained by Sgt. Colin Rooke. Ch/ T . Jim
Pignou has reduced our old tea bar to
a bare chassis, rebuilt it with Aerolite
glued joints. no less. Gliding clubs in
various parts of the world have benefited
from Jim's expertise:.. and we at Fenlaod
count ourselves lucky to have him here
for the second time.
A new post, that of Trailer member.
has been filled by "Mitch" Middleton.
Our quiet and efficient Secretary is Sq.
Ld. Pete Balmforth, who is also often to
be seen with bis Instructor's bat on.
The CFI is running a Strike Command
Expedition to Ponmoak in March.
Besides Fenland. the Anglia club from
Watti.sham and the RAFGSA Centre will
be participating, and certificates will be
the order of the forlnigbt.
The Club AGM was well attended in
November, and reports indk a1e a sound
viable club.
C.R.E.

HERON (RNAS Yeovilton)
HE last quarter has been one of slight
T
deflation, however, the weekend
weather has been exceptional for the time
of year. Local convection has been of the
"teasy'' type and more frustrating than
satisfying; to add to this, th: Tiger Moth
seemed jinxed to fail week~nd after
week-end. when we needed it most to
reach the greener grass.
Yeovilton is well placed geographically
to pick up radio information from nve or
six clubs in the south of England, notably
Bath & Wilts, Nympsfield. Devon &
Somerset and particularly Usk. the Iauer
reporting regular wave and impressive
climbs just recently. Perhaps we w11l meet
mid-channel one week-end.
Our first winter expedition proved to
be a great success, a dozen of us trailed
to Land's End to join up with Alan Davie
and the Culdrose members for a long
week-end in Jn.d ian summer conditions.
The ridge didn't quite perform as hoped
but local thermal provided a satisfying
challenge and exposed the sheer beauty
of the Land's End peninsula.
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The unexpected change in weather
conditions has to be experienced to be
believed, during the space of five minutes
the whole tip of Cornwall was engulfed
in oragrapbic clo11d, extending down to
ground leveL The Auster and Skylark
were cau!Jht up in this situation whilst in
combinauon. having taken off in good
clear conditions. Pip Phillips demonstrated his ability by flying up the Copp
valley to airfield level. Tony Wray. how·
ever, was somewhat stuck in the Skylark
and spent what seemed a life time negcr
tiating the cliff line defined by the
oragraphic cloud and eventually landed
in one piece on Sennen Cove beach.
Retrieve time was limited as the tide was
on its way in. Several rolls c f n lm were
exposed and the caravan of club members and volunteers grew in length a.s the
clipped form of the Skylark made for the
slip-way.
We look forward to 1971 with great
expectations. The Blanik should be Hying again within the first quarter, thus
providing an advanced trainer for dual
cross countries. acrobatic and instrument
flying training. A syndkate Auster is in
the process of being purchased, the idea
being to relieve the demand on the Tiger
Moth and provide a more versatile service to the club.
D.R:B.

ME!'IDIPS (RAF Locking)
have been going from streng1h
TOnHJtoNGS
strength on the operational side.
the membership side, a few stalwarts have left, AJan Long. Geoff
Thatcher, Nick Borebam and Sandy
Bryce, the latter leaving in glory by catch·
ing what must have been the last thermal
of the year to get his Silver height.
Unfortunately it is time to say "sayonara"
(I've never been the same since my holi·
day in Japan), to our CFI Len Barnes
and his wife Ann. They will be missed
by all, they leave for a tour in Cyprus.
Mike Laundy was extracted complete
with stiff joints and groans from the
cockpit of the Olympia after completing
a splendid 6t hours on the ridge. AJan
Hardon and Taff O'Shanahan both completed a Cross Country to Wells and baclc
40 NM, good stuff for down here at this
time of the year.
F.P.G.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
UR AGM on 28th November was weU
attended and followed by a very successful party.
At the Trophy presentations the 6E
model for the best flight of the year went
to Kev. Kiely. He was also aiven a "Pot"
from the club a.s be leaves us shortly for
Gan. When Liz Kiely was awarded the
"Tutor Pewter" for the most progress
during the year there were mutterings of
-What's this? A Kiely benefit? The
"Silver Swifty" went to Mick Orr and
"Jim's of Pot" to J. Keenan for the first
hour of the season off a winch launch.
Nigel Bailey was best adult pupil and
Brian Harvey best apprentice.
Meanwhile some of the club members
are still clocking up hours. Eddie Wright
did his 5 hours for his 2nd Silver leg on
the Long Mynd, earlier in the month.
A few of our members have been flying
there on west wind days when we could
not fly at Cosford.
We have two more instructors. Andy
Price-who has come to fly with us
while on a course at Shawbury, and Chris
Jocelyn from Gaydon.
C.P.

O

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
IRSPACE over the eastern plains of
A
Cyprus can be busy at times, but
under amicable ·Nicosia Air Traffic control gliding continues virtually unrestricted
from Prastio and Kingsfield. Cyprus
weather provides the advantage of almost
permanent VMC. and amusing R / T
dialogues have been struck with passing
Vulcans and a Harrier. Club crosscountry pilots are becoming international
ambassadors when landing out, and without exception find tremendous host~itality
from both Greek and Turkish v1llages.
The Cypriot people are gradually learning about the sport and only once has the
island's United Nations force been
alerted, when the Olympia 401 was
reported as a "hostile reconnaissance jet
circling over our village".
At the Annual Dinner and Dance held
in Limassol in November. the three aub
Trophies were awarded as follows:
The Andy Marshall Trophy for the
best working effort, to "Pip" R,icc; the
Pundit's Pot to Benny Go¥man. for a
series of meritorous f)Jghts, mcludmg the

islaod's sixth Gold C heiaht; and the
Novices Trophy for the best ab-initio. to
Ken O'Brien of the US Embassy. The
Dinner was also Benny Goodman's farewell party, prior to his posting to Cosford.
Frustration on a day when thermals
were somewhat sparse led Chalky White,
aided and abetted by the undersigned. to
set fire to the old clubhouse. Flames 50
ft hiah failed to break the inversion. bot
the pall of smoke which spread downwind from Dhelcelia to Pamagusta was
the signal. for an .unexpected!>: large and
high-rankmg audtence to arnve on the
airstrip!
G.C.

EAGLE (Detmold)
1\.NE November mornina at 4 a.m. saw
V the departure of the Ea~le in search
of Foehn winds, Diamonds and sticky
buns to Zell-Am-Sce, Austria. Needless
to say, we found no Foehn, no Diamonds
but plenty of sticky buns. Between eating.
mountain climbing, and other dubious
activities, we did manage to fly occasionaiJy, in fact our four aircraft there flew
110 hours from 87 launches.
The first few days were ~pent sitechecking first ti mers, which produced
much to think about for the lessexperienced, and a few choice comments
from the front seat of the K-13 "mind
that mountain!" On being let loose in
the solo aircraft, our pilots went certificate chasing with a ven8eance. a C and
Bronze leg for Geoff Lenton, 2 Bronze
legs and 5 hours for AI Mathie, S hours
and Silver height for Martin Hardy in
wave at I 1,000 fL , and a Gold height,
awaiting confirmation for Chris Watson.
Lemmie Tanner just failed to get bis
Diamond height, aod a certain Libelle
owner was overheard to exclaim on the
radio, "I spend thousands of pounds on
a Libelle, when I could have had that
for next to nothin~"· "That" was the
Swallow which perSistently stayed 1,000
ft. above him.
The club competition at Zell this year
was for the Rockafeller Schlepp, the
longest tow, and woo by Martin Hardy
with over 30 minutes! The expedition
was el'l.ioyed by all, though complaints
about empty bank accounts are now
common. Still, roll on next year.
C.W.D.W.
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Please send news and exchange copies of journals to the Editor's new address:
A. E. SLATER, 7 Highworth Avenue, Cambridge CB4 2BQ, England.

AUSTRALIA
Sailpl:uae Desip Competition.-Full
conditions for entry in this competition
(announced in S & G for October, J970)
are issued, aod applicants for entry can
obtain them from:- Australian Gliding.
Box 1650 M, GPO Adelatdc, South
Australia.
They must enclose a year's subscription to Australian GJidi.Da (£3 Sterling)
if they are not already subscribers. The
full conditions cannot be given here. but
among them are:The span is tO be l3 metres. The
sailplane should have as good a general
·cross-country performance as po~ible,
yet be capable of being built by gliding
clubs or intelligent amateur groups. It
will not be intended for the ·first solo'
pilot, but for pilots accustomed to a
range of different sailplane types and
with some recent competition experience.
There is no restriction to traditional
materials and methods of construction.
but the judges will not look favourably
on a design which requires the use of
elaborate machine tools, rarC" or very
-costly materials or complex production
techniques.
A wheeled undercarriage is required
and, if retractable, a landing with tbe
wheel retracted must not injure the
pilot.
Entrants may register their intention
to compete up to a month before the
start of judging on Jst December, 1971.
by which time all designs must have
reached Adelaide.
The judges will be H. R. Millicer, M.
Waghom, W. Rilev, H. Schneider, J.
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Fincher (of DCA), R. S. Rowe and R. I.
Martin.
The prototype of the winning design
will be constructed by Riley Aeronautics Ltd., and after mitial test-flying
will be the property of the designer.
Details of additional prizes will be published later in Australian Gliding.

AUSTRIA
World Champs 1972.- The Austrian
Aero Club bas decided, a.fter all, not
to make any offer to sponsor the next
World Gliding ChampJonsbips, as no
suitable airfield is available.
Luftsport

ITALY
Varese Lowen Fees.- Since most
visitors to Varese take their holidays in
weekJy periods, this gliding centre bas
decided to offer to pilots the opportunity
to fly the centre's sailplanes for as long
and as often as they like over a period
of 6 days, for the price of L.IS,OOO
(about £8.50) per pilot per 6-day period.
All launches are by aero-tow, costiog
L. 2,500 to 600 m. or L. 3,500 to I ,000 m.
Pilots bringing their own sailplanes
are also welcome, and can bring their
families. Accommodation in the clubhouse is L.700 per day, or there are
camping facilities on the airfield.
Good thermals begin in early March.
and 400-km. or 5()0-km. flights arc
possible in early April. Write for information folder to:Aeroporto Calcinatc, Varcse, Italy.

FINLAND

I

NTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
1971.- In connection with the Fmnish National Championships and the
Nordic Championships next summer.
pilots from other countries will have an
opportunity to take pan. The period of
the competition is 6th- 20th June, 1971.
The site of the competition will most
likely be Rayskala Gliding Centre in the
southern part of Finland (60" 45' N ,
24" 07' E).
This is a preliminary announcement
only. An official invitation will follow
in due course. We reallY. hope to see as
many foreian glider ptlots as possible
gliding with us next summer.
SUOMJ!N lLMAILULimO

Finnish AtronautiULI Association

FRANCE
A Tale oC Two Cities
HE Phoebus had a busy month. In
just twenty-four hours from my
Yorkshire home David Carrow and I
were in Angers, some 500 miles away in
the province of Anjou in central France.
We were there for the Coupe d'Europe
- the French gliding meeting with substantial in~rnational entry. They came
from Belgium, Germany, Norway, Switzerland, Yugoslavia and three sailplanes
from UK. David and 1 had the Phoebus,
Chris Day was there with Anne Bums'
Cirrus and Humphry Dimock flew his
Libclle.
11 was bot, very bot. when we arrived.
We found the caravan and set it up with
a tent. Then we went out and rigged the
sailplane. David comes outside that
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Tel: Husbands Bosworth 3 7 5

statistical term 95 percentile, which
means that ergonomically he doesn't con·
form. This had been discovered on a
rather wet afternoon at Rulforth when
we decided that a new panel was necessary to accommodate his considerable
height. This had been made and was
now to be fitted. As us Nua~s uJ
int~rdlt as the French have it, we had
removed the horizon and turn and slip
and given more leg room. David flew for
an hour and expressed himself generally
satisfied.
1 had to leave for business reasons, so
it was not until two days later that I ftew
the Phoebus to become familiar with the
te rrain. The thermals were fine. France
is big and flat around Angers. Only the
Loire river winds slowly in a aenerally
westerly direction to drain the wine
growing district of Anjou and Touraine.
By a quirk of History, this area abounds
wtth chat~aux both large and small. To
see these great houses. it is possible to
gain a clear understanding of the F rench
character and their 11air for civiJised
Jiving. But away from the rivers and the
chateaux, the country is generally flat, the
only features being straight roads and
few railways. Visibility was excellent
and navigation straightforward.
Of the ten-day meeting, we had six
contest days and between us we Hew for
some thirty hours and covered 1,500 Jan.
of good old French soil. We did not
hear the word "Airway" once.
The briefing was presided over by M.
Herson in his own brand of French while
the Meteo Mr. Vayence was excellent in
his precise French. The organisers claim
that they will not set a task unless they
are satisfied that a large proportion of
the fic:ld will complete. Thus tasks are
speed triangles or out-and·returns.
This year the Open Class of 22 entrants
had 13 P hoebus present. We were at least
fashionably dressed! Two BS·l, two
Ci rrus, two Diamants, an Elfe and a
LibeiJe. The Standard Class had four
~ 1 . numerous K-6 of various types,
ASW-15, a Delfin and a Wassmer Squale.
being a composite glider of wood and
gla~-fibre. At suc.h a mcctina it is
posstble to see the rapid prog.ress of sailplane design in recent years.
In the flying itself there was a marked
advantage in the gaggle ftying of the
French and the Swiss. Certainly the
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French flew with great skill and style.
There was little wasted effort and they
flew fast. Forwnately thermals were
strong eoouah to support such a technique. When there was only 4 seconds
difference between first and second in a
231-km. circuit, lasting 2.30 hrs., it was
not difficult to realise that this was
tough competition.

•

•

•

So it was a strikin& contrast to go to
Doncaster-although there are some
similarities: both are industrial towns
with an historic past, both are fiat in thermal country, both have an airfield right
up against the town. But there the similarity ends. lt came as a real shock to be
expected to fly all day in naif-metre
thermals at heights not above 3,000 ft.
It took no less skill and demanded no
less of the pilot in Yorkshire than in
Anjou. In England we fly when there is
hope if nothing else. ln France there
nave to be thermals and you !).ave to race
or you go somewhere else. So. the French
specialise in racine. We specialise in
flying and the ability to survive. The
tension and the urge to win are no less
in this country than in France, but we
have a more Love/Hate relationship
with our sailplanes than the Europeans,
who. koowin,!l what they want in more
urufonn conditions, treat their sailplanes
as a means to an end, rather than an
end in itself.
We came back from France greatly
impressed, quite sure that the British
glidin& movement should take the opportun itv to gain more continental experie'nce to find out what soaring racing
is all about. Only on the Husbands
Bosworth day and the last day at Doncaster did we have a chance to do this
and it made a real impact on the placinas.
Just one final question: Do we know
how to handle these hot ships? 1 nearly
said do we deserve them?

emus Rlt>DELL

RHODESIA
ATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS.N
The thirteen machines in the 1970
Nationals between them flew close on
40,000 kilometres in 800 flying hours.
Pilots included South Africans, Rhodesians and one New Zealander.
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The overall winner was South Africa's
Tim Biggs, flying a Standard Cirrus. .He
achieved 354 points out of a poss1ble
384 to win the Rhodesian title for the
second year in succession.
Second and third plac~ were ~lso
won by South Africans, w1th 334 pomts
going to Ted Pearson, who ft~w a Sta!l·
dard Cirrus, and 305 to Adnan Martin
who began the competitions in his SJ:P(
Austria but, following a heavy landmg
which damaged his un<lercarriage. used
a borrowed Standard Austria for one
t!ay and thereafter flew a Ka-6 borrowed from a club syodicate.
South Africa's Hugh Keartland also
bad bad luck with a heavy landing of
his open Libelle, and thereafter used a
borrowed Ka-6E.
The Rhodesian national placings were:
(I) Bob Moore, flying a Standard Austria (274 points which gave him fourth
place in the open placings); (2) Tr~vor
Torgius, flying a. Vasama . (258 pomts,
which brought him fifth 10 .the open
placings); (3) John Colban, ft)'lng a Ka6CR (254 points., bringing him sixth in
the open placiogs).
Although South Africans won all
first three places in the Opens, one of
the most coveted awards of all went to
Rhodesia's Trevor Torgius-the AngloAmerican Rose Bowl Pilots' Award
Trophy for the pilot who. in the opinion
of all other contestants, puts up the
best performance having regard t? previous experience and type of machtne be
tlies.
Tasks included one out-and· retum of
436 km. and three triangles of 300 ltm.
each.
On the third task day. a planned 300
km. triangle, taking in Umvauma, Gadzima and Umvukwes, had to be cancelled because Air Traffic Control refused to approve the route. An out-andreturn of 234 km. to Lion's Den was
substituted: all aircraft landed away and
afterwards Salisbury Gliding Club chairmao Ken Taylor said that "it was an
unsuitable task on account of meteorological conditions. It was not our c~o!ce,
but was forced on us by ATC l!~Jta·
tions." He added: "The compettbons.
thanks to the spirit that went into them.
were as usual a great success, but l
am bound to say that the problem raised
this year-for the first time--by ATC

rulings do give me cause for concern in
the future. This matter will obviously
be pursued further, and we shaU .have
discussions with the relevant authontynamely. the Director of Civil Aviation.''
Although Salisbury Gliding Club was
the host club, the competitions took
place under ~ auspi~. of the Central
African Soanng Assoctauon. The Association chairman, Bob Moore. and the
competitions organiser, Alf Thompson,
have expressed themselves as highly
concerned over the official refusal to
approve certain task routes. According
to Mr. Thompson, this could spell the
end of any further Rhodesia Nationa.l
Championships. Official reason for tile
ban on certain taslcs, however, was that
they were eithe:- along or across sorue
of the busiest passenger-<:arryi.ng 10ut~s
of powered aircraft, and in the intel'el>ts
of safety could not be approved.
WinK$ over A/rica

SOUTH AFRICA
official re_gister of records estabA N lished
in Standard Class sailplanes

is to be established and maintained by
the Gliding Committee of the Aero
Club of South Africa. 1.n the past the
only South African records mainU~fned
tor gliders were in the Unrestricted or
Open Class. Tim Biggs has been ap·
pointed to maintain the record register.
This move follows recent technological
developments in the Open Class which
make the current production supergliders too expensive for average glider
pilots to buy and operate.
NAttONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.- These will
have staned on 27th December and finished on 9th January, too late to be
fully reponed in this issue. Johann
Tromp, vic:e-cllainnan of tbe Bloemfontein Gliding Club, was l!sked by the Ae.r o
Club's Gliding. Com!J!tllee to orga01se
the evenL As m preVIous years, events
counting for the national cham~ionsbips
were flown on alternate da.ys w1th freefor-all competitions '!fbiCh enabled
cr w members and synd1cate share'"' to
ta~e part. Clubs wishing t~ enter nun·
competitive pilots io club ~raft, mclutw seaters were permttted to do
<1 .
mg
~
' flew only oo "c:ompes~ prov1ded they
"championship
t1tioo days" and not 0 0
da ys".
Wings over Africa

TANZANIA
HE Serengeti plain is situated in the
T
North-West territory of Tanz.nia.
lt is a vast game park of many thousands of S()Uare miles in which huge
herds of wild animals roam free, protected from all l;lut the poachers. Hundreds of different species of animals,
birds and reptjJes, including lion, l'hjno,
elephanL water buffalo, leopard and
cheetah- the biggest herds, however, being wildebeest and zebra, of which as
many as 6,000 may often be seen together. Landing out in a glider, therefore, is not a matter to be taken lightly. ·
The Gliding Club, if such it can be
called, is situated more or less in the
centre of the park at a game camp called Seronera. which is the headquarters
of the Serengeti Research Institute, and
it is due to the enthusiasm of the Institute's director, Dr. Hugh Lamprey, that
gliding js available. The club was first
started about four years ago when Dr.
Lamprey bought an old T-3.1 from
Nakuru Gliding Club in Kenya. Later a
K-7 was added, but no single-seaters are
yet available.
In the late winter (August in Tanzania)
of 1969, 1 decided that a year away
from gliding was too long-so my wile
and 1 decided to fly the 550 miles from
Dar-es-salaam to Seronera for a long
weekend. My wife did the difficult work
of the trip-that is navigation and radio.
whilst J was able to relax and do the
flying. After one stop in order to refuel
at Arusha (no fuel available at Seronera), we landed safely at the game camp,
after buzzing the area several times in
attempts to clear the zebra from the
strip. The total flying time to reach
Seronera was 4! hours.
We were immedi~tely made very welcome and offered accommodation at the
bungalow belonging to one of the gliding types, where we were wined and
dined in five-star style (we had taken
the precaution of taking with us a good
supply of liquid refreshment, as the
nearest shop is over 200 miles away).
The followmg day, Saturday, due to
lack of bodies, gliding could not be laid
on, so the few enthusiasts fettled.
ANoN
CJ:zmphi/1 News
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UNITED STATES

WEST GERMANY

National ~sien Competillon.--Qwing
to the reduced number of US designed
and built sailplanes in World Championships. and a prospect of still further reduction, the Soanng Society of America
announces that "This tendency can be
reversed if superior US designs arc
fiowo and put into production. Time
required for this reversal is considerable.
Four or five years•·. So the SSA
announces a Design Competition, and
asks for contributions towards prize
money.
Entries must be complete flyable sailplanes with instrumentation and radio
suitable for competition soaring. They
can either be Standard Class according
to current international rules, or Open
Class with a sl?an limit of 18 metres.
There will be a Judging Committee under
Paul F. Bikle. This Committee may
reject any or all entries if, in its opinion.
they are not competitive w.ith the best
currently available sailplanes. Potential
entrants are recommended to register
with the SSA so as to receive information
aod data.
Souring

National Cbampionsbips l97L-These
will be held at BOckeburg from 15th to
30th May. A notable feature is that the
Open Class wiU be handicapped according to span. The datum span is 20 metres
and will get 100% points. For every
metre beyond 20 there will be a handicap of I 0:., while spans below 20 get
a bonus of I ?~ for every metre below.
This system of h-andicapping by
span has evidently been inspired by a
paper recently circulated by Eugen
Hllnle of Glasftllgel. Hanle pointed out
that those who could not afford the big
exotic machines had little chance of
winning an Open Class competition
with a machine of less span, so tended
to sink into the Standard Class. However,
he recommends twice as large a handicap, starting at 100"{, for 15 metres, and
subtracting 20:. for every metre beyond
I 5. It has been decided not to divide
the Open Class into separate competicion1! for ladics1 junior.s and seniors.
Participation of a Club Class in the
Championships has been accepted.
Luftsport

Flying is Fun
AND GROWING FAST AT THE

DORSET FLYING CLUB
and Is something anybody can learn
GLIDING, POWER OR PARACHUTING

WE FLY SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
TRY A TRIAL ~ESSON from
£3
A WEEK'S GLIDING HOLIDAY from
£27
COMBINED GLIDING, POWER & PARACHUTING £37
POWER SOLO COURSE or SILVER "C'' TO P.P.L. From £65
Private Owners welcome on 1 month subscription's only £ 1.6.0.
All Aero-tow Launches from 25/-

For details write

DORSET FLYING CLUB,
Compton Abbas Airfield, Shaftesbury, Dorset.
Fontmell Magna 328
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GLIDING HOLIDAYS

Why not learn to fly at our thermal
and hill soaring site in the Cotswolds?
Instruction given in dual-control
sailplane by qualified instructor. £26
per week. With hotel accommodation
at £9 per week extra. Camping
facilities ar e available.

Write tor details to:
Gl idln!! Holidays,
BRISTOL&GLOUCESTERSHIRE ~ICING CLUB,
Nymp$tield, Stonehouse, Glos.
TelephOne Uley 342

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
(Abe rdeenshire) LTD.

WAVE SOARING
Aerotow facilities 7 days per week
Accomodation arranged
Details from : A. J. Middleton,
56 St . Ronan's Drive, Pet.erculter,
Aberdeenshire
Tel. Culter 2043

Get-away -

CORNISH GLIDING & FLYING CLUB
Gliding coursos in modern fleet from MAY
11th - B.G.A. categorised instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal for
a different family holiday.
AE~O·TOW COURSES AVAILABLE.
DdoilJ willt pJ.ecuuro fro m : Tho CourSecretory. Cornish GlkiJng & A y ing
aub. Tre v e Uas Airfield. Perran·

Co Gliding I

Wultly Ho.liday Couu•• f01 legjnneu •nd others
Aprjf- NO't'ed'lbet

Winch or Aerotow Llunc:Ms/Proft:uion•l Instruc-tors
Tb4rmal ood llldga S-in9
Modern Re>idonliol Clubb4u,. with 6cu..d b•r
Vi~iltng Gliders vfify ,.,.,come

fOf full del ells epply ro 1

KENT GLIDING CLUB
Chanock, Nt. Aohlord, IC•ot.
Teieph<>•• Chal:ock 307 01 '17 4

· porth. ComwaiL

Welcome to dirty fliers
... but don't get us wrong now. We're
good meals in a separate mess.
not fostering b.d airmanship. ll's just that e Course lees include full b011rd a nd h.ated
we want y~ to enjoy some gliding with
twin bunk-rooms. Write now to Mrs. It
A. Hare, 70 Newman Road, Whiston,
a difference.
CAMPHill believes comfort and good Rotherham, Yorkshire, for a course
flying can go together. So ex.- gliding
brochure.
centre in the magnificent Peak District has There's a welcome for visitors and tem11 number of good things to offer to let
porary membership for syndicate6 a nd
solo pilots.
you fly with a smile.
e New club buildings include central e There's a hangarful of K13, K4s, Swallows,
t-ting, bot showers and a ll up-to-date
KS and 463-they' re well looked after too.
Y~ see, we do also fly at CAMPH! Ll-up
toilet facilities. Thwe' s a resident steward
to 21,500 feet so far in wave.
and stewarden, cosy bar, clubroom and

Try a

trip to-

Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club
CAMPHILL FARM • GREAT HUCKLOW • TIDESWELL
BUXTON • DERBYSHIRE Telephone: 0298·82-207
79

THAMES VALLEY GLIDING CLUB

LASH AM

HIGH WYCOMBE
Welcomes new members, abinitios, advanced and private
owners.
Operational seven days a week
with professional instructors and
staff. Efficient all aerotow operation. Clubroom, Dining Room and
Bar. Easy access from M4 or
M40/A40. Details from: St<RUARY.

(NATIONAL GUDING CENTRE)

Weekly courses all year at inclusive tales.
Modern centratly·heated clubhouse, canteen
and bar. Accommodation provided. Full time
profeuional inslrudors, wilh Derek Piggotl
as C.FJ., club solo and two-seater flying
every day, private owners welcome.

l.V.G.C •• 29 Pll'fiS ClOSE. BURNHAM. BUCKS.
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Club A-t
1 Copston
2 ASK 13's
4 I( 88's
1 Scheib. Falke
2 Skylark IV's
1 Dart 17R
1 Skylark Ill
1 K.6.•E
1 Phoebus 17
All initial training now done in tht two-seat~
motor-glider Sch•ibe Falke

Loshom Aerodroft\e,
Nr. Alton, Honts
Telephone HERRJARD 270

LASHAM GLIDING SOClfTY
Surrey & Hants Gliding Club

--- ---vLONDON SLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
If you want a really lazy couple of
week's holiday, then we recommend
the beaches of Southern Spain,

BUT

If you really want to learn to glide
and believe gliding Is your sport, we
strongly recommend a couple of
weeks (or one week) on a training
course at Dunstable.
Fully residential courses from March
to October with expert tuition by
qualified and highly experienced
professional staff instructors using
modern high performance twoseaters. Free Entrance fee to the
Club to all course members.
Write for 1971 Course Brochure or
Club ljlembership details to the
Manager or fing 058-2 63419.

~================~·

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LIMITED

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION

LONG MYND, SHROPSHIRE

PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL,
BY KINROSS
Telephone: Scotlandwell 243

Telephone : Unley 206

BUNGE£ LAUNCH???
Where else?
5 mile ridge - frequent wave.
Excellent clubhouse, comfortable
bunkhouse, dining room - 3 meals a
day - snug bar.
5 day courses for ab-initios, advanced
pilots and private owners.
Club fleet includes Ka 13s, 460s and
Swallows.
Associate membership to members of
othf!f' dubs Oarly 10/-; Monthly £2

Further details /rom: Miss M. HOBBY,
256 Crowmere Road,
Shrewsbury, Salop.
WEST WAUS GLIDING CLUB
HAVERFORDWEST
Withybusb AirfO.Id b confroUy situat.d le< o•• 70
miles of N.tioMI P11k coesllirut ~d u•spolh bMebH
for yovt lomUy ho~dayL
RO$Jde•lial •nd non"fesidenl~ cowrtes for beglnn•u
and od•..,cecl pupib
!My to OcfoiMf.
Auto•'l owtng and Aero•toWJng.
Ceft'tS)ing end c:w~Jva• facUitftl av•atble.

r,.,..

lrochure & fur&.• Jnfotmetton lrotn G~i•g S.Cr•t•t'YJ

136 HAVU-1 RD •• HAVEilFOROWfST
Tel. tll•orford....., 3156

THE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring In beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPTEMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
Write to the Secretary for further
details
ADVANC~D 800KINGS NlCfSSARY IN WRITING

Worcesters"'ire Glidin9 Club
Bidford·on-Avon
SUMMER HOLIDAY COURSES
Weekly, May to October.
Fully lncluslv. or ffr.t·el••• accommod..tion,
m•als and !lying '""·
Professional lnatructortl •nd •taff.
Lie<~ns~

t..r;

£26 PfJt WUK
Book now-Course Secretary,
18B Nunn.,y """"""•
Oroitwleh. Wore..
Tel. Orol"""eh 2349

Yorkshire Wave
AT THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Autumn to Spring is Wave time at the Yorkshire Gliding Club. An impressive
list of Gold and Diamond heights have been achieved in 1 970. Our facilities
are available atl week throughout the year and we really welcome visitors.
Writ•

f01 Club arodlure

THE SECRETARY, YOIU<.SHIRE GUDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK. YORKS.
Tel. SUTTON (THIRSKJ 237

NEW from Italy
The superb A 21 high
performance two seater.
Tadpole fuselage with
metal stressed skin tail
boom and f ibreglass
front part. Side-by-side
seating, offering the
advantages of better
control, large
instrument panels and
superior visibil ity.

Further details of the Calif A 21 , the
Calif A 21 jet version, and details of
the successful A-1 0 , A-1 1, A- 12 and
A-14 single seaters on request to:

Teteorom : ALICAPRON I.
Telex: CAPRON I 32035

Italy's oldest Aircraft manufacturers,
CAPRON! VIZZOLA,
Costruzioni Aeronautiche S.p.A.,
Head Office: 20122 MILANOVia Durlnl, 24,11aly. Tel: 700.82(1-781.975 .
Works: 21010 VIZZOLA TICINOVI~ Montecchi o, 1, Italy. Tel: (0337123.847-23.826.

